The Story has Just Begun...

It is an ancient world with ancient troubles. The last four Great Ages have defined Epic Struggle on Ansalon. Now the gods have left Krynn, and humans must fight the Great Dragon Overlords to survive. The new Epic Struggle has begun.

The DRAGONLANCE®: FIFTH AGE™ Dramatic Adventure Game is an entirely new narrative role-playing system. The versatile SAGA™ Rules System and Fate cards give the players more power over the game than ever before. The easy hero generation and conflict resolution make learning the system easy. And the continuing epic of Krynn makes the game irresistible.

Ages come, Ages go. And with each comes new challenges. Krynn's history has come to a blank page, and it is your Destiny to fill it. Make your mark with confidence, for it will be remembered in Legend.
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Or the red box. And now you feel a tear in your eye when thinking of the Caves of Chaos and White Plume Mountain. Or maybe a friend took you straight into the AD&D® game.
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You know a few TV-saturated youngsters—give them new worlds to explore! The Complete Advanced Dungeons & Dragons® Starter Set contains everything a little hobgoblin needs to get into AD&D—just like your first set. It’s a noble way to knight a squire—and send him on an epic quest for fantasy.
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Sticks & Stones

What is a weapon? The Oxford English Dictionary defines a weapon as “an instrument of any kind used in warfare or in combat to attack and overcome an enemy.” In this sense, almost all animals are armed. Most vertebrates have teeth, and many have claws. Venom is a highly effective weapon that appears throughout the animal kingdom. Long before humans first appeared, stabbing weapons appeared right on the animals. Consider the head of the triceratops or the tail of the stegosaurus. Even today an elephant has tusks and the rhinoceros a horn.

The original human weapons differed from those of other animals only in degree, not kind: they had teeth and nails. The first external weapons probably began with sticks, stones, and bones. Consider the famous scene in 2001: A Space Odyssey in which the proto-human uses the thigh bone of an animal to kill a rival for territory.

Then rock struck rock, edges were formed, and rocks became tools. Sticks were sharpened with the rocks. Rock struck rock again, fire was created, and the pointed sticks could be hardened. Fire and iron produced spear heads, then the knife and the sword.

The sword is a truly magnificent weapon. It is actually a very sophisticated combination of a stick and a stone: a point for stabbing, an edge for cutting, and the flat of the blade for striking. Part of the beauty of the sword is its simple utility. It is compact, easy to carry, and useful for both attack and defense.

The sword figures strongly in fantasy fiction and legend. Arthur would never have ruled Britain had he not drawn Excalibur from the stone. Without Durandal, Roland may never have held off the infidels long enough for Charlemagne to defeat them.

Apart from the sword, there are even more subtle, elegant, and seemingly magical weapons. The pen can defeat the sword. The written word has caused nations to rise up and overthrow dictators. Words from beyond the grave, preserved in print, have rallied people to great and noble causes.

Only humans can injure or slay with a word or a gesture, a wink or a nod. A word can wound more grievously than any mere knife or sword. To be struck by a sword is a kindness compared to the injury inflicted by a word. The spoken word is also a mighty defensive weapon. A witty comeback, parrying a verbal thrust, has defeated many attacks. A gesture works as well as a weapon. To “finger” someone is to point him out for arrest. A nod of feigned complicity to another, indicating to watchers that a conspiracy exists where there is none, is genuinely Machiavellian.

Weapons are limited only by the imagination. The grossest are the fist, the foot, the elbow, the knee, and the head. Some of the finest are invisible. Warriors should be prepared, for they never know what weapons they might face.
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The sundering of the ancient Swordsheath Scroll is only the start of Thorbadin’s tragedy.
We loved "Orbs," too, and many of this month's letters let us know that we were by no means alone. So you can bet that we're keeping Roger as busy as we can. Tell us what you think of his "Sorcerous Sixguns" in this issue, and keep an eye on the coming attractions box for more of his work later this year.

Dear DRAGON® Magazine,

I enjoyed reading your 20th anniversary issue from cover to cover. The special focus on dragons is always appreciated, and Roger Moore's article on "The Orbs of Dragonkind" was particularly good. I do however, have a small bone to pick with John Rateliff's article "Dragons of Legend: Dragons in Myth and Literature."

Dr. Rateliff makes several references to the work of J.R.R. Tolkien and describes Smaug as "the standard by which all other fantasy dragons should be judged." I heartily agree! However, it is unfortunate that Tolkien's work was incorrectly cited. There is no work entitled "Fellowship of the Rings": The Fellowship of the Ring is the first book of The Lord of the Rings trilogy. More strikingly in an article about dragons, there was no dragon named "Glorund." Glaurung was the first (and perhaps greatest) of the dragons of Morgoth, and it was he who sacked Nargothrond, enchanted Turin and Nienor, and was killed by Turin at Cabbed-en-Aras. That said, I did find the rest of the article quite interesting.

My compliments to you on an excellent issue!

Randall Kintner
Pullman, WA
Via e-mail

John Rateliff replies: Since "Dragons of Legend" appeared in June, several letter writers have queried my use of "Glorund" rather than "Glaunur" as the name of the dragon in The Silmarillion. In fact, these are two different names for the same character. In the early versions of the Turin story (The Book of Lost Tales, "The Lay of the Children of Hurin") the dragon is called Glaurund; in later versions, including the published Quenta Silmarillion, he is Glaurung. Working with Tolkien's manuscripts as much as I do, I'm afraid I consciously used the earlier version of the name. (By the way, I highly recommend the manuscript series edited by Christopher Tolkien, The History of Middle-earth, for anyone interested in Tolkien's writings.)

As for other points, by "the Fellowship" I was referring to the Nine Walkers, not to the book The Fellowship of the Ring. The Lord of the Rings is not a "trilogy," but simply one book split into three volumes. (Tolkien himself hated the term "trilogy" and refused to use it to describe his work.) One correspondent argues that St. George merely subdued his dragon rather than killing it, thus anticipating Grahame's "The Reluctant Dragon" by several centuries. I don't doubt for a minute that among the hundreds of retellings of his legends there aren't at least a few bowdlerized in this fashion; nevertheless, the fact remains that for centuries St. George has been renowned as a dragonslayer, not a juvenile probation officer for wayward lizards.

Finally, two addendums: The Zelazny story "The George Business" appears in Margaret Weis's recent anthology of dragon-tales (A Dragon-Lover's Treasury of the Fantastic). Also, I forgot to add one delightful little cameo of a dragon that occurs in C.S. Lewis's Perelandra; his hero, Ransom, attracts a small pet dragon shortly after his arrival on Venus that could serve as a perfect model for a semi-intelligent infant dragon.

[Editor's Note: While John's doctoral dissertation concerned the stories of Lord Dunsany, he is also a recognized authority on the works of J.R.R. Tolkien. In his copious spare time, he's editing and annotating the original manuscript of The Hobbit.]
Dear DRAGON® Magazine,

In “The Wyrm’s Turn” in issue #230, Brian Thomsen asked whether the magazine could (the staff) make a better DRAGON Magazine? After reviewing that particular issue, I would say just keep up the quality that you have presented since the format change.

Give us more series like “Hellbound,” which reminded me of those great fantasy mags like Epic, and more theme-oriented departments. The dragon theme of issue #230 was awesome. So much info for just that one month! It’s exactly what we have come to expect from your publication.

One area that could stand improvement is the “Forum” section; I think it should be expanded. I would also like to see reviews of different conventions across the country. I think these things would make a great magazine even better.

Jeffery Martin
Rockwell NC
Via e-mail

Dear DRAGON® Magazine,

The tough times are really here, especially for a reader in Europe who has to pay extra for the distributors. That is not only for DRAGON Magazine but for other game materials (I have paid about $45 for the PLANESCAPE™ campaign box in Deutschmarks).

But back to DRAGON Magazine. I am not as excited about the new layout as other readers, but I must admit that the articles have improved by 100 percent! I also like the “Theme of the Month.” Older issues have featured good themes, but the last ones had really great stuff! The only thing I fear is that those little “pearls” that were hidden in even the worst DRAGON Magazine will cease to appear.

What about some kits for the PLANESCAPE setting? (Portal mage, planar tout, or fiend slayer?)

Please do not forget the SPELLJAMMER® setting!

Even in tough times, thumbs up!

Volker Knuepfing
Wuerzburg, Germany
Via e-mail

Dear DRAGON® Magazine,

I recently purchased an Amazon Kicker Pack for the DRAGON DICE™ game. The rules update mentioned Dragonlords and Dragonmasters. What are these dice, and where can I purchase them?

Adam Sposato
Gansevoort, NY
Via e-mail

The Dragonlord and Dragonmaster dice are promotional give-aways, distributed at last year’s GEN CON® Game Fair and other game conventions. You aren’t likely to find them unless you go to one of those conventions or trade with someone who has. If you find one, hang onto it! They’re becoming increasingly valuable to the collector.

On the Cover

This month we return to our own fertile fields and present the work of one of our resident artists, Robh Ruppel. For a look at Robh’s work in collaboration with Tony Diterlizzi (of PLANESCAPE™ setting fame), turn to page 60 for the third installment of “The Bargain,” from the Hellbound boxed set.

Sending E-Mail

We love receiving letters via e-mail. For submissions to “D-Mail” or “Forum,” or for article inquiries, you can write to tsrdragon@aol.com. Indicate the department to which you are writing in the subject line, and “sign” your letter with your full real name and mailing address. We’ll print your full address or withhold it if you ask; otherwise we’ll print only your city and state. We won’t print anonymous letters, and we won’t print e-mail addresses.

Don’t expect a personal reply to anything but article inquiries unless the question is short, easy, and doesn’t make us leave the computer. (The editorial leg-irons have short chains.) Never send full manuscripts via e-mail.

Write letters or inquiries to DUNGEON® Adventures at tsrdungeon@aol.com. The same rules apply.

You can write letters to “Sage Advice” at tsrsage@aol.com. See this month’s column for details.

States and Canada, contact: Advertising Coordinator, TSR, Inc., 201 Sheridan Springs Road, Lake Geneva WI 53147, U.S.A. In Europe, contact: Advertising Coordinators, TSR Ltd.: Advertisers and/or agencies of advertisers agree to hold TSR, Inc. harmless from and against any loss or expense from any alleged wrongdoing that may arise out of the publication of such advertisements. TSR, Inc. has the right to reject or cancel any advertising contract for which the advertiser and/or agency of advertiser fails to comply with the business ethics set forth in such contract.

DRAGON is a registered trademark of TSR, Inc. ™ designates registered trademarks owned by TSR, Inc. Most other product names are trademarks owned by the companies publishing those products. Use of the name of any product without mention of trademark status should not be construed as a challenge to such status.

Seapower in Cerilia

by Rich Baker

illustrated by David Kooharian

Cerilia is ringed by the sea. From the warm waters of the Bair el-Mehare, the Sea of the Golden Sun, to the ice-choked mouth of the Krakennauricht, dozens of Cerilia's realms sprawl along thousands of miles of coastline. With the growth of the BIRTHRIGHT® campaign setting into the regions of Khinasi and Brechtur in the expansions Cities of the Sun and Havens of the Great Bay, more and more realms that border the sea and depend on it for survival are coming into play.

For a kingdom with a strong navy, the sea represents many things — a highway to all the other lands of Aubrynis, a source of food and wealth, and a possible route for raids or expansion. On the other hand, coastal powers with weak navies (or, in some cases, an obsession with their landward frontiers) must view their coastline as an undefendable border by which invaders may strike at will into the heart of the nation. Regardless of the question of national character, ambitions, strengths, every coastal domain of Cerilia must deal with the issue of seapower.

The term “seapower” has many implications. Obviously, the military force that a nation can bring to bear on the main is an important part of its seapower. But a nation’s seapower is also greatly determined by its geographical constraints. A kingdom that does not possess a year-round ice-free port — like the various maritime powers of Brechtur — is limited in its ability to apply seapower in the months when its ports are closed.

The merchant marine of a kingdom is another part of its seapower; the ability to carry out trade or supply distant forces when the landward borders are hostile or impassable can be crucial in a prolonged war. Without exception, nations with large merchant fleets are rich nations. In the expanded naval rules introduced in Cities of the Sun and the BIRTHRIGHT Naval Battle System, roundships and galleons under the royal flag can increase a kingdom’s revenues by an extraordinary amount.

National character, leadership, and expertise also play a role in seapower. The Vos kingdoms of eastern Cerilia possess an extensive coastline on the Dragonsea, but they've never been great seapowers; for centuries, their rulers have looked to expand and prosper inland instead of at sea. To become a seapower, a kingdom must develop the technical expertise to build effective warships, a cadre of skilled seafarers to man them, and a handful of great captains to lead them in war—and then, maintain this course for generations.

Finally, a kingdom or union of kingdoms will never become a true world power until it can command the sea. While a nation may become a continental power to be reckoned with, it can't project its power against distant lands unless it has command of the seas. Many kingdoms ignore maritime interests in favor of building up land power — but in the long run, landbound kingdoms must face the threat of a rival with effective seapower dictating the terms by which discourse, trade, or conflict take place.

Today, 500 years after the fall of the Anuirean Empire, there are a dozen or so great powers scattered around Cerilia. Of all these great powers, only Avanil, Boeruine, Muden, Ariya, Khourane, Suirine, and the Isle of the Serpent are seapowers of any significance.
A brief history of war at sea

Galleons and roundships are sophisticated vessels, requiring advanced construction techniques. They are not the products of a Dark Ages culture, and appeared in Cerilian navies only in the last two or three centuries. Like many other medieval technologies, the art of the shipwright tends to make great strides in one generation, and then remain at that level for several generations to follow. In our own history, chainmail was the armor of choice from the end of the Roman Empire to the beginning of the Hundred Year’s War, almost 800 years later; in that same time period, the Mediterranean galley remained virtually unchanged.

So, what was seapower like in the early days of Cerilia? It’s easiest to consider four historical periods: Pre-Deismaar, dating from the earliest human emigrations to Cerilia up until the War of Shadow; Early Imperial, dealing with the rise of the Anuirean Empire (the first five centuries after Deismaar); Late Imperial, the next five centuries after Deismaar, and the heyday of the Anuirean Empire; and finally Post-Imperial, dating from the end of the Empire at Michael Roele’s death up to the current day.

Pre-Deismaar

While elves, dwarves, and goblins inhabited Cerilia many ages before humans appeared, none of these races ever displayed much interest in seafaring; however, even in ancient Aduria, humans were a race of mariners. By far the most accomplished of these early voyagers were the Masetians, the most civilized of the old races. From their walled cities on the placid waters of the Suidemiere, Masetian galleys explored the coasts of Cerilia long before the first of the Six Tribes began their Flight from Shadow. The Masetian galley was an elegant vessel, light and swift. They fought by ram, archery, and boarding.

The Andu, Rjuven, and Brecht peoples were tribal barbarians at this time, organized by clan and holding. They built longboats that could be rowed or sailed. Unlike the Masetian galleys, the longboats were open, with no decking or raised structures. Despite their simplicity, they were durable and hardy vessels, better suited to the rough waters of the Sea of Storms than the fragile Masetian vessels. Unlike the Masetians, who viewed their armies and their fleets as property of the state, the more barbaric humans built their ships one-by-one as the work of a family or clan. They had no concept of fighting at sea and used their vessels in war-time for nothing more organized than a raid.

Over the years of the Flight from Shadow, the Brecht and Rjuven relocated one clan at a time to the northern stretches of Cerilia, going by sea. The Andu marched overland instead, and thus settled much closer to the old land bridge to Aduria. Meanwhile, the Masetian cities fell one-by-one to the advancing evil. As the situation in the south worsened, more and more Masetian outposts and colonies were founded on Cerilia’s southern shores.

At Deismaar, the Masetian fleets stood against the navies of the other Adurian powers that had fallen under Azrai’s sway. Unknown sea monsters and other horrors rose from the deeps to fight on the side of evil that day, but the Masetians — the most skillful seafarers in the world in that era — defeated the southern fleets in a naval action that paralleled the epic struggle on land. Between the ghastly losses inflicted by Azrai’s sea monsters and the violent upheavals that followed the gods’ deaths, the ships of the Masetian fleet — and indeed, Masetia itself — were destroyed beyond recovery.

Early Imperial

In the years following Deismaar, the Andu organized themselves into the Anuirean Empire beneath the leadership of the first Roele. For two or three centuries, they were busy taming their own lands and pushing overland to whichever lands were closest. But the growing power of Anuire was hemmed in by two great natural barriers — the Stonecrown Mountains in the north, and the Iron Peaks in the east. In order to circumvent these formidable ramparts, the young Empire began to develop a navy. The cog — a sturdy, clinker-built sailing vessel with raised platforms at bow and stern — was coming into common use, and the Anuirean navy consisted of merchant ships pressed into military service whenever the legions needed to travel by sea.

All in all, cogs (and a variety of similar vessels, such as the nef and the knarr) represented an improvement over the old longships that had been built by humans in simpler times. Although they lacked the rows of oars that gave longships the ability to defy the wind, the cog was a far better sailing vessel and much more seaworthy. It was partially decked, and could carry several times the amount of cargo — or fighting men. Andu and Brecht-built cogs were very similar, but the Rjuven preferred to maintain some small rowing ability and developed the knarr instead.

Meanwhile, in the southern waters, the Masetians were dying out and van-
lishing into the new race of the Basarji. These people had come to Cerilia in the years before Deismaar on sailing rafts made from reeds. Along Cerilia’s calm southern shores, the old Masetian galley was still quite suitable for both trade and war, and the Basarji generally adopted Masetian shipbuilding techniques. Galleys were maneuverable by northern standards, and their ability to ram made them extremely dangerous in battle, even if they were not as sturdy as the cog or knarr.

While the Brecht and Rjurik peoples clearly required sturdy vessels such as cogs to survive their northern seas, the Anuireans had a harder decision to make. Their cogs did not fare well in battle against the southern galleys. For centuries, the Anuireans wavered between the northern tradition of merchant sailing ships and the southern tradition of war galleys.

**Late Imperial**

Over the course of time, the technology of shipbuilding continued to improve, especially in the northern powers. Once the shipwrights began to view banks of oars as more of a hindrance than a help, ship design progressed rapidly. Gradually, cogs and nefs evolved into vessels with complete decking and two or more masts. In Anuire, this lead to the development of the greatship, a floating castle with towering fore- and sterncastles. The greatship required a crew of hundreds and, including soldiers, could carry over a thousand men. Yet, for all the greatship’s splendor, it was not an efficient fighting ship. It was ponderous and not very seaworthy; at least once or twice a generation, a greatship would be sunk by nothing more than a bad gust of wind that heeled her over too far.

The greatship had other disadvantages, as well. It was enormously expensive, and only the richest nations could maintain a fleet of them. In Cerilia, this meant that Anuire (and some of her more prosperous colonies) could afford them. Due to their expense, the Rjurik seapowers never built greatships in any numbers, while the Brecht found the design too unwieldy in the treacherous waters of the Krakennauricht.

In the southern waters of Anuire and Basarji, ship-building remained fairly stagnant. The oared galley was still the warship of choice. Even the mighty greatship had to fear the galley’s ram. In the easternmost Basarji lands, a new ship type called the dromond was coming into use. Oared and sailed like a galley, the dromond raised its ram above the waterline, which improved its maneuverability and seaworthiness.

The most important development in this period was the introduction of missile weapons into the fleets of Cerilia. The Brecht and the Basarji both hit upon this idea at about the same time. Although great numbers of archers and slingers had been carried by ships of all types for many centuries, the Brecht experimented with volatile fire-throwers and other incendiary devices. Although few ships could be sunk or even seriously damaged by catapult shot alone, burning pitch-pots or buckets of spikes or blades could set a ship afire or inflict grievous losses to a crew concentrated on deck.

While the Brecht and Basarji warships were maturing into their modern form, the Anuireans continued to develop both sailing ships and galleys. One curious hybrid was the galleas, a full-decked galley with high fighting castles at bow and stern that mounted catapults or fire-throwers. It was felt that galleys still posed a mortal threat to vessels that were not oared themselves. In battle, the galleas was no match for the greatships or roundships of northern waters, although it was successful against the galleys of the south.

By the end of this period, naval warfare was no longer strictly a matter of ram-and-board, although many fights were decided this way. More by luck than by design, some captains began to experience success with tactics of standing off and firing at the enemy with a variety of nasty mixtures. At the very least, most captains would try to maneuver for deck-clearing volleys of archery and grapeshot before closing for the final grapple.

---

**The Battle of Kfeira, 1299 MA**

In El-Arrasi’s finest hour, he mustered a great fleet of the free Basarji states to face an immense Anuirean armada led by the Emperor’s nephew, the Prince Caercuillen. The armada was part of a two-pronged invasion of Ariya, an attempt by the Anuireans to crush the Basarji once and for all; while Caercuillen advanced by sea, his uncle, the Emperor Alandalae, led an army overland. El-Arrasi met the Anuirean armada off the shores of Kfeira.

The Anuirean fleet included 11 ungainly galleasses, 25 greatships, and over 60 additional caravels, galleys, and other small craft. More than 75,000 men sailed in this fleet, and dozens of sorcerors and priests were scattered among the various flagship vessels. Against this mighty force, El-Arrasi assembled 24 zebecs, 80 galleys, and several dozen smaller ships — a force of perhaps 40,000. As the Anuireans bore down on the Basarji forces, the wind died down to virtually nothing. The towering greatships were immobilized, but almost all the Basarji vessels were oared. Thus, El-Arrasi was able to pick off the Anuirean forces in detail while Caercuillen was unable to maneuver in response.

Despite the Basarji’s advantage with the weather, the Anuireans were not easily defeated. Individual captains showed great resourcefulness and courage in repelling the Basarji attacks. The galleasses and galleas, now armed with formidable catapults and fire-throwers of their own, wrecked many galleys as the Basarji captains tried to ram and sink them. The battle opened late in the afternoon, and was fought all night by the light of burning ships. It wasn’t until the end of the following day that a breeze came up, allowing the beaten Anuireans to break off the fight. By that time, nearly half their ships had been sunk or burned to the waterline, a loss of catastrophic proportions. El-Arrasi personally captured Prince Caercuillen. He landed his forces the next day and marched overland to meet the advance of Alandalae’s army, defeating that attack as well. These two victories broke Anuirean power in the Saere Sendiere forever.

**War Card Scenario:** The Anuireans have six greatships (each card represents four ships), three galleasses, five caravels, and five galleys; the Basarji have six zebecs, two dhouras, and 10 galleys. The Basarji start on the east end of the map, the Anuireans on the west; the northern edge is considered to be bordered by land. The Basarji sorcerors and priests slightly outnumber the Anuireans; to reflect this advantage, assume that each zebec carries one 5th-level wizard and one 7th-level priest. There is no wind.
Post-Imperial

As the Anuirean Empire fell in ruins, the extravagantly expensive Anuirean navy withered away. Captains and admirals joined whichever faction they fancied, taking their ships or flotillas with them. Within 50 years, the Imperial navy was a mere shell, and none of the successor states possessed a quarter of its former fighting strength. With the collapse of this mighty Empire, the other races of Cerilia began to flourish.

Naval development continued, at a slower pace than in the previous centuries. The basic ship designs had reached their effective limits; there was no point in building anything as large as a galleon, the experiments combining oars and sail had largely failed, and no great revolutions of weaponry would surface in this time. Accordingly, the shipwrights of this age have devoted themselves to perfecting the designs that work best.

Three major seapowers remain: the Anuireans, the Brechtur, and the Khinasi. The Anuirean greatship has become the smaller and more seaworthy galleon; the Brechtur roundship is the best sailer of Cerilia; and the zebec is the only vessel built strictly for war. All of these vessels feature missile armament or naval artillery of some kind, along with plenty of marines or soldiers for the inevitable hand-to-hand fights that still take place. Until hellpowder cannon come into common use at sea, tactics and ship design are unlikely to change much.

Current naval tactics

At the current time, a Cerilian sea battle features the same general tactics that have been used for the last four or five centuries. A captain has three options at his disposal: boarding, missile fire, or — if he commands a galley or similar vessel — ramming.

Boarding

The earliest sea battles were nothing more than land skirmishes fought over the decks of ships floating next to each other. This is still the surest way to decide a fight; once two ships are grappled alongside each other, one or the other is almost certain to come out on top.

Obviously, for a captain to board his opponent, he must bring his ship alongside that of his enemy. For sailing vessels, this means that he must begin upwind (or at worst, across the wind) of his enemy before the hand-to-hand fight.

Ramming attacks

Since ramming attacks weren’t covered in the BIRTHRIGHT Naval Rules, here’s a quick way to resolve them in a Naval War Card battle. The ramming ship must move into the same space as the target, and make an attack using the resolution cards. Just like a Grappling Check, the attack value depends on the relative movement allowances of the two ships. If the result is “F” or “—,” the target evades the ramming ship. A result of “H” inflicts 1d4-1 points of hull damage to the target, ±1 point per difference in ship size (measured by hull point total), +2 if the ramming vessel is equipped with a ram, and +1 if the ramming vessel is moving at a Speed of 3 or better when it hits. A “D” result indicates that the rammed vessel suffers a mortal blow, and sinks after 1d4 rounds.

For example, a galley with 2 movement points this turn attempts to ram a galleon with only 1 (it was caught turning into the wind). The galley attacks on the +1 column. If it scores a Hit, the galley inflicts 1d4-1 points of hull damage, +2 because it has a ram, -1 for the relative ship size.

The ramming vessel suffers 1d4-3 points of damage from executing its attack, ±1 point per size difference, -1 point if it possesses a ram, +1 point if it struck at a Speed of 3 or higher. In the example above, the galley would suffer 1d4-3 points of self-inflicted hull damage, +1 for the size, -1 because it was equipped with a ram. So, if this galley gets lucky it could deal out 4 hull points to the galleon with one blow without being harmed itself, but a very bad roll could result in no damage to the galleon and 1 point of damage to the ramming vessel.

There is a 10% chance per point of damage inflicted to the target that the ships are now stuck together and effectually grappled. An oared vessel, like a galley, can back away if it becomes stuck with a successful Seamanship check on the captain’s part. A sailing vessel requires much more time and effort to disentangle itself from its victim. If one ship sinks while the other ship is still stuck, the surviving vessel must make a seaworthiness check or be dragged down too.

Ramming

The ram is one of the most ancient naval weapons, but it is still extremely dangerous. Of all the ships that are commonly seen in Cerilia, only the galley is designed for ramming—all other ships may ram if the opportunity presents itself, but it is a risky maneuver that could easily end up sinking both the ramming vessel and her target. Despite the risk, many reckless captains view a ramming attack as the perfect prelude to a boarding action.
A special tactic used by some galleys when fighting other oared vessels is the shear. In a shear attack, the galley tries to plow through the other ship's oars, snapping them like matchsticks. The shear works just like a ramming attack. However, neither the ramming vessel or the target suffer hull damage. Instead, the target’s oars are wrecked, preventing it from using its rowing movement. The captain of the sheared vessel may attempt a seamanship check with a -6 penalty to pull or raise his oars, negating the attack, but if this check fails he’s lost his oars and is now a sitting duck.

While your character may view a naval battle as a demolition derby in the making, most ships are not built to withstand the colossal stresses of running into things on purpose. A wise captain will save this desperate and spectacular maneuver for the most critical moment in a battle.

❖ Don’t ram anything larger than your own vessel.
❖ When battling galleys or other ramships, try to stay downwind or crosswind so that you can turn away and run when they bear down on you. Keep lots of searoom on your disengaged side. If you have to turn into the wind or the shore to avoid a galley’s attack, you’re as good as sunk.
❖ If you are rammed, board your attacker immediately if you outnumber him. Ships have been captured by boarding parties from vessels that they sank by ramming.
❖ The best defense against a ram attack is a priest with a *turn wood* or *lower water* spell, or a wizard with *wall of force*.

**Missiles**

The third tactic used at sea is the concentration of archery, magic, and artillery fire on one’s enemies. Cerilia’s navies are not equipped with cannon, so the tactics and technology of broadsides, crossing the T, and similar considerations just don’t come into play. A stout, well-built ship such as a galleon or roundship has little to fear from most missile attacks... but from time to time, a well-placed stone can hole a large vessel.

While smashing holes in the enemy’s hull is next to impossible with Cerilian technology, there are many other ways for missiles to be used to great effect. Catapults can throw burning pitch-pots at the enemy in an attempt to set it afire. Archers can cut down any sailors, sol-
The most terrifying enemy a wooden sailing ship faces at sea is the threat of fire. The fire thrower is a weapon specifically designed to burn ships to cinders. Other large missile weapons — the catapult, the mangonel, and the shot ballista — can be fitted for firing incendiary shot. When one of these weapons fires incendiaries instead of normal shot, it suffers a -2 penalty to its hull damage roll (see the Naval Armament card in Cities of the Sun), but it has a chance to set the ship afire. In terms of the War Card missile rating, the ship suffers a -1 penalty when firing incendiaries.

Whenever a ship suffers a hit from a fire thrower, incendiary shot, or certain fiery spells such as fireball or produce fire, it may be set afire. The chance is 25%, plus 25% for each point of hull damage inflicted by the attack. For example, a ship that suffers no damage from the attack of a shot ballista firing a pitch pot has a 25% chance to be set afire, while another vessel that suffers 2 hull points of damage from a fire thrower has a 75% chance to be set afire. Once a ship is on fire, it loses 1 hull point per round until it sinks. There is a 10% chance per round that the crew can extinguish the flames before the ship suffers more damage, although some spells or magical items may be able to smother the flames automatically.

There are two schools of thought on the topic of the most favorable wind for a battle to be fought with missile weapons. Aggressive admirals prefer to enter battle upwind of their enemy, so that they can close at will. Conservative admirals prefer to be downwind, so that they can turn away and open the range (or escape the battle) if necessary.

Range is crucial in missile engagements. If you find a range at which your weapons are more effective than your enemy’s, try to remain there for the course of the battle.

Most ships are very limited in their ability to fire straight over the bow or directly behind the stern. Position your ship in these blind spots, so that you can raze the enemy with your best concentration of missile fire while escaping any serious retaliation on his part.

If your ship is seriously outgunned in missile power, try to close the range rapidly and turn it into a boarding fight.

By far the deadliest missile weapon at your disposal is the use of magic. If your PC is a wizard or priest, he may command a variety of devastating spells that can seriously damage a ship (or sink it outright) with one blow.

**Hellpowder and sorcery**

For some reason, players and DMs alike can’t think of a medieval sea battle without envisioning Captain Blood or Treasure Island. In our own history, the innovation of cannons arranged in broadsides didn’t appear until the middle of the 16th century, while the most advanced regions of Cerilia are assumed to have a technology equivalent to the early 15th century. However, in the last 30 or 40 years Brecht and Khinasi alchemists have been experimenting with a substance commonly known as “hellpowder” — the Cerilian equivalent for gunpowder.

Hellpowder is not going to lead to effective muskets, pistols, or even seagoing cannon in a single generation. To continue the historical example, the first uses of gunpowder on European battlefields were crude petards, or bombs, and hand cannons that launched iron spears. Although many ships were carrying early cannon by the late 1400s, 50 more years passed before the English and Dutch began to arrange a ship’s firepower into broadsides and perfect the tactics for using this innovation in battle. Here are two ways you can deal with this question in your campaign:

1) Hellpowder is a magical concoction, unsuitable for production in any large amounts. It will remain a wizard’s toy, but will never be brought into common use on the battlefield.

2) The use of hellpowder is in its infancy. No one has yet devised an effective, accurate cannon. Ships can fling petards — barrels of hellpowder with burning fuses — with catapults or mangonels, and may mount very primitive bombards. This has the effect of doubling a ship’s missile rating for War Card battles. If the DM allows, characters may purchase bombards, dragons, and petards for their ships (see the Weapon Table, at the end of this article).

On the other hand, while hellpowder weapons may or may not be available, wizards and priests are definitely available. A mid-level wizard is one of the most devastating pieces of seagoing artillery to be found. Finding wizards who are willing to sail on your regent’s ship anytime he wants to torch something may be hard; wizards are scarce in Cerilia, and many have better things to do than risk life and limb in a fight that doesn’t concern them. Therefore, wizards are only available as lieutenants, henchmen, or hirelings.

In order to find lieutenants or henchmen, the player character must make some unusual efforts to contact specific non-player characters. Simply hiring a wizard doesn’t require the player to roleplay the encounter or befriend a NPC, but it’s not easy. At best, there’s a 1% chance per point of domain power (the sum of the regent’s province and holding levels) that there is a true wizard in his domain who is willing to hire on as an artillery piece at any given time. This character may range from 3rd to 10th level (d8+2), and will demand at least 100 gp per level per month as his fee for serving in the character’s military forces.

Priests, on the other hand, are a little easier to find. Any temple holding of level 3 or higher has a 50% chance of having a priest of 2nd to 7th level (d6+1) available. Priests are hierarchical and organized; if ordered to by their superiors, these special characters will make themselves available to the regent. Persuading a priest regent to loan his most capable followers to the monarch’s military forces may require diplomacy, adventuring, or even espionage on the player character’s part.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Defense</th>
<th>Boarding</th>
<th>Morale</th>
<th>MC</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dromond</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>A (2)</td>
<td>1 Hit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greatship</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>MC: C</td>
<td>Missiles: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallesas</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>MC: D</td>
<td>Missiles: 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Missiles hit: 12 Hits
- MC: D (11)
- MC: C (1)
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New naval weapons

**Bombard.** This is a primitive cannon, firing a stone ball weighing 60 to 90 pounds. Lacking an efficient recoil system or carriage, the bombard must be re-aimed after every shot. It inflicts 1d4-2 points of hull damage, regardless of the ship's defense rating. There is a 25% chance per successful hit that 1d6 random crew members may be injured or killed. A bombard costs 10,000 gp or more, and a ship can mount one per hull point.

A ship fitted with bombards may add 2 points to its missile rating for War Card statistics.

**Dragon.** This is a small, primitive cannon mounted on the ship's rails or castles. It fires a small lead or stone ball weighing about 2-4 lbs. It inflicts 0 or 1 point of hull damage; compare the result of a d6 roll to the ship's defense rating. If the roll exceeds the target's defense rating, it suffers 1 point of hull damage — otherwise, the damage is insignificant.

A ship mounting dragons adds 1 point to its missile rating for War Card statistics. This is cumulative with the bombard bonus.

**Petard.** As noted above, a petard is a cask filled with hellpowder that is flung at the enemy. Timing the fuse is everything in a petard-shot. In the artillery statistics, a catapult or mangonel flinging petards instead of stones doubles the dice rolled to determine damage. For example, a catapult normally rolls a d8 and compares the result to the target's defense rating; if the catapult flings a petard, two eight-sided dice are rolled, each of which may inflict one hull point of damage if it beats the ship's defense rating.

When using petard-equipped ships in a War Card battle, simply add 1 point to the missile rating of the firing ship.

New ship types

**Dromond.** This archaic vessel was formerly used extensively in Khinasi. It is a two-banked galley with a raised ram, a full deck, and usually two masts. The dromond is a fine sailing ship and also very maneuverable by oars. It has a cargo capacity of 2 GB, or one unit of soldiers.

**Galleas.** An unusual hybrid suitable for calm waters only, the galleas is a very large galley designed to mount the greatest missile firepower possible for an oared vessel. It is a poor sailer and not very maneuverable, but it packs a wallop. The galleas can carry 2 GB of cargo, or up to three units of soldiers.

**Greatship.** Before seaborne artillery became popular, the greatship was the last word in ship design. It was a floating castle with towering decks, designed to carry the most soldiers possible. A greatship can carry up to four units of soldiers, or a cargo of up to 5 GB.

Rich Baker is one of the principal designers of the Birthright setting and the author of the upcoming novel, The Falcon and the Wolf. His most recent AD&D® game design can be seen in this summer's Player's Option™: Spells & Magic rulebook.
Secret weapon passes for the Savage Coast™ online campaign

You know the rules?

Fernando asked his opponent, his four eyestalks studying the other man intently. He paid no attention to the young woman tracing a large circle around them in the sand, nor to the people filling the street around them.

Julian nodded slightly. "Don't leave the circle, and don't use any magic. I know how to duel," he replied, irritation in his voice. He impatiently wiped his large hands on his bright red pants and turned away.

"And no legacies, right?" Fernando said, smiling as he tied a dark gray handkerchief on his head and covered it with his wide-brimmed leather hat.

The younger man wheeled angrily and spat, "I am protected by Bozdogan. Only heathens have legacies — only hideous monsters like you."

Fernando closed his front two eyes as if he'd been slapped. "I would have thought that Bozdogan would have also taught you respect," he said slowly. "Aren't you in enough trouble already, boy?"

"I do not consider a foolish buzzard like yourself any trouble at all. Now, can we get on with this, or do you have more bragging?" Julian said.

Fernando turned and gestured to the young woman, who carried two thin swords into the circle. Julian inspected each and chose one for himself. Fernando made a few trial swings with the remaining weapon and turned to face the other man.

The crowd grew quiet as Fernando spoke in a loud voice. "Julian Cortez, you have been charged with the murders of four innocents — people whose only crime was to be afflicted by the Red Curse. For these crimes, you are sentenced to die. As a constabulary for Sir John, I will carry out this sentence. Do you have anything to say?"

"Only that you will be number five, you disgusting fiend," Julian said as he raised his sword.

Welcome to the Savage Coast, a land of power and intrigue, high adventure and ultimate danger. Here, a curse inflicts hideous mutations while simultaneously bestowing magical abilities. Unique races and civilizations struggle for power, and swashbucklers dazzle commoners with their daring feats.

The Red Curse actually comprises several different magical components that result in both Legacies and Afflictions. Those who live on the Savage Coast all eventually acquire Legacies. These spell-like abilities do not come without a price, however, for they are usually accompanied by horrible Afflictions.

The Savage Coast setting also boasts many unusual inhabitants. Though the

SAVAGE COAST™ Online

The Savage Coast™ campaign setting is TSR's first online game world. The Savage Coast products listed in the TSR Catalog will appear only on America Online (AOL), Genie, and the Internet — they won't be available in stores. The Savage Coast Campaign Book, the Savage Coast Monstrous Compendium® Appendix, and Orc's Head (an accessory and adventure) will be available in July, September, and November, respectively. Each is accompanied by separate files containing maps and art, including the covers. The Black Vessel, a Savage Coast novel, will be published conventionally.

Finding the files

On AOL, just look for the Download of the Month Library in the TSR Online forum (keyword: TSR).

On Genie, find the TSR Online RoundTable Software Library (type m125;3) and look for the Savage Coast Topic on the TSR Bulletin Board (Genie, page 125, menu option 1, Category 18/Topic 4). To make things simpler, you can also use the keyword "TSR" and then select the menu options.

On the Internet, ftp to ftp.mpgn.com. Log in as "anonymous," use your e-mail address as your password, and look in the /Gaming/ADND/Worlds/SavageCoast directory.) E-mail any questions about downloading these files to tsrinc@aol.com.
The most prevalent creatures include the feline rakastas, the canine lupins, and the turtlilike tortles. These special maneuvers can mean the difference between a mundane win and a grandiose victory — and sometimes even between life and death. Secret passes are just that — secret. One does not want to use them in public for fear that another swordsman might see and copy them. Generally, a swordsman would use such moves only in combats to the death, or at least duels held in secret. Allowing someone to steal a move is not only dishonorable, but it can also be grounds for punishment by that school. Stealing passes, while not dishonorable, does anger the members of the school from which it is stolen.

A PC can steal only moves he would be capable of learning. For example, a PC who knows only one Basic Pass could not steal a Master Stroke. In order to steal someone's move, the PC must see the pass used firsthand with no distractions (such as being in battle). A PC fighting nearby could not see the pass well enough to copy it. Even if it was used against him personally, a PC would not be able to duplicate the move. The PC must also be proficient in the weapon that was observed.

If all of these qualifications are met, then the PC can attempt an Intelligence check to see if he understands the move; if this check is successful, the PC must practice the move until he reaches the next level of experience. At that point, the PC must make another Intelligence check at a -4 penalty to actually master the move. If this check fails, however, the PC must continue the training and attempt another Intelligence check at a -3 penalty upon reaching the next level. The attempt gets easier each time.

A stolen pass still requires spending a proficiency slot. If the PC does not have one available at the time, he must wait until he does to master the move.

### Using secret passes

The rapier is the most appropriate weapon for these moves, but any one-handed sword will suffice (subject to DM approval). Rapiers receive no penalty; other swords receive a -1 penalty to all secret pass attacks. DMs must use common sense in deciding which passes can be performed with some swords.

When a player rolls at least five points higher than his target number in an attack, this counts as an exceptional hit. In combat, any time a PC makes an exceptional hit against an opponent, he has the option to use a secret pass. The degree of success necessary for each type of move is given in Table 1.

A player doesn't declare before rolling that he intends to use a secret pass. By rolling well in combat, the PC creates an opening for one of these maneuvers, and he may then choose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Exceptional Hits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

eastern sections of the coast are inhabited mostly by humans, the western areas are home to several other races. The most prevalent creatures include the feline rakastas, the canine lupins, and the turtlilike tortles.

A few simple mechanics greatly enhance the swashbuckling flavor of the setting. For example, PCs can now accumulate Panache Points and Gauche Points. These mechanics reflect the luck and caprice of the swashbuckling lifestyle. When a PC performs a particularly flashy or daring act, he is rewarded with Panache Points. He can later spend these points to improve his chances of accomplishing other actions. He can even spend more Panache Points than he has accumulated, but then he must accept an equal number of Gauche Points. The DM can then spend these points to foil the PC's plans.

### Secret passes

One of the most important elements of swashbuckling is dueling. A new secret pass system heightens the excitement of these types of encounters. With this new system, PCs can join fighting schools to learn secret fencing moves and strategies.

Secret passes are fighting maneuvers that PCs must spend a great deal of time learning and perfecting. In the example above, Fernando is a member of the Cavalcante fighting school. He has mastered nine of their secret passes and has even instructed at least a dozen students in the Cavalcante philosophy and fighting method. As easy as he makes fencing look, learning these techniques requires a great deal of hard work and discipline; it has taken him over 10 years to reach his level of expertise. Still, the hard work pays off grandly in the end. These special maneuvers can mean the difference between a mundane win and a grandiose victory — and sometimes even between life and death.

The secret pass system should be used instead of (not in addition to) the critical hit system. Secret passes each cost one weapon or nonweapon proficiency slot. A PC may begin play with one secret pass only if he is a full member of a fighting school. (See "Fighting Schools" below for more details.) These passes can be performed only against humanoids or other creatures using weapons (DM's call otherwise). The DM should also feel free to expand the list of passes for each school or add new schools, using these as guidelines.

### Learning secret passes

Any PC can learn a secret pass if he joins a fighting school. A PC must accumulate one month's training with a master and make a successful Intelligence check to learn the pass. If the check fails, the PC cannot try to learn that pass again until the next level of experience, but the proficiency slot is not lost. A PC learns a pass only on a specific weapon. Once a PC has learned a pass, however, spending one more proficiency slot on it would allow him to perform that pass with any one-handed sword with which he is already proficient.

To learn a Difficult Pass, a PC must have already mastered two Basic Passes. To learn a Master Stroke, he must have already mastered two Difficult Passes. To learn a Death Move, he must have already mastered two Master Strokes. A PC can never have more Difficult Passes than Basic Passes, more Master Strokes than Difficult Passes, or more Death Moves than Master Strokes.

To determine which pass a PC's master chooses to teach him, refer to the list of passes for his school and roll the appropriate die. If it is his first pass, roll for a Basic Pass. If he already knows two Basic Passes, roll for either a Basic Pass or a Difficult Pass (PC's choice). A PC can always go back and learn a lower level pass. Fernando trained with the Cavalcante school for eight years before finally learning the Death Move, Surgeon's Knife. After that, he still went on to learn the Battle Royale even though it is only a Difficult Pass.

These special combat moves are almost always taught by a master swordsman. A PC cannot teach a move until he has known it for at least five levels of experience, and even then he must acquire permission from his school.

### Stealing secret passes

Secret passes are just that — secret. One does not want to use them in public for fear that another swordsman might see and copy them. Generally, a swordsman would use such moves only...
whether to take it. If too many people are around or he doesn’t have an appropriate move available, he may choose to score a normal hit on the opponent.

The effect of a secret pass is always in addition to normal damage unless otherwise specified in the description. Some of the passes require a special condition, such as the use of a shield or second weapon or the presence of a certain object.

For example, Fernando (an 11th-level fighter) has a THACO of 10 with his rapier. Julian has an Armor Class of 3 due to his Dexterity and ring of protection +3, so Fernando needs a roll of 7 to strike him successfully. An attack roll of 15 succeeds by 8 points, so Fernando can then choose to land a normal hit on Julian or use any Basic or Difficult Pass, Master Stroke, or Death Move that he has learned. Fernando, having already been severely wounded, decides to perform the Surgeon’s Knife, killing Julian and ending the duel.

**Fighting schools**

Secret passes differ according to school. The four most famous fighting schools on the Savage Coast are the Dominguez, Cavalcante, Moncorvo, and Verdegeld schools. No one is ever allowed to join more than one school. These schools distinguish themselves by their differing philosophies. Each school has its own set of secret passes, though some of the basic ones are similar. The schools each employ a few masters, who learn all the passes, and some instructors, who learn most of them.

Very selective in choosing their students, these schools often require applicants to pass a test (or series of tests) before joining. Most schools also charge dues to their members, usually around 100 gp per year. This amount does not include any fee or demand made by the specific instructor before revealing a secret pass. The price of learning an individual pass can be as high as 200 gp per level of the pass.

The schools each have a secret phrase or signal that lets members identify one another. Someone who performs a secret pass and cannot identify himself as a member of that school could be in a bit of trouble!

**Dominguez school**

The Dominguez fighting school originated in Torreon, but it has also become the most popular school in Renardy. It focuses on the two-weapon fighting style, so to be a member of this school, a PC must spend an additional proficiency slot in that style. Dominguez members do not receive the typical -2 penalty to their secondary weapon attacks.

**Dominguez secret passes**

**Basic passes**

1d4

1 Torreoner two-step: This attack can be used only on the swordsman’s first attack (in any given round). With it, the swordsman sets up his next attack, which he will use to throw his secondary weapon at a +2 bonus to hit.

2 Swift sting: This attack inflicts a wound to the opponents sword arm. Foe fights at an attack penalty of -2 until damage is healed. (Effect is cumulative with each secret pass until -10; then, the foe loses all use of that arm).

3 Slow counter-step: This attack automatically puts the opponent off balance until the end of the following round; he has a +2 AC penalty (AC 5 becomes AC 7). This attack inflicts no damage.

4 Dominguez double-dive: This pass can be used only on the swordsman’s first attack in any given round. This move is actually two successful attacks, so it also takes the place of the second attack. Damage for both attacks is rolled at a +1 bonus.

**Difficult pass**

1d6

1-2 Kiss of steel: The swordsman hits opponent with weapon hilt; opponent must make a successful Constitution check at a -6 penalty or be stunned, losing all attacks for one round.

3-4 Morales ironsnap: The swordsman pins foe’s weapon. If used against an opponent fighting with one weapon, the next attack automatically hits for maximum damage unless the opponent uses his initiative (if he hasn’t already used it) to make a successful Strength check, freeing his weapon. If the Strength check fails, his weapon must successfully save vs. crushing blow or break. This attack inflicts no damage.

5-6 Two-handed farewell: No matter which attack it is performed with, this pass inflicts maximum damage for both weapons. This does not negate any other attacks.

**Master strokes**

1d4

1-2 Torreoner block and strike: This attack must be on the first attack in any given round. The first weapon inflicts no damage, but the second weapon does maximum damage if it hits. The swordsman also automatically gains initiative in the next round. If the opponent has not attacked this round, his next hit is effectively parried.

3-4 Manzanas blurring tower: The swordsman whirls blades so quickly that the opponent is confused, missing all attacks until the end of the next round and suffering a +2 AC penalty.

**Death move**

Dominguez necktie: The swordsman strikes with both weapons, opening the arteries in the foe’s neck. Opponent can no longer fight and dies in 2d4 rounds if a healing spell (cure serious wounds or better) is not used within that time.

**Cavalcante school**

The Cavalcante school originated in Texeiras but is becoming popular throughout the Savage Baronies. This school focuses on force. Practitioners prefer moves that display strength and power. To be a member of this school, a PC must have a Strength of at least 13.

**Cavalcante Secret Passes**

**Basic passes**

1d4

1 Agueira’s salute: This attack is a crushing blow to the opponents head. It gives a +2 bonus to damage; the opponent must make a successful Constitution check at a -4 penalty or be stunned, automatically missing his next attack.

2 Cavalcante’s charge: The swordsman implements a forceful forward attack. The opponent must make a Strength check at a -4 penalty or be forced backward 1d4+2 steps. This is especially useful when fighting on a ledge or cliff.

---
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3 **Baronial masquerade:** The swordsman distracts the opponent and rushes in, knocking foe’s weapon to the ground. The swordsman automatically gains initiative next round and a +2 bonus on his next attack. This attack inflicts no damage.

4 **Texeiran trounce:** The swordsman attacks forcefully enough to knock foe off balance. The opponent must make a successful Strength check at a -4 penalty or be thrown to the ground. His next initiative must be spent picking himself up.

**Difficult pass**

1d6

1-2 **Iron lunge:** The swordsman doubles the damage rolled for this attack and adds +2.

3-4 **Battle royale:** The swordsman runs his sword through the opponent, doing maximum damage. The opponent must make a successful save vs. paralysis at a -2 penalty or flee.

5-6 **Shattering ram:** The swordsman strikes foe’s weapon with his own sword, using massive force. The opponent’s weapon must successfully save vs. crushing blow or be shattered. This attack inflicts no damage.

**Master stroke**

1d4

1-2 **Scarlet veil:** The swordsman gouges out one of the foe’s eyes. Opponent receives a -2 penalty to all attacks and initiative rolls and a +2 AC rating penalty until the eye is magically regenerated. If both eyes are gouged out, the foe suffers a -4 penalty to all the above.

3-4 **Sudden squall:** The swordsman successfully hits for maximum damage and grabs a nearby object, hitting the opponent for an additional 1d8 hp damage plus any Strength bonus.

**Death move**

**Surgeon’s knife:** The swordsman disembowels foe. Opponent can no longer fight and will die in 2d4 rounds. Only healing spells (cure serious wounds or better) can be used to repair this damage.

**Moncorvo school**

The Moncorvo fighting school is a favorite of swashbucklers all over the Savage Coast. This school originated in Vilaverde and still has its headquarters there. To be a member of this school, a PC must either have the tumbling proficiency or a Dexterity of 13. This school also favors the use of a buckler.

**Moncorvo Secret Passes**

**Basic passes**

1d4

1 **Hidalgo death wish:** This attack inflicts a wound to the opponent’s side. Foe suffers an AC penalty of +2 until the wound is healed. (Effect is cumulative with each pass until the opponent’s AC is 10; then, the attack inflicts double damage.)

2 **Rapier’s harvest:** The swordsman can cut any single nonliving object within reach, such as a pouch, rope, candle, belt, or any object that can normally be cut by a rapier. This attack inflicts no damage.

3 **Baronial panache:** The swordsman’s spectacular skill requires foe to make a successful save vs. paralysis or flee.

4 **Silk and steel:** This attack lets the swordsman swirl a cloak to confuse his foe and entangle opponent’s weapon, causing him to automatically miss the next attack.

**Verdegild secret passes**

**Basic pass**

1d4

1 **Corsair’s handshake:** This disarm attack works even against an opponent using the two-weapon fighting style. Opponent must make a successful Strength check at a -4 penalty or drop all weapons he is currently holding. This attack inflicts no damage.

2 **Paladin’s reverence:** This attack inflicts a wound to the opponent’s leg. Foe suffers a -2 penalty to initiative rolls until the leg is healed. (Effect is cumulative with each pass up to a -10 penalty; then, the opponent loses use of the leg.)
3 **Swordsman’s slice**: The swordsman can cut any single nonliving object within reach, such as a pouch, rope, candle, belt, or other object which can normally be cut with a rapier. This attack inflicts no damage.

4 **Show of force**: The swordsman unbalances foe and forces him backward. Opponent must make a successful Dexterity check at a -4 penalty or be knocked to the ground. His next action must be used to pick himself up. The swordsman can choose to execute this attack for no damage.

**Difficult pass**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d6</th>
<th>1d6</th>
<th>1-2</th>
<th>Royal display: The swordsman makes a flourish with his blade, demonstrating such superior ability that his opponent must make a successful save vs. paralysis at a -2 penalty or surrender.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>Knight’s accolade: This attack inflicts damage to the opponent’s sword arm. Foe fights at a -4 penalty to all attack rolls until arm is healed. (Effects are cumulative the first two times this is used; after that, the opponent can no longer use that arm.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Eusdrian standoff**: The swordsman locks swords with the opponent, closing in until they are face to face. This effectively prevents any sword attacks by either of them until someone steps away. If the opponent steps away first, the swordsman automatically gains the next initiative with a +2 bonus on his attack roll. However, the opponent can attempt a Strength check at a -6 penalty to push the swordsman away; if he succeeds, neither receive any subsequent bonuses.

5-6 **Musketeer sundown**: This attack inflicts a hard blow to the side of the opponent’s head. Foe must make a successful Constitution check at a -8 penalty or fall unconscious. This attack inflicts half damage.

**Master stroke**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d4</th>
<th>1-2</th>
<th>Musketeeer sundown: This attack inflicts a hard blow to the side of the opponents head. Foe must make a successful Constitution check at a -8 penalty or fall unconscious. This attack inflicts half damage.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>Honorbound’s courtesy: The swordsman disarms the opponent and shreds his garments over a vital area. The opponent must make a successful save vs. paralysis at a -4 penalty or flee (if there is room) or surrender. The swordsman can choose to execute this attack for no damage.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Death move**

**Verdegild’s sentence**: The swordsman severs (or at least completely disables) opponents sword arm at the elbow; opponents hit points are automatically halved, and he must make a successful system shock roll or fall unconscious. He will bleed to death in 1d4 hours if not healed, magically or otherwise.

---

Cindi grew up in New Mexico but moved to the United States at the tender age of 21. After eluding federal immigration authorities for months, she finally married U.S. citizen Wayne Rice and was safe at last. This article marks her first appearance in *Dragon® Magazine.*
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The simplest form of siege weaponry, the battering ram, may perhaps be also the most glorified throughout fantasy literature and historical myth. Some scholars have suggested that the Trojan Horse may have been a metaphor for such an engine. The ram's horns that collapsed the walls of Jericho in the Old Testament may well be a reference to a decorated headpiece of an ancient battering ram. If such colorful allusions are accepted, why not create more magical versions of such a time-tested weapon?

Below are four different enchanted battering rams, from a wizard spell to an orcish siege engine.

The Arien of Thang-Nor

One of the benefits of magic is that ordinary events can be made unpredictable. And while some tacticians would say that siege warfare is anything but ordinary or predictable, certainly the advent of magic to the battlefield would make a general in a fantasy campaign worry and bite his nails while awaiting some arcane offensive that he was certainly not planning for.

Thang-Nor was infamous for such assaults when besieging a fortress. The wizard was a crafty survivor of the harsh Western Steppes and would brook no outposts from other nations in what he considered his land. Perhaps his most infamous spell was not one of utter destruction but one of unforeseen attack.
Arien of Thang-Nor
(Conjuration)
Level: 5
Range: 30 yds.
Components: V, M
Duration: 1 turn per level
Casting Time: 1 round
Area of Effect: Special
Saving Throw: See below

This spell conjures forth from the material components a 20'-long battering ram. The Arien, as the spell developer was wont to call the weapon, seems to be crafted from ordinary wood with an iron tip shaped like the head of an angry horned beast. But such wood cannot be set afire or warped by magic, nor the metal head rusted or dented. The whole conjuration can suffer 30 hp damage before breaking apart, has a relevant AC of 3, and makes all saving throws at +3. The Arien radiates potent magic, of course. Ten men are needed to carry and use it.

This siege weapon is more powerful than the ordinary battering ram. Very large creatures could conceivably be attacked with the Arien, but the men at its sides would have to be proficient in its use if such a strike was to be effective. The material components are 10 horned animals that must be slaughtered as the words to the spell are invoked. The sort of animal is important to the spell, the preference being rams or bulls. But such wood cannot be set afire or warped by magic, nor the metal head rusted or dented. The whole conjuration can suffer 30 hp damage before breaking apart, has a relevant AC of 3, and makes all saving throws at +3. The Arien radiates potent magic, of course. Ten men are needed to carry and use it.

Thang-Nor used this spell in many wily assaults. Disguised as shepherds, the wizard and the nomads under his sway would approach an unsuspecting keep, leading a flock of rams. Before the enemy could react, the animals would be killed, allowing for the summoning of an Arien to pound away the doors to the keep. Thang-Nor also used the weapon when attacking an old blue dragon that had recently awakened in the area. The creature believed that cattle were being offered to appease its appetite by the locals. Instead it found its doom behind the crushing blows of the magical battering ram.

Frost-Rent
Legends suggest that this siege weapon was taken from the ever-cold realm of the Para-Elemental Plane of Ice to win a long-forgotten war. Its appearance is that of a immense, somewhat irregular cylinder of ice, nearly 10' wide and 30' long. Supposedly due to its unique nature, the battering ram never melts away, but whoever has possessed Frost-Rent has always protected the weapon with the thick skins and pale furs that were brought with it from that realm of eternal ice. Made from creatures native to that plane, the skins and furs carry an natural dweomer that acts much like a chill metal spell and keep Frost-Rent freezing cold.

Frost-Rent causes any structure it strikes to suffer both structural damage and freezing cold. The weapon is most effective against metal, causing it to become extremely brittle. Thus, wooden doors bound in iron usually fall before this ram. The weapon is dangerous to be around. In a 10' radius the temperature is so low that unprotected creatures (heavy fur clothing or some magical protection are required) suffer 1 hp damage per round with no saving throw allowed. Anyone not protected against extreme cold (resist cold spell, ring of warmth, etc.) suffers 1-6 hp damage upon touching it, also without the benefit of a saving throw.

However, those who can survive near it benefit from one aspect of the cold: they should be considered protected as per endure heat. Because the weapon’s cold is so detrimental to the touch, undead skeletons have usually been its wielders — as they are from the grave, the cold has no ill effect upon them — though there is one recorded instance in which several frost giants manned the ram.

Perhaps strangest of all, inside the ice of Frost-Rent, near its center, appears to be a rowboat of rare, streamlined design. A woman sits at the prow, dressed in a long green gown. Her face is hard to see through the ice, but many have said no lovelier visage can be found in all the lands. Who she is, is a matter of mystery. Some sages have said that she is one of the original inhabitants of the Para-Elemental Plane before it totally froze over. Others say that she is a princess, the heir to a crown, and cruelly imprisoned centuries ago by an evil wizard who coveted the throne. Whoever she may be, none of the owners of Frost-Rent value rescuing her when the cost is the loss of a magnificent weapon.

Due to its bitter cold, fire spells of 4th level or below have no effect on the
ram, and those of 7th or below when it is wrapped up in the chill skins. The ice is so thick (treat as AC 0) that only magi-
cal weapons can really have a physical effect on its nature, and delivering over
50 hp damage would still not likely reach the trapped woman inside.

Khalmick-Graz

Whispers hint at the existence of this weapon, though it has not been sighted
in nearly six decades. Nonetheless, old-timers who fought in those wars
against the orcs will always curse the evil mind that created Khalmick-Graz
(orich for “Torn Throat”).

The weapon is a weird construction, reported to be nearly 30’ long, borne on
a large-wheeled cart. Interspersed along its wooden length are large brass-
rimmed holes, pipes of horn, and metal gongs. At one end is the brass-tipped
spike used to batter at the walls, while on the other is a massive bellows. It takes
nearly 20 orcs to bear Khalmick-Graz, five on each side to push and heave the
weapon along seven to run along its length and open and shut the valves
along the holes, and three alone to work the bellows. But the results of all the toll
are well worth the effort involved, for in every campaign the weapon was used,
the orcs have won.

Not that the battering ram is superior to others; in fact, generals say that the
weapon is no better in that regard than any other faced. The power of the ram is
the music that Khalmick-Graz plays as it trudges along to the battle. With the bel-
lows pumped and the holes opened and covered, it plays like some twisted wind
instrument, boosting the morale of any orc (+3) while shivering the spines of the
enemy (-3 on their morale). But once the siege begins, and the weapon attacks the walls or doors, then the ram plays the terrible song of “Torn Throat.”

Any non-orich humanoid within hearing distance (100 yds.) must make a
saving throw vs. rod, staff, or wand to avoid the following effects. Because of
the chanting of weapon’s handlers, any individual that can understand the
orich tongue and thus translate their dire song suffers a -2 penalty on their roll. Still, those individuals with above average Wisdom receive a magical
defense adjustment to their saving throws. (Weak-willed persons suffer a penalty, as normal.) Also remove fear
spell still grants the +4 on saving throws vs. the weapon’s song effects. The first
failed save results in anxiety and ner-
voussness that increases the chance of mishap. All rolls are made at a penalty of
-1 while the battle rages. Another saving throw must be made. The second
roll, if failed, means that the affected individuals hesitate in their actions as
they fear their cause to be lost. All initiative rolls — whether melee combat,
spells, or any other actions — suffer a penalty of +2, and another saving throw
must be made. The third roll, if failed, causes the person to flee the area in
panic until they are outside the hearing range (100 yds. of the weapon). At the
DM’s discretion, they may drop items they were holding. Note that all the
above effects are cumulative. While the
third effect lasts until the affected indi-
vidual can no longer clearly hear
Khalmick-Graz, the first two last the
duration of the battle!

The only way to prematurely disrupt the effects is to destroy the weapon. Unfortunately, this has never been accomplished, and those who have
once faced Khalmick-Graz are doomed
to suffer a cumulative -1 penalty on
their saving throws against it on the
next battle they are so unfortunate to encounter it again. The silence, 15’ radius
spell seems the downfall of this weapon,
but only if the caster uses the spell on
potential victims, thus preventing them
from hearing the music. The reason for
this is simple. Orich shamans realized
the risk posed by such a common spell and over many, many years imbued the
wood of Khalmick-Graz with powerful
abjuration magic. Any attempt to cast the silence, 15’ radius on the ram results
in one of the rude gongs sounding and
no cessation of the music or chanting.
The gong alerts the handlers that a cler-
ic is among the defenders. Perhaps if all
the gongs were destroyed, the spell
might have some effect.

The shamans of whatever orich tribe
created the weapon imbued it with
some measure of defense (AC 5; +3 on
all saves; 100 hp). One dishheartening
campaign looked like the end of the
weapon, when boiling pitch set the
wood afire. To the defender’s horror, the
horns of an adult blue dragon. The
curative magic of the orich shamans
and priests was actually able to heal the
battering ram before their very eyes.

Thunderstrike rod

This is a rare, but coveted magical item. Rather than polished wood or rare
metals, such rods are fashioned from the horns of an adult blue dragon. The
problem is that the command words for
these rods are traditionally the name of
the battle for which they were made, and
since many of these were crafted
long ago for cultures and causes now
lost to the past and without written
records, only through such divinatory
magnics as legend lore can such informa-
tion be obtained.

By holding the rod aloft, the wielder is protected from electricity (mundane
or magical). Complete invulnerability is bestowed against such attacks as natural
lightning, dragon breath, the touch of a
will o’wisp, etc. There is no cost to the
rod’s charges for this effect, but neither
does it recharge the wand (to do so,
some mages have revealed, requires
immersion in a vat of giant slug acid
while striking the rod with lightning
bolts). No knowledge of spellcraft is nec-
essary to utilize this “power,” and any
profession would benefit from such pro-
tection. But to wizards and whatever
army hires them, it is the next two aspects of the rod are what make it so
desirable: At the cost of one charge the
rod is covered with crackling blue electrical
energy. By touching an opponent
with the rod at this time, the wielder
delivers potent charge, much like the
shocking grasp spell. The jolt inflicts 20 hp
damage, half this amount if a successful
saving throw is made. In addition (no
matter what the saving throw’s result)
the opponent is stunned for 1d4 rounds.
The jolt may be held for up to one turn
before the magic will expire if a creature
is not touched. An electrical conductor,
such as metal or water, can be used by
the rod wielder to attack a creature not
within close range.

By expending three charges, the rod
will release a massive bolt of lightning,
appearing as a shaft of wicked, crackling
blue light as thick as an ancient tree
trunk. This “thunderstrike,” as it has been
named, is not only an effective weapon
against creatures, but also against the
walls of a fortress. It can reach up to 200’
away from the rod wielder. Any oppo-
nent struck by a thunderstrike suffers 50 hp
damage, with a saving throw vs. rod,
staff, or wand permitted and resulting in
half damage if successful. The creature is
also stunned for a number of rounds
equal to 20 — Constitution (for charac-
ters) or Hit Dice (for monsters). Against
structures, the bolt released is adjudicat-
ed on the battering ram table. Also,
because the thunderstrike meets the tar-
get with a near-deafening fulmination,
In the Hollows of the Abyss, the great Lords make war. Vast armies clash endlessly over the tortured landscape battling for power and that most precious commodity, souls. Striding like giants among the Hordes, mighty Archfiends and their terrible Lieutenants reap great ruin, slaughtering their foes over and over again, in bloody practice to storm the Heights from which they had Fallen so long ago...

Based on Dante Alighieri's classic work, Inferno is a fast-paced fantasy miniatures game. It features an elegantly simple rules system that is easy to learn, but with plenty of tactical flexibility. Players take the roles of the Generals of the Abyss, commanding armies composed of Archfiends, Lieutenants and Hordes. Each unit has a unique range of abilities, and armies can be tailored to a player's tastes by choosing the appropriate combination of forces. A wide range of figures are available, in 3 size ranges: Archfiends (55-65mm), Lieutenants (25-35mm), and Hordes ("stands" of 7mm figures). Ground scale is 25m per hex or inch.

The basic game comes as a boxed set, and contains 2 map boards (each 17x23"), rule book, 2 dice, plastic bases, full colour counters and stand-up figures, as well as full colour terrain features and templates. As an additional bonus, the Tome of the Abyss is also included (featuring additional artwork and background). MSRP: $29.95
The AD&D® game, and fantasy games in general, have a variety of swords listed in the equipment tables. Almost invariably, however, these are the commonest swords used in medieval Europe, possibly with the addition of a few of the more famous Oriental swords (the katana and wakizashi) if any adventuring takes place in the Far East. This article seeks to remedy this situation by giving a variety of swords of all cultures and all times, ranging from Celtiberian Spain to the Philippines. Some swords would be quite suitable for particular campaign settings, such as Kara-Tur or Zakhara, or historical settings as presented in the the Age of Heroes (ancient Greece) or Glory of Rome (Roman Empire) sourcebooks.

In the following descriptions, Cost is the price of the weapon in gold pieces, while Weight and Size are the same as on the weapon tables of the equipment lists in the Player's Handbook. Type is the type of weapon it is, whether piercing (P), slashing (S), or a combination of both (P/S). Speed Factor, again, is the same as in the weapons tables in the PHB, and the same goes for Damage S-M/L. Finally, Culture indicates what peoples really used these weapons. In some cases, characters with proficiency or specialization in a particular weapon gain benefits in addition to the usual ones.

**Abbasi**

- **Cost:** 20 gp
- **Weight:** 5
- **Size:** M
- **Type:** P/S
- **Speed factor:** 5
- **Damage S-M/L:** 1d8+2/1d12+2
- **Culture:** Rajput (Indian)

The abbasi is one of several Indian versions of the long sword. The blade is reinforced by extra strips of perforated metal on one side, both increasing the damage it causes and lessening the chances that it will itself break during battle. Because of the reinforcement, the blade has a +2 bonus to any saves vs. crushing blow.

---

**Chinese bastard sword**

- **Cost:** 15
- **Weight:** 7
- **Size:** M
- **Type:** S
- **Speed factor:** 7 (one-handed) or 5 (two-handed)
- **Damage S-M/L:** 1d8/1d12 (one-handed) or 2d4/2d8 (two-handed)
- **Culture:** Chinese

This weapon is one of several swords used as arms in the Chinese martial arts. Made of finer metal and with a keener edge than its western counterparts, it is both lighter and handier without sacrificing any power.

**Proficient use:** Proficiency gives a +1 bonus to all parries.

**Specialized use:** Specialists operate under a speed factor of 6 (one-handed) or 4 (two-handed).
Chinese war sword
Cost: 15 gp
Weight: 6
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 3
Damage S-M/L: 2d4/2d4 (one-handed)
Culture: Chinese

This is a pure chopping weapon. As with the bastard sword, it may be used both one-handed and two-handed. On wilderness adventures, PCs will find that it works equally well as a weapon and as a tool (like the machete).

Double swords
Cost: 15 gp
(per pair)
Weight: 6
Size: M
Type: P/S
Speed factor: 3
Damage S-M/L: 1d6/1d8
Culture: Chinese

These Chinese short swords are sold in pairs. Each one has a handle that is flat on one side, enabling the two blades to be stored in a single scabbard. This makes for a nasty surprise if an enemy simply counts scabbards to determine how many swords are present.

Proficient use: The user may attack with both swords at no penalty, no matter which hand is being used.

Specialized use: Users operate under a speed factor of 2.

Dusack
Cost: 12 gp
Weight: 4
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 4
Damage S-M/L: 1d8/1d8
Culture: Hungarian/Eastern European

The dusack consists of the blade and nothing else, with a hole in the blade's base substituting for the grip. It was a favored weapon for dueling and is more likely to be used against the PCs in an urban or court adventure than on a battlefield or in a dungeon.

Proficient use: Add +1 to all parrying attempts.

Epee
Cost: 10 gp
Weight: 2
Size: M
Type: P
Speed factor: 3
Damage S-M/L: 1d6/1d4
Culture: Western European

The epee looks more like an enlarged needle with a sword handle on one end than anything else, making it useful only for thrusting attacks. It is, however, one of the few swords that is regarded as much as an item of courtly dress as a weapon, and it may well be the only weapon a PC can take with him when admitted to the throne room for an audience with the king. The epee is mainly a dueling weapon.

Proficient use: Add +1 to all parries.

Specialized use: The speed factor is reduced to 2.

Falchion, Persian
Cost: 12 gp
Weight: 4
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 4
Damage S-M/L: 1d6/1d6
Culture: Persian

This weapon has a longer blade than its medieval European counterpart, making it better suited as a military blade (which it is) than as a hunting weapon.

Falx
Cost: 18 gp
Weight: 7
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 8 (one-handed) or 6 (two-handed)
Damage S-M/L: 1d8/1d12 (one-handed) or 2d6/2d8 two-handed
Culture: Dacian/German

The falx was a scythe-bladed sword used by the Dacians, who attacked Rome in Trajan's time. So deadly was it that the Romans were forced to put old models of armor back into production to protect their soldiers from its blows, to say nothing of reinforcing their shields.

Proficient use: When swung two-handed, the falx is +1 to hit.

Franc-taupin
Cost: 15 gp
Weight: 3
Size: M
Type: P
Speed factor: 5
Damage S-M/L: 1d8/1d12
Culture: French

This odd medieval weapon resembles a long sword, but the front half of the blade narrows sharply to half the width of the blade's base, producing a spikelike shape suited only for thrusting attacks.

Glavelot
Cost: 35 gp
Weight: 12
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 9
Damage S-M/L: 2d4/3d6
Culture: Western European

Basically, this is a falchion with the blade length of a bastard sword, immortalized in Howard Pyle's novel *Men of Iron* as the weapon the chief villain used in the final tournament. It may be used only two-handed. Some authorities also refer to it as the hand-guisarme.

Hegyester
Cost: 20 gp
Weight: 10
Size: M
Type: P
Speed factor: 6
Damage S-M/L: 1d6/1d8
Culture: Hungarian

Another bastard sword hybrid, the hegyester has a blade like an awl pike, making it suitable only for thrusting. It is almost always used in mounted combat, being held out like a lance as the rider charges his foe.

Proficient use: The user causes an extra +4 hp damage, regardless of the enemy's size, when charging the foe in a jousting-style attack.

Specialized use: The user does double damage at the end of a charging attack, no matter what size the enemy.
Khyber knife
Cost: 7 gp
Weight: 2
Size: M
Type: P/S
Speed factor: 3
Damage S-M/L: 1d8/1d6
Culture: Afghan
This is actually a short sword, with a 24” long blade and an 8” blade. Its blade has an extra-thick T-rib (half an inch thick) that gives it greater strength than looks would indicate.

Proficient use: The Khyber knife causes an extra 2 hp damage against human or humanoid foes wearing armor during a stabbing attack, due to the reinforced blade.

Specialized use: The speed factor is reduced to 2.

Kukri, regimental
Cost: 12 gp
Weight: 4
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 5
Damage S-M/L: 1d10/1d10
Culture: Nepalese
The regimental kukri is an enlarged version of the famous (and deadly) curved knife of the Gurkhas. In the real world, it is a ceremonial weapon, used to bless the regiment by slaying a water buffalo. The actual sacrifice consists of beheading said water buffalo with a single stroke. Only one is issued per Gurkha regiment, for the specific purpose of the good luck ceremony, or dushera. This weapon is over 2½’ in length.

Manchu broadsword
Cost: 18 gp
Weight: 4
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 4
Damage S-M/L: 2d4/1d12
Culture: Chinese/Manchurian
Like the Chinese bastard sword (see above), this is another Chinese sword that is used by martial artists. The blade has a slight curve to it, giving extra force to the downward slashing stroke that makes it so deadly.

Proficient use: Users may do an extra 3 hp damage per blow to a foe of Size S-M.

Specialized use: The speed factor is reduced to 3.

Mel puttah bemoh
Cost: 30 gp
Weight: 12
Size: L
Type: P/S
Speed factor: 8
Damage S-M/L: 1d10/2d8
Culture: Indian
This weapon of southern India is literally a two-handed, double-edged rapier. As with the kora (see above), it has hand guards above and below the grip.

Proficient use: Users may inflict an extra 2 hp damage per attack, with no regard for the target’s size.

Specialized use: The speed factor is reduced to 7.

Rapier
Cost: 12 gp
Weight: 3
Size: M
Type: P or P/S
Speed factor: 4
Damage S-M/L: 1d6/1d6
Culture: Western European
This is the dueling sword of choice. As with the smaller epee (see above), it is more of a decorative court sword than a weapon to be used in serious adventuring or battle. Early versions were double-edged, while later models were merely enlarged epees, suitable only for thrusting. The damage is the same whether a slash or a thrust is used.

Proficient use: The wielder gains a +2 bonus on all parrying attempts.

Specialized use: The speed factor is reduced to 3.

Klewang
Cost: 12 gp
Weight: 5
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 5
Damage S-M/L: 1d10/2d4
Culture: Malay
The klewang is a Malaysian machete/sabre hybrid. It is best recognized by its odd handle, which extends almost at right angles from the blade. In Oriental Adventures, it would be a suitable sword for jungle barbarians.

Machaira
Cost: 10 gp
Weight: 7
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 6
Damage S-M/L: 2d4/2d6
Culture: Celtic/Greek
This sword was invented by the ancient Celts and subsequently adopted by the Greeks. It was also known among the Greeks as the khopis, while the Romans who faced it in Greek and barbarian hands—particularly in Celtiberian Spain—called it the falcata. This broad-bladed slashing sword has an inverse curve the opposite of that of a scimitar. According to battle accounts, it had terrific armor-penetrating ability.

Proficient use: The machaira is +1 “to hit” when fighting an armored opponent.

Kora
Cost: 18 gp
Weight: 8
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 9
Damage S-M/L: 2d6/2d8
Culture: Nepalese
The kora is the national sword of Nepal, home of the legendary Gurkhas. It is a pure chopping weapon, and has hand guards both above and below the grip.
Saddle sword
Cost: 60 gp
Weight: 15
Size: L
Type: P/S
Speed factor: 10
Damage S-M/L: 1d10/2d10
Culture: Western European

The saddle sword is a two-handed sword which is used as much for thrusting as for slashing, if not more so. Its name comes from its special scabbard, which enables it to be slung from a saddle for easy transport. The last quarter to third of the blade is wider than most of it, forming into an elongated spear head. Just behind this elongated head is a socket that can be plugged by a crossbar. This serves the same purpose as the baffles on a lance or boar spear: it keeps the weapon from penetrating the target so deeply that it is difficult or impossible to withdraw it again.

Proficient use: The saddle sword inflicts an extra 6 hp damage if the wielder uses it in a thrusting attack.

Specialized use: A specialist who makes a charging attack causes double damage at the end of his charge.

Seax, long
Cost: 18 gp
Weight: 4
Size: M
Type: P/S
Speed factor: 4
Damage S-M/L: 1d8/1d12
Culture: Frankish/Saxon/Viking

The seax is a long sword variant used by many Germanic tribes. The last third of the blade tapers gradually toward the point. Aside from shaving a bit of weight off the blade, making it easier to wield, this also makes the sword handle better than most long swords in a thrusting attack.

Sica
Cost: 10 gp
Weight: 3
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 4
Damage S-M/L: 1d6/1d4
Culture: Thracian

This is a short sword-sized scimitar. It was used by the Thracians of ancient Greece, and was the main weapon of the “Thracian” class of Roman gladiators. In Robert E. Howard’s stories of Kull the Atlantean, it also appears to be the sword used by the Picts of that period.

Proficient use: Proficiency earns a +1 parrying bonus.

Specialized use: The speed factor is reduced to 3.

Tai chi sword
Cost: 12 gp
Weight: 3
Size: M
Type: P/S
Speed factor: 3
Damage S-M/L: 1d8/1d8
Culture: Chinese

The tai chi sword is the last of the Chinese swords listed here to be used by martial artists.

Proficient use: Wielder gains a +1 bonus on parrying attempts.

Specialized use: The speed factor is reduced to 2.

Talibon
Cost: 17 gp
Weight: 5
Size: S
Type: P/S
Speed factor: 6
Damage S-M/L: 1d8/1d12
Culture: Filipino

The talibon is used by the Christian natives of the Philippines. The blade is heavy, with a slight outward curve in the center to add more force to a slashing attack. As with the klewang (see above), it would be a suitable weapon for jungle barbarians in the Oriental Adventures campaign setting.

Tachi
Cost: 35 gp
Weight: 4
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 4
Damage S-M/L: 1d10/1d10
Culture: Japanese

While later tachi are virtually identical to the katana, the earliest tachi were straight swords, but they still shared the single, razor-sharp edge and chisel point of later cousins. Oriental Adventures players who covet magical weapons should note that, this being the case, there will be far more magical tachi lying around in dungeons and other old ruins than there will be katana or wakizashi. Choose your weapon proficiencies (and specializations) accordingly!

Proficient use: The user causes an extra 6 hp damage.

Tai chi sword
Cost: 12 gp
Weight: 3
Size: M
Type: P/S
Speed factor: 3
Damage S-M/L: 1d8/1d8
Culture: Chinese

The tai chi sword is the last of the Chinese swords listed here to be used by martial artists.

Proficient use: Wielder gains a +1 bonus on parrying attempts.

Specialized use: The speed factor is reduced to 2.

Yataghan
Cost: 12 gp
Weight: 4
Size: M
Type: S
Speed factor: 6
Damage S-M/L: 2d4/2d4
Culture: Turkish

The broad-bladed yataghan is one of the primary weapons of Turkish warriors. A type of sabre, the most noticeable thing is its incurved blade, which was designed to go precisely in line with the motion the wielder’s wrist makes when delivering a slashing attack, allowing all his strength to go into the blow. Much of the blade’s weight is forward as well, adding still more force to a downward cut. Suitable for campaigns from the Al-Qadim® setting to Oriental Adventures, including India and eastern Europe.

Proficient use: The user causes an extra 2 hp damage.

Over the past decade, Gregory W. Detwiler has been a frequent contributor to DRAGON® Magazine and POLYHEDRON® Newszine.
The Arcadia Saga takes the concept of adventure card games to the level of epic storytelling.

Your quest begins with Arcadia: The Wyld Hunt, as you strive to learn the fate of Lord Gamine, the only one who can end the Darkening that plagues the realm of the fae.

The story continues in Arcadia: King Ironheart's Madness, as you battle a ruthless dictator who is determined to destroy paradise and rebuild it in his image.

And while the fate of Arcadia is shrouded in mystery, one thing is certain - its destiny lies in your hands.

Arcadia: The Wyld Hunt is available in July.
Arcadia: King Ironheart's Madness is on sale in November.

To learn more about Arcadia, check out www.white-wolf.com.

...and prepare for the Madness.
Magical firearms in the AD&D® game? A Dungeon Master who cringes at the thought of a simple arquebus in the campaign will probably have a fit at the thought of putting a flintlock musket of sharpshooting +3 in a treasure pile. Nonetheless, there are several official AD&D campaigns in which firearms are found, and magical guns are a logical outgrowth there.

This article, then, is for the daring DM who is willing to give the concept a try. A good rule of thumb for allowing magical firearms into a campaign is to find a comparable magical wand or device that can be used by any class of character, such as a wand of magic missiles, and determining which is more powerful, the wand or the gun. If magic is to be the most powerful element in the campaign, keep magical firearms at a low level of power.
or...
How to totally screw up your fantasy campaign
Firearms are described in many places in the AD&D rules. For the purposes of this article, all game information on firearms is taken from the AD&D rulebook, PLAYER'S OPTION™: Combat & Tactics, in Chapter Seven, “Weapons & Armor”; for weapon details, see the table on pages 130-133 and notes on pages 136-137. However, this article may be used with any campaign’s description of local firearms, which vary considerably from realm to realm.

In any event, the DM must be aware of both the extraordinary power of firearms in the game system — and their failings, too. It is strongly recommended that the DM pick up the PLAYER'S OPTION™: Combat & Tactics book and read the following sections: “The Renaissance,” pages 123-126; “Firearms,” pages 126-127; and, most importantly, “Weapon Descriptions: Firearms,” pages 136-137. The latter section emphasizes the characteristics of misfiring, armor negation, and causing ended damage.

Firearms in TSR Worlds

Any original, unofficial AD&D campaign using the basic rule books can be granted the use of firearms. Only the hand match arquebus and possibly the hand match handgunnes would be available in fantasy campaigns using the most primitive firearms. Some of these weapons could be enchanted, if the DM so wishes.

Among official campaign worlds, a FORGOTTEN REALMS® campaign set in Faerun in the years following the Time of Troubles (1358 DR) can easily incorporate firearms, as Lantanna priests of Gond the Wondermaker are making and spreading them throughout the Realms. The Lantanna have mastered hand match and matchlock weapons-making, and can regularly produce high-quality hand match handguns, hand match arquebuses, matchlock arquebuses, matchlock calivers, and matchlock muskets (with gun rests). They can also produce hand match rifles for armies, and hand match or matchlock blunderbusses. (Normally, blunderbusses are flintlocks or snaplocks, but we'll assume these are primitive blunderbusses.) Very large, crude bombardes are made and used by the Red Wizards of Thay, and some of these siege guns are in the Pirate Isles. The presence of magical firearms is almost a certainty here, but ribsals, blunderbusses, and bombardes are very unlikely to be magical, given their extreme size or crudeness.

Firearms do not appear in the GREYHAWK®, as local laws of physics and magic (and possibly a lack of necessary materials) prohibit the manufacture of either gunpowder or smoke powder there; the BIRTHRIGHT® campaign initially lacks smokepowder and gunpowder, though recent developments in that world may change that. The MYSTARA® campaign's Known World region, including Karamielos and Gliantir, generally has no firearms within it, but the Savage Kingdoms of the Void in Krynn are heavily armed with firearms.

In DRAGON® Magazine issue #30, page 12 (“From the Sorcerer's Scroll: New Setting for the Adventure”), Gary Gygax stated, "Gunpowder and explosives will not function on the World of Greyhawk." He also disallowed firearms in AD&D game worlds in general in the AD&D original edition DMG, page 113 ("Transferral Of Fire Arms To The AD&D Campaign") and in a letter to DRAGON Magazine, in issue #66, page 4 ("Out on a Limb: Gary on gunpowder"). The latter was in response to an article by Ed Greenwood in issue #60, page 24: "Firearms: First guns were not much fun." Here, the historical development of gunpowder firearms is described, with information on converting primitive hand match firearms to AD&D game statistics. Much of this material on adding gunpowder weapons to AD&D campaigns reappeared later in FRA, pages 11-13. Ed Greenwood wrote an expansion of his earlier article that appeared in DRAGON Magazine issue #70, page 31: "A Second Volley: Taking another shot at firearms, AD&D style." This included notes on matchlocks and flintlocks, with detailed illustrations. Ed points out (correctly) that Gygax himself seems to have allowed firearms into his own GREYHAWK campaign, despite Gygax's protestations to the contrary. Firearms in the GREYHAWK campaign are mentioned by Gygax in articles in DRAGON Magazine issues #71, page 6: "Faceless Men & Clockwork Monsters: A DUNGEONS & DRAGON® [sic] Adventure Aboard the Starship Warden" (see page 8) and issue #71, page 19, “Greyhawk’s World” (see page 73). It is possible that the City of Greyhawk wizard who was seen with a pistol, as noted in issue #17, was Murlynd from issue #71 (see editorial comment in Ed Greenwood’s “A Second Volley” in Best of DRAGON issue #42, page 22, 1986 printing). No one but Murlynd is likely to have a true firearm on Oerth — if you don’t count the artifacts from the Barrier Peaks region, of course.

Both Gary Gygax and Ed Greenwood, among many other AD&D game designers, have allowed for AD&D game characters to travel to other worlds where firearms work very well — particularly our own Earth. For examples, see the AD&D original edition DMG, pages 112-114 (BOOT HILL®) and GAMMA WORLD® game mixing with the AD&D game); DRAGON Magazine issue #30, page 12: "From the Sorcerer’s Scroll: New Setting for the Adventure"; and issue #57, page 5: “Modern Monsters: The Perils of 20th-Century Adventuring." A more complete listing of fanfiction world crossovers by AD&D: A World of Your Own," sidebar (“AD&D Voyages to Earth & Back”).

An article outlining means for adding firearms to the D&D game’s Known World campaign, later the AD&D game’s MYSTARA® campaign, appeared in DRAGON Magazine issue #199, page 96: “Ready, Aim, Fire!” (Bruce A. Heard). However, this was an unofficial option, and only the Savage Coast region of the RED STEEL® campaign has smoke powder and firearms at present. For details, see the RED STEEL boxed set’s Campaign Book (pages 51-52, 56, 81-86, 93-95, 97, and 112-113) and Lands of the Savage Coast (pages 11-10) - see also the Savage Barony boxed set’s Book 1: The Savage Baronies, pages 8-10, 13, 20-21, and 51-60. Note that only in Cimarron County are firearms and smoke powder actually manufactured, and these are heavily used there, though they are known to other Savage Barony, particularly Guadalante, and to distant Renardy.

Two examples of tinker-gnome projectile weapons are found in the Tales of the Lance boxed set’s World Book of Ansalon, on pages 68-69. The belcher is a match-lock can...
Coast region to the far west (i.e., the Red Steel® campaign) manufactures its own firearms and smoke powder, and some of these items might find their way across the sea to the Known World lands. 4

Firearms seem to be unknown in the Hollow World® setting within Mystara.

Though primitive firearms were manufactured at the end of the Dragonlance® campaign’s Fourth Age by the minoi, the tinker gnomes of Mount Nevermind, the gnomes were not interested in having them enchanted. (“Magic? Rubbish!”) Additionally, no wizard or priest of Krynn ever dared to enchant one for fear of the extreme danger involved in getting near any explosive device created by gnomes. (Spellcasters of Krynn might also regard the addition of magic to any tinker-gnome device as a criminal act endangering all civilization.) No firearms are known to have been made by the gnomi, the gnomes of Taladas, but if they were none would be enchanted.5

Firearms can be imported into the outer planes of the Planescape™ and Ravenloft® campaigns, but materials for making gunpowder, smoke powder, or other explosive substances are not normally found here.

One other place where firearms are reasonably common and magical firearms are likely to be found is the Spelljammer® campaign.6 Smoke powder weapons ranging from sophisticated wheel-lock pistols to huge (even magical) bombards are found in many crystal spheres, thanks primarily to two races: Krynnish tinker gnomes, who have migrated en masse to wildcard over many centuries, and the huge, hippo-headed giff, who have an extreme and sometimes fatal love for guns and explosives. As one would imagine, tinker gnomes and giff get along famously. Spacefaring humans have also greatly aided the spread and use of firearms by constantly improving weapons design and using guns in many combat situations.

More recently, however, two other forces have begun to spread firearms and smoke powder through the spheres. During the Second Unhuman War, humanoid armies and spelljammer navies led by the scro (powerful space-faring orcs) sometimes carried smoke powder explosives and firearms, though usually only elite or command units had them. The war recently concluded with a marginal victory for the elven Imperial Fleet, the scro’s primary enemy, scattering the battered humanoid forces — and their weapons — across wildcard.

Additionally, the Smiths’ Coster, a weapons-and-armor merchant company largely controlled by dwarves, has long been responsible for spreading smoke powder weapons throughout many spheres. It is highly likely that the Second Unhuman War has redoubled the efforts of the Smiths’ Coster to get firearms into the hands of dwarves, gnomes, humans, and other good-aligned folk across the spheres as defensive weapons. The Smiths’ Coster is based in the gigantic asteroid belt known as the Grinder, in Gygaxspace, a sphere which was the scene of a huge battle during the Second Unhuman War.7

Unusual sorts of smoke powder weapons from wildcard include magical bombardards, disposable “Giff guns,” and whole ships built around gigantic cannons, called Great Bombards. (The mere existence of Great Bombards inspired the creation of the first known “gun cult.”) Any firearm up to the level of wheel-locks can be found in wildcard; snaplocks might be found but are extremely rare, the product of intense and prolonged development.

One important development is that firearms are entering numerous worlds from sources in wildcard. Wheel-lock pistols known as “starwheels” are sometimes sold or traded across Toril (of the Forgotten Realms campaign) by spelljammer crews, or they are stolen from crews by local thieves.10 At least one spelljammer landed on Krynn bearing firearms, and this event has likely been repeated many times on this and other worlds.11

The most advanced firearms known in any official AD&D campaign are found in Earthly settings where non-magical gunpowder is cheap and plentiful. A magical version of Europe, detailed in HR4 A Mighty Fortress, includes everything up to snaplock firearms, with a wide variety of large field guns.12 Because provision is made for magic to work during this period, magical firearms are well within reason, though they would be very rare as the process for enchanting them is likely to be longer and more difficult here than on high-magic worlds. It is likely that this Earth can be reached by other-world adventurers only through the most diffi-
Nomenclature for Table 1

SC: Standard AD&D campaign, allowing only primitive hand-match firearms.
FR: FORGOTTEN REALMS campaign, after the Time of Troubles in 1358 DR. These are almost always made in Lantan and have the symbol of Gond stamped on the butt.
SJ: SPELLJAMMER campaign, before, during, and after the Second Unhuman War. Many (40%) of these weapons are made and sold by dwarves from the Smiths’ Coster, though weapons from many worlds can be found.
RS: RED STEEL campaign, after AC 1010 (possibly spilling into the MYSTARA campaign at this time). These are usually (95%) made by dwarves and humans from Cimarron County, often from the firm of Smithy & Westron.
HR4: Magical Europe during the Elizabethan Period and Thirty Years War, AD 1550-1650.
AR: Magical world with weapons technology equal to Earth at the time of the American Revolution, up to AD 1800.

Magical firearms as treasure

In any campaign in which magical firearms are present, several things must be considered when depositing such weapons in treasure hoards.

1. How long have firearms and magical firearms been present? If they have been around for several hundred years, they are probably regarded as being no different from any other sort of weapon, and they will turn up in treasure piles just like magical swords or wands. If they are a fairly recent development, very few if any of them will be found in monster-held treasure hoards. Remember that even if magical firearms are rare in a campaign, normal firearms are likely to turn up in treasure piles with some frequency, especially if common citizens, hunters, and soldiers have access to them. In HR4’s Elizabethan Earth, a dragon’s treasure might contain many dozens of pistols, muskets, gunpowder pouches, and bullet bags (most nonmagical) gathered from soldiers and would-be dragon-slayers. Along the Savage Coast, the dragon’s hoard might contain only one nonmagical wheel-lock horse pistol, without smoke powder or bullets.

2. Can the owner of the treasure hoard use the firearm? If so, it is very likely that the owner will keep the weapon near for his own use against marauding adventurers. The owner must, of course, have a supply of gunpowder or smoke powder available, with bullets.

A good short rule follows: With every magical or nonmagical firearm found in a treasure hoard, a 33% chance exists (roll 1-2 on 1d6) that a pouch or container of smoke powder (or gunpowder, if allowed) containing 3d6 charges is found with it. Another 33% chance exists (another roll 1-2 on 1d6) that a pouch with 2d10 lead bullets is found. If both powder and bullets come with a weapon, and the treasure hoard owner can manipulate the firearm, he will use it himself.

3. Should the discovery of firearms in treasures be a chance affair? If firearms are otherwise common, plentiful, and relatively cheap, random rolls placing them in treasures (with some common sense applied) can be used. A base chance of 5% (roll 1 on 1d20) can be given for any treasure hoard to contain 1-4 firearms, including magical ones, if the possibility is reasonable. Pacifist pixies might ignore huge, bulky, stinky, dangerous firearms, but a dragon might have many of them lying around her cave with the bones of their former users. If firearms are rare, then DM should simply place a normal or magical firearm in a logical treasure pile without rolling for the possibility.

Random-roll tables

If the DM wishes to use random-roll tables for magical firearms, Table 1 should be consulted first for each campaign.
A dagger blade may pop out from a concealed spot beneath the barrel, or a sort of bayonet may come with the weapon, able to be attached or detached at the user's whim. In any event, because the weapon is magical, the firearm cannot be damaged when used in normal combat unless subjected to damage requiring the use of Table 29: Item Saving Throws, from the Dungeon Master Guide.

**Distance:** A firearm of distance has double the range of a normal firearm. This doubling applies to the weapon's given short, medium, and long ranges. The weapon magically allows the user to see better at longer ranges only if the weapon is being held and aimed, not if fired blind or from the hip.

**Double-firing:** This power allows a weapon to fire two bullets at the same time. Both bullets must attack the same target, but they each make a separate attack roll. This power cannot be combined with multiple-firing. Two nonmagical bullets and powder sufficient for two shots must be loaded before each use. A misfire occurs on a roll of 1 on the attack roll. Use of any magical bullet with this weapon damages the bullet and removes its magical powers upon firing; a misfire also results on a roll of 1 or 2.

**Enchanting:** The enchanting power causes nonmagical bullets to be able to strike any creature that can be hit only by magical weapons. The bullets do no extra damage and there are no bonuses to attack rolls, but the bullets can effectively harm creatures like gargoyles, lycanthropes, fiends, and the like. Magical bullets are not affected by this gun's powers and are treated normally; thus, a bullet +1 would not harm a monster affected only by weapons +2 power or better.

**Enemy detection:** If held in the hands, this weapon allows the user to see all hostile beings within a 60-yard range, even if the beings are invisible, disguised, or hidden. Ethereal, astral, and out-of-phase enemies cannot be detected using this weapon.

**Impact:** This power causes bullets fired from the weapon to do greater than usual amounts of damage. This damage bonus is either +1 (roll 1-6 on 1d10), +2 (roll 7-9 on 1d10), or +3 (roll 10 on 1d10). This bonus applies to any sort of normal projectile used in the weapon, but this bonus does not apply to damage rolls. This bonus is cumulative with magical bullet bonuses.

**Combined weapon:** A firearm with this power is constructed so that it also serves as a secondary melee weapon, usually either a dagger, axe, short sword, club, hammer, or mace. The DM should carefully consider the possibilities and choose which secondary weapon applies. Historical examples are many, but the DM is encouraged to be creative.

---

**Table 2: Magical Firearm Powers (roll 1d100)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01-15</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-18</td>
<td>Combined weapon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-30</td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-35</td>
<td>Double-firing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-38</td>
<td>Enchanting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39-45</td>
<td>Enemy detection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46-60</td>
<td>Impact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-65</td>
<td>Infravision</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66-74</td>
<td>Missile shield</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75-76</td>
<td>Multiple-firing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77-80</td>
<td>Night attacks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81-90</td>
<td>Perfect action</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91-95</td>
<td>Silence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Special purpose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97-99</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>Roll for extra, different power (maximum of two extra rolls).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Explanation of Table 2 powers**

**Accuracy:** A firearm of accuracy has a permanent attack bonus of +1 (roll 1-6 on 1d10), +2 (roll 7-9 on 1d10), or +3 (roll 10 on 1d10). This bonus applies to any sort of normal projectile used in the weapon, but this bonus does not apply to damage rolls. This bonus is cumulative with magical bullet bonuses.

**Combined weapon:** A firearm with this power is constructed so that it also serves as a secondary melee weapon, usually either a dagger, axe, short sword, club, hammer, or mace. The DM should carefully consider the possibilities and choose which secondary weapon applies. Historical examples are many, but the DM is encouraged to be creative.
for any one weapon, so a “four-shooter” cannot be made into a “six-shooter.” This power cannot be combined with double-firing. Magical bullets are so damaged by being fired from this weapon that they immediately lose all magical powers and become normal bullets. The chances of misfiring are reduced to a roll of 1 on each attack roll, unless a magical bullet is used, in which case all misfires are increased to a roll of 1 or 2.

Night attacks: A firearm of night attacks grants its user the ability to see as well as night outdoors as during full daylight. This is not the same as having infravision, but it is far better for firing purposes and range (unless the user in indoors or in a cave, in which case this power does not work). This power comes into effect the moment the user grasps this weapon by its grip, as if keeping it ready for firing.

Perfect action: This power automatically cleans out the barrel after every shot and eliminates all chances of disastrous misfires. This is one of the most popular magical powers found with firearms.

Silence: This weapon makes absolutely no sound when fired, though the bullet will make a sound if it passes a bystander or strikes a target. This power is regarded as the mark of an assassin, spy, or other criminal, though it still has some quiet popularity.

Special purpose: The firearm has a special purpose. It has been designed to do extra damage to a particular type of being or creature; the DM must determine what sort of being must be target-ed (e.g., reptiles, undead, wizards, lycanthropes, avians, great cats, dragons). The firearm has a normal bonus of +1 to attack and damage rolls, but against its special target it gains a +5 bonus to attack and damage. This power cannot be combined with accuracy or impact. This type of firearm is sometimes called a firearm of slaying, though it doesn’t automatically kill its targets. This weapon’s bonuses are cumulative with those of magical bullets.

Speed: This power reduces the Speed factor of the weapon by half, dropping all fractions. It also allows the user to fire in the same round and segment as an attacker who has gained surprise over the user, and to gain the initiative in each non-surprise round in which the weapon can be used. It essentially speeds up the user’s reaction time and hand movements, though it doesn’t allow the user to run faster, make multiple attacks in a round, etc.

Other magical firearms powers

Weapons developed for use in the SPELLJAMMER campaign are the most likely ones to have unusual powers. The DM can pick and choose unique powers as appropriate to the campaign, borrowing from spell lists and existing magical items. Defensive powers (e.g., protection from evil) allow the firearm’s user to fire openly or confront certain opponents for brief periods without harm, and detection powers (e.g., detect undead) allow the user to find appropriate targets. The DM should carefully consider powers and drop those that are better placed on rings or amulets (e.g., protection +1 or regeneration, which are best used on a continual basis, not just when the firearm is held) or have wide areas of effect that would irrelevant to a gunner who might operate alone or among enemies (e.g., protection +2, 10 foot radius).

Magical bullets

Several types of magical bullets are known to exist, but these are quite rare. Most normal bullets are small lead, steel, or iron balls, very cheap and easy to make in almost any culture; magical alterations are usually made to weapons, not ammunition. Batches of 3-30 bullets +1 are the most common magical projectile, though some wizards have created explosive bullets (doing up to 6d6 hp damage on impact, without open-ended damage rolls), poisonous bullets (saving throw vs. poison required on impact, with varying bonuses or penalties), and illumination bullets that burst into light when they strike a target or reach a certain altitude. The DM should add magical bullets to the campaign as desired, but keep them rare and of reasonable power. Note that some magical firearms destroy magical bullets on firing. No magical bullet can be used more than once, as the bullet is destroyed on impact. There are rumors, however, of cursed magical bullets that return to the firer and strike him in the back (let the finder beware).

Magical powder

Noiseless smoke powder has been developed, but is rare since weapons can themselves be made silent by magic. A cursed form of smoke powder is also known that immediately causes an explosive misfire when used. The explosion does 6d6 hp damage to the user and 2d6 hp damage to anyone within 10’; a saving throw vs. death magic is allowed for bystanders for half damage, but not for the weapon user, who takes the full rolled damage.

Roger E. Moore is currently hard at work on another article for DRAGON® Magazine. At least, he had better be, if he knows what’s good for him.

AD&D® Game Brain Buster

After his torch was extinguished by a sudden rush of air, Lord Jupe followed several bobbing lights into a mass of spider webs. Ranger Jasmine, running for help, suddenly collapsed, choking. What deadly creature or creatures is the party most likely to encounter next?

Nomenclature: Because magical firearms are fairly new in most regions and quite rare everywhere, and because there are no set types of magical firearms (they are invariably made to fit the needs of specific customers), magical weapons of this sort are not given “generic” names, such as the hypothetical flintlock musket of sharpshooting +3 mentioned early on here. Instead, the owners of magical firearms tend to give their weapons specific names, a habit especially common among the spacefaring giff. Names like Joykiller, Annabelle Lee, Righteous Fire, Cavemaker, and the Stupendous Flaming Blunderbuss of Colonel Khathamor the Red, Retired (a gift-given name if there ever was one) are the rule. These names rarely indicate the true magical powers a firearm possesses, and gun owners generally aren’t foolish enough to reveal their weapons’ secrets to anyone who asks. Magical firearms are not mass-produced, so no standard procedures exist for their creation, and each new-found weapon must be carefully tested to find its true value and potential.
MAGIC HAS BEEN TRANSFORMED, THE GODS HAVE LEFT, AND THE DRAGONS RULE!
A REVOLUTION IN NEW STORYTELLING RULES SYSTEM NOT BASED ON THE AD&D RULES ALLOWS ANYONE TO EXPERIENCE THE FIFTH AGE OF KRYNN.
KEYS TO THE FUTURE STORYTELLING FATE SYSTEM.
CREATION OF A NEW MAGIC SYSTEM FOR
MINOR ENCOMPASSING RHAGEZ --
MINOR ENCOMPASSING DUNGEONS, AND OTHER
WORLDWIDE ENGAGEMENTS OF KRYNN.
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My name is Anna. I am alone in my bedroom, once again. I spend much of my time here, lying in bed, thinking, and wishing. I wish I could be up and about, like other children, but Father says I must stay in bed. My fever is high again. He worries so. I wish I could go visiting again, but I’m not sure exactly how to go about it. It just happens. I can’t really control how, or when, it happens, but I wish it would happen now. Sometimes it gets so lonely.

Father doesn’t believe that I go visiting at all. Neither does the doctor who comes to see me. I heard them talking about it once, when they thought I was sleeping, and they said things like “fever dream” and “delirium.” Besides, Father doesn’t know it, but I visited him once, so I know what he really thinks.

He worries about me. An awful lot. He’s afraid that I’ll die, like Mama, and then he’ll be all alone.

I feel sorry for Father. He spends so much of his time being very sad, and he puts so much effort into being brave in front of me. I wish I could tell him that I know exactly what he’s feeling. I mean tell him and have him really believe me, because it’s true. I do know, I’ve been right there in his head, and I know how terribly sad he feels. But he’d think I was only trying to comfort him, and he thinks that’s his job, to comfort me. And I can’t tell him about my visiting him, because he doesn’t believe in that.

But it’s true.

I’ve visited many different people. Some of them, like Mrs. Chandler in the village, I know. I visited her when she was helping a calf be born. Some of them are people I don’t even know, like the time I visited a little boy who lived far away in the cold. He had a house that was made out of ice! And even though he was littler than me, his father had made him a spear of his very own, and he was learning how to hunt!

Once, I even visited a monster.

I still get goosebumps thinking about it, even though it was months ago. I’ve never visited it again since. But I think about it, and sometimes it gives me nightmares.

It started out the way it always does. I was in bed, with a fever, and I was kind of asleep and kind of not. It’s sort of like having a dream but being awake at the same time and knowing that it isn’t a dream. It’s hard to explain. I was in bed, and I was floating in my room, looking down at my own body in the bed, and I knew I was going to go visiting.

I didn’t know who I was going to visit, because I never do. I never know where I am going, either. Even when I’m done visiting, I never know exactly where it is I’ve just been. Like the little boy who lives in the cold place. I can still remember him and what it looks like where he lives, but I have no idea where that is, what direction, or anything. The same thing was true when I visited the monster. I don’t know where I went to go visit him or how far away he was from me, because it’s almost like it doesn’t take any time at all to get to where I’m visiting. Just whoosh and I’m there.

Usually, when I get to where I’m visiting, I see right away out of the person’s eyes and can “hear” what they’re thinking. It wasn’t that way when I visited the monster.

First of all, it was very confusing. It wasn’t at all like visiting a person, or even anything like a person (I visited an elf once, and he was pretty much like a regular person). My body felt strange. I didn’t have any arms or legs, just lots of little wiggly toes under my body. 1 My

---

1. Contrary to popular belief (and many an artist’s depiction), the standard roper does not have tentacles waving around in all directions. Rather, it has a series of six sticky strands, three on each side, that it normally keeps within its body cavity. However, these strands can be extended at great speeds to capture prey. Once “fired,” the strands cannot be manipulated by the roper, other than by being drawn back into the roper’s body, dragging prey to the creature. On the other hand, the storoper, or “stone roper,” does have 20’-long tentacles which it keeps extended from its body at all times, and this no doubt adds to the confusion.

2. Ropers have a rough surface exterior, similar to rock in both appearance and texture. They are able to alter the color of their skin (which is normally a yellowish-tinted grey) in order to blend in with the rock surrounding them. Their tough outer skin not only gives ropers AC0, but it also prevents the roper’s body heat from being detected by infravision. Furthermore, it is a good insulator, causing the roper to suffer only half-damage from cold-based attacks. On the other hand, ropers are unusually vulnerable to fire, saving at -4 against fire-based attacks.

To further their camouflage abilities, ropers are also extremely malleable beings, able to squeeze their bodies into a variety of shapes that help them to blend in with their environment. They can easily be mistaken for a stalagmite or a stalactite. By compressing its body down, a roper can assume a boulder-like...
skin was hard on the outside, but kind of squishy on the inside, like it could be squashed into all kinds of different shapes, like clay. And I had only one eye, in the middle of my forehead, but I didn’t have a forehead. I didn’t have a head, either. My “face” was at the top of my body, but all I had on it was one eye and a huge mouth with sharp teeth. There were ears, too, but they were tiny, and you probably wouldn’t be able to see them.

Once I had gotten settled into the monster’s body, I started to take a look around and tried to figure out where I was. It was underground, that was for sure, because I was in this big cave, with all kinds of tunnels coming into it and going out of it. It was dark in the cave, I’m sure, because there weren’t any lamps or fires or anything. That was the weird thing: I could see just fine, like it was only twilight.

I think the monster was sleeping or something, because even though it had its eye open, it wasn’t really paying attention to anything or thinking of anything. When I visit somebody, I always pay attention to failure, but a silence 15’ radius spell cast on a creature 80% magic resistance, the spell, it must rely only on its monocular vision in order to target any creatures in the spell’s area of effect. In this case, the roper is at -2 to hit due to its lack of depth perception. A deafness spell has the same effect, but this spell must be cast directly on the roper — and make it past the creature’s magic resistance.

8. The roper can fire only one strand per round, at a range of 20'-50', but once it hits, the captured prey is drawn 10' closer to the roper each round thereafter, as the strand is pulled back into the roper’s body cavity. The drawing in of prey is automatic; thus a roper need not concentrate on reeling in a strand, and is free to fire additional strands in subsequent rounds. Each strand can pull up to 750 lbs. and, due to the roper’s magical nature, temporarily (for 2d4 rounds) drains one-half of the victim’s Strength unless a saving throw vs. poison is made. The Strength loss begins 1d3 rounds after the strand’s adhesion to the victim. Multiple strand attacks are possible against a single victim, and in such cases the effects of the Strength drain are cumulative. For the purposes of roper attacks, treat warriors with exceptional Strength (18/01 to 18/00) as having a Strength of 18, and round all fractions down.

To escape a roper’s strand, the victim must either make a successful Open Doors roll or cause at least 6 hp damage in a single stroke with an edged weapon. The strand is AC0, and damage to the strand causes no hit point loss to the roper. Severed strands grow back in the course of a week.

Ropers have been known to use their strands in an unusual fashion: by firing several
where the gooey rope came from, almost like a snake squirming around. 9

The elf grabbed a knife from his belt, and started hacking at the rope, but he wasn't strong enough, because he was getting closer and closer, until he was close enough for the monster to open up really wide and bite the elf. It was horrible, because the monster's mouth was so big that he fit the elf's whole head, neck, and shoulders into it before he bit down. The elf wiggled a little bit, then was still. I knew he was dead.

I was very scared, and I wanted nothing more than to return to my own room, to my own body, but I couldn't. I was trapped in the monster's body, and I couldn't get out. I couldn't even close my eyes or look away. So I sat there and watched the elf get eaten, body, clothes, and all. 9

Once the elf was in the monster's stomach, it went back to its nap, or whatever it was. It didn't get to stay that way very long, because there was more noise coming down from the passageway. It was three more elves, dressed the same as the first one, and with the same dark skin. Two of them had swords in their hands and funny little bows and arrows strapped to their arms. The other was a lady elf with long, white hair. They came running into the cavern, and it seemed like they were chasing the first elf. That made me feel a little better, because maybe the first elf was bad or something, and these three were trying to put him in jail. Anyway, at the time, I hoped that was the case, because I felt so bad about the monster killing him.

The three new elves came along the same way, toward the monster, and I wished that I could call out a warning. Then I got a shock, because right as I was yelling in my head, the monster gave a loud shriek. I thought I might have made it make that noise, but then I remembered it had made the same noise right before it attacked the first elf.

Another sticky rope shot out from the monster, and hit one of the new elves in the arm. He dropped his sword when the monster tugged him closer, and the other one jumped forward to try to cut the rope. The lady elf backed up and started doing some magic, which I was glad to see, because maybe they could kill the monster. Then I got scared, because I didn't know what would happen to me if I was still visiting the monster when it died.

The monster only had one eye, and it was concentrating on the two elves, but out of the corner of its vision I could see the lady elf vanish from sight. I never had gotten to see anyone turn invisible before.

By the time I turned my attention back at what the monster was doing, it was too late for the elves. The first one had shot a little arrow at the monster, but it bounced right off of its skin without hurting it at all. The second elf, while trying to cut the rope from his friend, got tangled up in two ropes of his own and was dragged closer too. The first elf got close enough for the monster to bite him, and it did. It felt like the elf's whole head came off in the monster's mouth, but then he let go, and let the elf's body fall to the ground. 10

The second elf was screaming out as he struggled to free himself with his sword. I think he was probably calling for help from the lady elf, but I guess he didn't know she was invisible and maybe thought she had run away. In any case, it didn't do any good, because even though he finally cut one rope off of him, the other one dragged him in until he was close enough for the monster to bite him to death too.

Once both of the elves were dead, the monster sucked its sticky ropes back into its body and started making those strands on the cavern ceiling overhead, then releasing the adhesive cilia keeping them in place and "reeling in" their strands, they can pull themselves up to the ceiling at a remarkable speed, much quicker than if they had walked up the surface of the cavern wall with their cilia. Such maneuvers are rare and are usually performed when speed is of the essence (such as to avoid a lava flow or a black pudding).

9. As a fully-grown roper can stand 9' tall, it can swallow creatures of up to medium size. Lacking hands or arms (the strands are good only at dragging objects closer, like a winch), the roper swallows creatures whole if possible. The process of swallowing any creature larger than size S, however, takes some manipulation on the roper's part; as a result, there is no chance of it swallowing creatures whole in combat. Instead, it uses its bite to kill the victim, and then goes through the process of getting the meal into its mouth. Some ropers have been known to clamp down on an opponent and then shake it back and forth while clenched it its jaws, causing an additional $d4 hp damage each round until the victim is dead.

10. A roper can digest only one creature of size M at a time, but this won't stop it from attacking additional prey if opportunity presents itself. In such an instance, the roper attacks and kills its prey, then lets it sit in a heap while it digests its current meal. The digestion of a medium-sized creature can take up to a full day, after which time the roper swallows its next kill. A roper with a grisly
high-pitched shrieks again. I'm sure the lady elf couldn't hear them, but I bet she was surprised when the monster turned its "head" to look straight at her. The monster kept shrieking, over and over, and then it started moving toward her on its little crawly-feet.

I couldn't see her, but I "knew" she was there. The monster knew where she was from the noises it made. I wish it was more like sight, though, because I would have liked to have seen her face when she saw the monster coming after her. She must have been scared to know it could kind of see her, even though she was invisible.

She was pretty smart, turning invisible and all, and I think she must have seen one of these kinds of monsters before, because she was careful to stay far enough away that the monster couldn't hit her with one of its sticky ropes. At the same time, chasing the elf lady didn't seem like such a smart idea to me. The monster moved much slower than she did, so there wasn't much of a chance to catch her. Why did it need to catch her? Why did it need to catch her?

I tried calling out a warning, but that was no good, since I was just visiting. Father came in to comfort me, telling me that it was just a bad dream, but I knew that it wasn't. He felt my head and said I was burning up, and he was back in my own bedroom, in my own body, and I cried and cried because of what I had seen. Father came in to comfort me, telling me that it was just a bad dream, but I knew that it wasn't. He felt my head and said I was burning up, and he got me some more of my medicine. I tried to sleep afterward, but I was too frightened. I kept thinking of the monster and scared myself thinking about what it would be like if it came out of its cave and started eating people.

That was the scariest visit I ever went on. I was afraid of visiting for a long time after that, afraid that I'd end up in another monster and see other people get killed. As usual, I didn't have any choice in the matter. Two weeks after the monster visit, I ended up visiting an old lady who lived in a big castle, and she was nice. A few days after that I visited the boy who lives in the ice house again. I haven't visited any monsters since. Just that one.

For that matter, I haven't visited anyone for a long time now. My fever's higher than it's been in a long time, and it seems even harder to sit up in bed and look out of my window. The medicine from the doctor doesn't seem to be helping. Father is very worried.

It's been so long, but I think, very soon, I'll be going on another visit. Only this time, I don't think I'll be coming back. Father will be sad, and I will miss him. But I think, before too long . . .

I'll be going to visit Mama.

Johnathan M. Richards is an Air Force officer currently stationed in California. His work has appeared in both DRAGON ® Magazine and DUNGEON® Adventures.

Johnathan M. Richards is an Air Force officer currently stationed in California. His work has appeared in both DRAGON ® Magazine and DUNGEON® Adventures.

Walls
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anyone within 50' of where it finally strikes must make a saving throw vs. breath weapon or be deafened and stunned for 1-2 rounds.

Table 1 in this article is based on Table 52, Structural Saving Throws, found in the DMG. The structure must match the number below or better to remain undamaged by the battering ram. A failed saving throw indicates that a number of cubic feet of the material is broken apart/destroyed/breached equal to the amount the roll was missed by. For example, a mage uses a thunderstrike rod on an earthen embankment. The defenders make an abysmal saving throw roll of 2, and thus an amount of packed earth flies apart in all directions equal to (5 - 2 = 3) cubic feet.

Steve Berman spends most of the year in New Jersey waiting for the autumn season when he can attend the local Renaissance faires. He has yet to lay siege to any castles.
Villains Unlimited

One look will tell you that this book is something special. Page after page of unique and interesting villains, anti-heroes, and secret organizations.

No knock-off "generic" characters in this book! Each and every character is distinct and different, with his own origin, history, personality, powers, and point of view. Homicidal maniacs, would-be world conquerors, speed demons, supernatural monsters, superhuman mutants, aliens, cyborgs, robots, wizards, and much more. All major villains are illustrated by Kevin Long, Kevin Siembieda and/or Mike Gustovich.

Plus adventures and adventure ideas. One look at this giant 224 page sourcebook will tell you why it took a few extra months to complete — it's got everything!

Highlights Include:
- Over 80 villains and a dozen heroes/anti-heroes.
- Secret villainous organizations like the Fabricators and Dark Tribunal; eight in all.
- How to design your own super organizations.
- S.C.R.E.T.: Superbeing Control, Retrieval, and Elimination Teams — government agencies developed to counter the threat of "super humans."
- 18 significant, new, super abilities, many of which have sub-powers within that particular ability. Powers like bio-ghost, alter metabolism, multiple lives and negate super powers,
- New robots, weapons, gimmicks, equipment and more.
- Art by Long, Siembieda, and Gustovich. Written by Long and Siembieda.
- For Heroes Unlimited™ and compatible with Ninjas & Superspies™. Beyond the Supernatural™, Rifts™, and the entire Palladium Megaverse™.
- 224 pages, $20.95 plus $2.00 for postage and handling.

Aliens Unlimited™

For Heroes Unlimited™ & Rifts®

This giant sourcebook is packed with aliens, mutants, cyborgs, power armor, robots, weapons and superbeings from across the universe. Suitable for contemporary superhero adventures or cosmic adventure.

Highlights Include:
- New superpowers and magic spells.
- Expanded alien character generation tables.
- 84 alien player character races and over a hundred aliens and monsters in all. Complete with background descriptions, powers and creation stats.
- High-tech weapons, robots, power armor and equipment.
- Secret Organizations, alien bounty hunters, government agencies, and an underground that hides and protects extraterrestrial visitors.
- The evil Atorian Empire and other villains.
- All artwork and designs by Wayne Breaux.
- Written by Wayne Breaux Jr. and Kevin Siembieda.
- Includes Rifts® and Rifts® Phase World™ conversion notes and suggestions throughout.
- 192 pages, $20.95 plus $2.00 for postage and handling.

Ninjas & Superspies™

Forty-one (41) forms of martial arts combat as you have never seen them in any other role-playing game.

Oriental combat skills accurately portrayed, each with its own unique fighting style, methods of attack and defense presented on an epic scale, complete with mystical, superhuman powers as Oriental legend suggests.

But that's not all! The superspy section includes spies of all kinds, cyber agents, gadgeteers, secret organizations, secret identities, gimmick weapons and clothing, cyber-disguises, cybernetic implants, and more. Plus don't miss Mystic China, an action packed sourcebook of ancient magic and mystery.

Completely compatible with Heroes Unlimited™, Villains Unlimited™, Ninja Turtles®, Rifts®, and the entire Palladium Megaverse! Written by Erick Wujcik — 176 pages. $16.95 plus $1.50 for postage and handling.
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I warned you!

THIS SHOULD SERVE AS A FINE WARNING TO THE REST OF MAGWALL'S CRIMINAL SCUM!

I hear and obey. Inquisitor Rue..."

Have this corpse brought to the temple. After we finish this investigation, we shall pry a confession from his very soul!
UM, HELVIN?

HMM?

HUN?

HOW DID YOU DO THAT?

I DONNO.

Well, if you find out, never do it again!

GREAT BANG! WHAT WAS THAT?

YOU!

Nothing lawful, that's for certain. Send every last seeker to investigate!

Oh, and see to the murderers, body!

Er, inquisitor rode? the body is gone!

What?

Wait...

How could you be so inconsiderate as to let some street mongrel search it out from under your-

His horse is gone, too!

Come on, you two. I believe we've worn out our welcome.

Ah, by the way, that explosion.

I'll let you in on it as soon as I understand what happened, Helvin.

We're travelling with either the world's youngest master wizard or the biggest disaster magnet ever made.

Anyway, are we glad to see you?

You okay, Helvin?

My head still hurts!
APOLOGIES, INQUISITOR. WE CAN FIND NO TRACES OF THE MAN.

MAN? WHAT SORT OF MAN CAN WALK AWAY WITH A BROKEN NECK?

AT LAST! A SURVIVOR!

THOUGHT OF THEM... ONE HAD... BRACELETS THAT WOULDN'T... COME OFF... ONE HAD... TO BE A... A WIZARD... DES-DESTROYED EVERY-ONE.

BRACELETS? THE SAGAIRE GODRN? IN MY CITY??

THOSE WARLOCKS WILL SUFFER FOR THIS!

NOTIFY THE HIGH CITIZEN! TELL THEM THAT THE WIZARDS GUILD IS UP TO SOMETHING!

SPEAK, VOYMAIN! WHAT HAPPENED HERE?

SPEAK, OR I MAY LET YOUR WOUNDS GET THE BEST OF YOU!

AND WHEN THIS CURE RECOVERS, GET THE DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TWO HE MENTIONED! I WANT A HOLY SCOURGE CALLED UPON THEM!

I WISH HE WILLS ON THAT SCORE I OWE YOUR BOYS FIND 'EM...

OF COURSE, I ORE I GET A CRACK AT 'EM FIRST!

LET'S TAKE STICK TWO TOWNS, TWO FLEETS FOR OUR LIVES.

DISTURBING TREND, GALS!

SOUTH, WHERE MAGIC IS MORE ACCEPTABLE, WE MAY FIND SOME HELP FOR THE BOTH OF-OU.

OF COURSE, THE HELP YOU NEED MAY BE MORE HAZARDOUS THAN YOUR PROBLEMS.

THAT'S IT, BJ... FIND THE SILVER LINING...

BEHOLD, WHERE ARE WE GOING?
now in cyberspace on AOL
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- Written by Kevin Siembieda.
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Monsters & Animals, 2nd Edition
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One Foot in the Grave
Wm. Mark Simmons
Baen $5.99

You’re a vampire down on your luck? Not to worry; a clan or an enclave somewhere is bound to take you in. You’re a human with the hosts of the undead on your tail? No problem; vampire hunters are sure to turn up and spring to your defense. But suppose you’re halfway between, caught on the twilight border of life and un-death? If that’s the case, then best look out, because neither the powers of the living nor the dead will rest until you’re permanently out of their way.

It’s good to see Wm. Mark Simmons writing again, and One Foot in the Grave is as energetic an adventure as his earlier works. Being half-alive and half-vampire is just the beginning of Chris Csjethe’s problems. At least two different sets of vampires are out for his blood, he’s in demand both as scientific anomaly and sex object, and it’s beginning to look as if the deaths a year ago of his wife and child are somehow tied to his current predicament. In order to find out for sure, though, Chris must first survive the machinations of two of the deadliest supernatural foes in all history.

As usual, Simmons rarely lets the pace drop below a brisk gallop. There are chase scenes and firefights in ample supply, into which Simmons drops an ingenious working-out of vampiric powers and vulnerabilities that pays homage to all manner of classic monster lore, including no few grand old B-movies (and not necessarily the ones you’d expect). The plot unfolds like an origami sculpture designed by M. C. Escher, but the cast is a mix of seemingly normal folks crossed with every movie-genre subculture you can think of.

A definite air of the mischievous runs through much of the logic, supernatural and otherwise, and the sheer variety of beings and creatures encountered suggests an amiable tip of the satirist’s hat to White Wolf’s World of Darkness* game milieu. But though Simmons maintains a hint of wryness to the tale throughout, he never lets the humor get out of control and take over the story. Bureau 13- fashion. Chris and his sometimes unlikely, often reluctant allies aren’t caricatures; they are, for the most part, complex characters whose motives and goals Simmons develops with startling insight and compassion. Chris in particular is a memorable, unusual protagonist, neither bent on saving the world nor so self-centered as merely to ignore the chaos flowing in his wake.

One result of the expert juggling is that the novel’s multi-twist ending should genuinely surprise many if not most readers. One Foot in the Grave owes debts to a variety of formula fiction, but its climax and resolution follow no logic but their own. For a further wonder, it looks to be entirely self-contained—while there’s theoretically room for a sequel, there’s a sense of finality to the conclusion that is all too often missing from this sort of book. Readers have good reason to thank Baen Books for luring Wm. Mark Simmons out of the literary woodwork, and they should hope that his next novel doesn’t take as long to appear as this one has.

Shade and Shadow
Francine G. Woodbury
Del Rey $4.99

When I first noticed Shade and Shadow in a local bookstore, I nearly asked the clerk, “Hey, doesn’t this belong in mystery? It says these two Oxford professors are arguing over computer research — one’s murdered, one’s a suspect. Office politics, jealousy and betrayal, magic... Magic?” Then I read the back cover copy again. And while Francine G. Woodbury’s first novel really is a traditional English murder mystery, it also proves to be a tale of sophisticated spellcraft and sorcerous theory.

Woodbury’s version of reality is in most respects quite like our own, complete with Mickey Mouse wristwatches and Microsoft software. The difference is that in the world of Shade and Shadow, magic is a science like any other, whose building blocks are mathematics and alchemical lore and lost Etruscan runes of power. Raoul Smythe is a young assistant professor in Oxford University’s College of Magic, generally acknowledged to be tremendously gifted and equally eccentric. In our world he’d be a computer nerd — he’s never discovered girls, wears jeans under the academically
required scholar's robes, and lives by himself in a huge county mansion. His future, however, is uncertain; department head and fellow magician Arthur Mowatt utterly disapproves of Raoul's choice of research subjects, a theoretical area that could revolutionize spellcasting processes. So when Mowatt unexpectedly turns up dead after a departmental party where the two had a loud disagreement, Raoul finds himself in the area that could revolutionize spellcasting processes. What ensues is, in fact, more mystery than fantasy; while Raoul's amateur hunt for the true killer does involve a certain amount of magical effort, the spellcraft here is largely window-dressing. (Then again, there's a sequence where Raoul dramatically discovers the trouble with trying to cast spells under combat conditions — perfectly illustrating a point AD&D® game referees have been trying to drive home for decades.)

If one overlooks that one logical implausibility, though, Shade and Shadow is a well-written if rather odd and quiet tale. It's clearly not for everyone, but those with a taste for its slightly scholarly, understated atmosphere should find Woodbury's debut a pleasant and rewarding one.

**Firestar**

**Michael Flynn**

**Tor**  
**$27.95**

At a time when hard-nosed military SF is dominating the sales charts, full of tactical insight and flying shrapnel, Firestar is a welcome step in quite a different yet utterly traditional direction. Michael Flynn takes science fiction back to its roots in a sweeping epic that combines high drama, cutting-edge technology, and visionary leadership, and does it with a vigorous enthusiasm whose like hasn't been seen in a long time.

The time is, almost literally, tomorrow — after a page or two of prologue, the story opens in 1999, when a private firm is taking over the operation of a good-sized East Coast high school. But there's more going on than that; in Brazil, another company is setting up an aerospace operation. What's the connection? Both firms are tendrils of a multi-national business empire controlled by solitary heiress Mariesa Van Huyten, and Mariesa has a dream that will take years to realize and involve a host of separate and mostly secret efforts by various units of the Van Huyten conglomerate.

What precisely is the dream? Humanity, Mariesa believes, needs to return to space and establish a strong presence there. But though Firestar spans eight years of time and follows a sharply varied cast of characters — a bitter young poet, a once-retired astronaut, a teacher pulled into Mariesa's orbit, and more — it only chronicles the first phase of the dream's fulfillment. There are, the jacket promises, more books to come, although the present novel is reasonably complete in itself.

Flynn stage-manages his epic with the same crisp assurance he ascribes to Mariesa's oversight of her far-flung corporate realm, and he makes everything sound utterly logical and convincing, from the teaching strategies to the spacecraft designs. Nor is he so starry-eyed an optimist as to assume that everything will fall neatly into place given a protagonist with sufficient vision; there's government resistance, opposition from a conservative environmental group, and an uncertain and difficult romance. More, not everyone takes kindly to Mariesa's well-intended
manipulations; in particular, the poet Styx (whose verse Flynn aptly casts as a sort of punk-Kipling) proves more of a wild card than anyone expects.

"Starry-eyed," though, isn’t a bad description of the novel’s vision, and Flynn makes that vision seem utterly right — right enough that many readers are likely to buy into it lock, stock, and starship without noticing which parts of the plan don’t necessarily mesh with their personal views of real-world politics. The school-privatizing scheme, for instance, works far more effectively in the book than most such proposals have so far promised to do in reality. But politics aside, what Flynn has managed is to re-create the old fashioned “sense of wonder” that defined the original wave of space-exploration SF of a generation or two earlier.

That’s a rare and impressive achievement, and one that makes Firestar an important and powerful novel. One of science fiction’s defining characteristics used to be the idea that SF itself ought to be part of humanity’s roadmap toward the stars. That proposition has been less and less true in recent years, but Firestar goes a long way toward putting SF back on track toward that goal.

The Magic Touch
Jody Lynn Nye
Warner Aspect $5.99

The trouble with The Magic Touch isn’t that it’s badly written; on the contrary, Jody Lynn Nye delivers readable prose and mellow, pleasant characters in her latest novel. The trouble is that its basic premises are too familiar, and Nye’s execution simply doesn’t compare to that of the works and writers whose territory she’s sharing.

We’ve seen the “fairy godmothers are real” idea done quite recently by Elizabeth Scarborough, in The Godmother and The Godmother’s Apprentice. That’s the cornerstone of Nye’s novel as well, with Nye setting her tale in Chicago rather than Scarborough’s Seattle or Ireland. Like Scarborough, Nye postulates an old, established organization that oversees godmotherly activity. And as in the Scarborough novels, the basic story involves a full godmotherly mentor (in this case, Jewish matron Rose Feinstein) and a young apprentice in need of training (Ray Crandall, fresh out of high school).

But where Scarborough’s portrayals of poverty-line culture are sharp and realistic, providing a crisp contrast to the fairy magic, Nye’s evocation of street gangs and marginal families is curiously subdued, as if executed in pastel cartoon tones as opposed to bright, vivid colors. Nor does it help that protagonist Ray takes all of about twenty pages to buy completely into the fairy-godmother philosophy, rapidly becoming much too good to be true. It’s easy to tell that Nye is in trouble when the most complex character in the book is one of Ray’s gang-member friends who’s at best the fourth or fifth banana, and a pawn of the real villains of the piece.

The combination of rose-colored realism and cartoon tone might still have worked — if only Nye’s humor weren’t just as bland as her street-wisdom. But where the novel’s plot borrows from Elizabeth Scarborough, the comedy elements come across as weak photocopies of the much sharper, more over-the-top humor of some of Esther Friesner’s work. Where Friesner’s Wishing Season gives the reader ingeniously clever genies and dramatic magic, the evil genies (or djinn; Nye is oddly inconsistent about the spelling) of The Magic Touch are about as smart and exciting as the Three Stooges on a bad day. And where Friesner’s Gnome Man’s Land and its sequels give a thorough, colorful portrayal of the complications of many different sorts of magical beings wrestling
over turf wars in the shadow of modern metro-culture, Nye again mutes her tale into a minor union squabble that only escalates very late in the game, and then briefly.

Again, its not that Nye is inherently a poor writer. There are good moments in the book, and it's entertaining enough while one is reading it. It's simply that The Magic Touch relies far too much on the sheer novelty of its premise for its dramatic impact, and when that novelty disappears, most of the books vigor vanishes with it. The moral for readers? That it isn't enough to come up with a clever idea for a story or a game campaign — it's how the idea is used that counts.

Wind from a Foreign Sky
Katya Reimann
Tor $23.95

Fantasy's vast and increasing popularity has caused it to subdivide into a multitude of sub-genres — humorous swashbucklers and urbane mannerist tales, stories of urban faerie and elaborately family sagas. Oddly enough, that's meant that the traditional heroic fantasy, featuring kingdom-spanning quests, mysterious prophecies, and so forth has been harder to find of late outside the small but hugely successful handful of best-selling writers led by Robert Jordan and David Eddings. Now comes a new heroic fantasy from first novelist Katya Reimann that's both squarely traditional and unexpectedly refreshing.

The traditional elements are all present in good measure. We have a shadowy sisterhood of witches, whose talents in generations past helped to free the kingdom of Tielmark from repressive rule by the Bissanty Empire to the north. We have an active pantheon of powerful gods, who must be placated at the proper time with the proper rituals to assure their followers' continued prosperity. And we have a prophecy which indicates that the next set of rituals is of critical importance — that with the right combination of magical forces, the young drow mage on a pirate voyage and a visit to a cold, remote underwater empire. Cunningham remains one of TSR's best and most polished storytellers, and weaves skillfully in and out of familiar Realms history while adding her own contributions. Another of these is a thoughtful tale of Liriel's youth, one of five in Realms of the Underdark (TSR, $5.99), which collects several smoothly executed adventures set in the deep caverns under Faerun. Ed Greenwood's entry in the volume, "A Slow Day in Skullport" is a wryly amusing yarn that is full of lurking wizards and layers within layers, though its portrayal of Halaster is at some variance with the account given by Mark Anthony in Escape from Undermountain. And Brian Thomsen's "Volo Does Menzo" finds the irrepressible tourguide in unusually good form.

Crossover (Pocket, $23.00) is one of the more ambitious of the hardcover Star Trek novels, as it attempts to follow up the "Next Generation" story of Spock's efforts to reform Romulan society from within as well as rounding up Montgomery Scott and "Bones" McCoy for return appearances. The author, Michael Jan Friedman generally manages to bring it off, although his McCoy is a little less wise than one might expect. This is definitely one of the long novel series' livelier entries, and worth the price of admission.

John C. Bunnell's book collection has outgrown three apartments to date and shows no signs of stopping. Correspondence regarding "The Role of Books" may be addressed to him at 6663 SW Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy. #236, Portland, OR 97225-1403.
Let me see... interesting. A NOVEL scheme, even by baatezu standards. It has a fatal FLAW, but that is easily corrected.

Your services are ADEQUATE. You are to be COMMENDED.

There, THAT fixed it. It will WORK now. And you, half-breed - your tanar'ri COMPATRIOTS will now see you as a HERO.

Why did the half-breed AGREE to this dealing? Does he not REALIZE he seeks to impress one without a SHRED of humanity, without the barest conception of LOVE?

You have these plans WITH you?

I have them here.

Go now. The portal opens back into the Abyss, but this end does not lead DIRECTLY to the tanar'ri citadel.

Oriented. Understood.

I merely seek my due payment. Is there anything else?
Can't a half-breed tanar'ri feel love and hurt and desire? Can't a fiend have noble emotions?

We'll see about that. I can still warn Alamanda and the rest at Malevolence. The baatezu attack will still be foiled. I shall be the hero of that battle.

Time flows DIFFERENTLY here, little fiend. The baatezu attack began twenty MINUTES ago.

Now GO!

If you want to be a hero, you'd better be on your way.

Then you'd best HURRY. I just returned the plans to the baatezu—AFTER I fixed the flaw.

I see no nobility HERE. Only an ANT plagued with human lusts and petty revenge. A TRAITOR to his despicable heritage.

I suppose you'll be wanting to go home now, oh mighty hero?
Deep beneath the Kharolis Mountains, the stern dwarves sought to defend themselves against the advances of the Green Dragon, Beryllinthranox – all the while hoping that the divisions within their own nation would not do the wyrm’s work for her.

—From the Chronicles of Nathal, compiled in 31 SC.
The draconian was dead before its scaled body hit the stone floor.

"The Swordsheath Scroll is no more," whispered Glade Hornfel, Hylar elder and High Thane of the great underground nation of Thorbardin, home to the Hylar, Daewar, Theiwar, and Daergar mountain dwarf clans. His brittle voice carried with it only a hint of the despair that gripped him. History would judge him coldly for the things he now said — and didn't say.

Drawing a great breath, the High Thane turned to face the Council. Nearly every thane and many citizens had gathered in the Great Hall of Audience to hear the message of the envoy from the Green Dragon's realm. The white-bearded ruler pointed a wrinkled hand at the draconian's body, just as the stony corpse crumbled to dust before the astonished onlookers. "The peace which has protected dwarf and elf and man since the Kinslayer War has been destroyed by the hand of Gilthas, Qualinesti prince!" he roared. "Let his name be forever cursed by dwarf and elf alike!"

In the wake of Hornfel's thunderous decree, a cacophony of dwarven voices filled the hall. The High Thane silently asked forgiveness from whatever powers might be left to Krynn for profaning the name of the young elf ruler. Gilthas worked in secret to preserve his nation the only way he could — by undermining Berylinthranox the Green from within. Hornfel was one of only a handful of souls who knew of Gil's resistance operations; if word of them should reach the Green's minions, Gil was as good as dead, and Qualinesti truly lost.

Hornfel looked down at the pile of dust that had been the envoy of Beryl. He bent to retrieve the sword of dwarven steel, the blade that had been his gift to Gilthas upon his ascension to the position of Speaker nearly three decades ago. Even though he knew the message was not Gil's, his heart was heavy that the gift had found its way back into his kingdom in the claws of a would-be assassin.

The draconian, admitted to the dwawen halls by virtue of the elven Speaker's seal it bore, had announced to the hastily gathered thanes that the Qualinesti and the green wyrm who ruled them no longer considered themselves bound by the Swordsheath Scroll. Hornfel had accepted the news calmly and had even reached out to take the prof fered ancient parchment from the dragon-man. However, decades on the throne hadn't softened the old dwarf as much as the dragon might have thought. Even before his bodyguards could cry out in warning, Hornfel had seen the glint of light on the silvery edge of the descending sword. Falling back on his warrior's reflexes, Hornfel had caught the lizard's wrist in his powerful hands and neatly turned the weapon back upon its surprised wielder.

Now Hornfel looked around the assembly once more and realized there was nothing else to say. His gaze met the deep black eyes of Lustre Feldspar, his seneschal, who motioned silently toward the High Thane's private chambers. In the company of his oldest companion, the thane strode silently out of the Great Hall. He dismissed the Ten, the elite warriors charged with protecting him, and dropped into a great oaken chair. When the stout stone door had closed behind his bodyguards, he motioned to Feldspar to be seated as well.

"You have something to say, old friend?" prompted Hornfel, reading the concern in Feldspar's face.

The wizened Feldspar, even older than Hornfel himself, nodded slowly and leaned forward to lay his hand on the thane's shoulder. "Severus will make much of this."

Hornfel tensed at the mention of the wild-eyed Daewar priest. His was the only voice on the Council of Thanes that Hornfel dreaded.

Feldspar continued slowly. "He has long wanted us to end the treaty, saying the elves could not be trusted. His supporters will see what happened today as proof that their master sees the future — that he is what he claims."

"The 'Prophet of Reorx,'" choked Hornfel. "It sickens me to see the hill dwarf refugees embrace such nonsense."

"You must not blame the Neidar, my Thane," counseled Feldspar. "Each day, the Green Dragon drives more of them from their homes. They come to us in need. You have tended to their physical demands by granting them shelter within Thorbardin. Severus mends their broken spirits with the hope that Great Reorx has not truly withdrawn from us. And who knows? The elder dwarf leaned back in his chair. "Perhaps he is a prophet."

Hornfel bit back a curse. "I hope not," he said, "for he predicts things more terrible than the breaking of this treaty." He shook the folded parchment for emphasis.

Feldspar nodded. He too had heard Severus telling of the Gift of Fire: a great weapon the absent Reorx would send to the dwarves — in the prophets words, "to use against all our enemies, even those who have of late feigned friendship." Many on the Council believed that Severus would be happy only when he had reduced the lands of elf and man to cinders.
Bedrock.
As hard as iron to cut, yet as likely to crack as crystal. It was the stuff from which Thorbardin was carved, from the deepest levels of Hybardin to the shallow farming warrens.

Far below the mountain, where the clans had built their cities, the rock was much more stable. Countless millennia of bearing the weight of the great Cloudseeker Peak had fused it solid and swept away the imperfections that resulted in collapse, a miner’s greatest nightmare.

Higher up, this was not the case. Beneath the pinnacle of the great mountain, the stone was laced with faults. As wave after wave of Neidar refugees filled the eight cities of Thorbardin to overflowing, however, these regions closer to the surface remained the only sites available for new hill dwarf arrivals to make their homes. Hardly a warren was excavated without a major collapse.

It was just such an event that brought the ruddy-cheeked Severus Stonehand to the new warrens on the edges of Daebardin. The red-bearded dwarf strode back and forth, watching but not commenting as weary workers cleared away the rubble. When yet another body was pulled from the crushing embrace of the mountain, he lowered his head and closed his suddenly moist eyes.

“How many this time?” he whispered after his brief prayer for the spirits of the dead.

“Only three,” was the immediate response from a slender gnome who suddenly appeared at the dwarf’s side. Severus winced at the news from Arameekos, his aide. He supposed he should feel grateful, for the last collapse had killed seven. “We need more materials for bracing, Prophet, and another team of engineers would be invaluable.”

“Don’t you think I know that?” hissed the Daewar thane. He instantly regretted his bitter tone. Arameekos was just as frustrated with the delays and hazards as he was.

In way of apology, Severus changed the subject. “You have heard the news?”

“About the Swordsheath Scroll?” inquired the short, willowy thinker gnome. The brilliant thinkers — those fortunate tinker gnomes from whom Reorx had lifted his ages-old curse before withdrawing from the world — had been one of the few blessings upon Ansalon during the dark days following the Chaos War. At the Daewar’s nod, Arameekos continued. “It is as you anticipated, Prophet. Indeed, you have the Sight of Reorx.”

“You don’t believe that,” said Severus, glaring sternly at his trusted aide. “Sometimes I even think you call me ‘Prophet’ just to laugh at me.”

“You know that I have nothing but the greatest respect for you,” assured Arameekos quickly, “even if we do not share a common theology.”

“That means as much to me as the faith of my followers,” acceded stern-faced Severus. His gaze drifted back to the collapsed warren. “I just hope you don’t discover that I am cut from flawed stone.”

Arameekos smiled and was about to speak when a cry of alarm filled the dim cavern. Severus bit off a curse and ran forward, finding himself already two strides behind the agile thinker gnome.

“It must be another collapse!” shouted Arameekos. The pair reached the entrance to the small chamber that appeared to be the source of the consternation. Pushing through the knot of miners who had likewise responded, Arameekos and Severus found themselves staring at something neither had ever seen before. Both gasped with surprise.

“Hood those lanterns,” whispered an awed Arameekos. As the dwarf workers smothered the amber light of the oil lamps, the alcove should have been plunged into darkness. Instead, the ocher glow was replaced by a scintillating red-and-gold radiance.

The source of the glow terrified almost everyone in the chamber, even rational Arameekos. But the discovery intrigued Severus. A grin lit his face, as he realized that Reorx had indeed heard his prayers.

“What is it?” asked a miner, reverently.

“What I have foretold,” whispered the red-bearded prophet, his fierce grin and fiery eyes making him as fearsome as the source of the blood-red light. “The Gift of Fire!”

Severus stood before the Council of Thanes in dirty, tattered garments that ill-befitted the Great Hall of Audience. Upon reflection, he supposed that he ought to have taken time to make himself presentable for the assembly. Still, there was much to be said for reminding his fellow thanes of the work in the new warrens. Most were quick to forget the Neidar refugees.

“My good Thanes,” he began. “I come before you with news that will bring happiness even to the heart of our High Thane.” A murmur of amusement rippled through the Council. The thought that one of the prophets rants might prove anything but a pebble in the shoe seemed absurd.

“Pray tell us,” shouted long-armed Pounce Quickspring, Theiwar thane, “are the warrens completed? Are there at last enough homes for those hill dwarf wretches you have adopted?”

“No, they are not completed,” hissed Severus. “The Council appears to desire me to build them
without timber or tools...." The prophet caught himself. His passions had almost drawn him into a debate he knew he should avoid, if he wanted to win over the Council.

After a breath, Severus nodded to Quickspring. "That, however, is a matter for another day." The Theiwar grimaced. "Today, however, I present the Council of Thanes with a new weapon in the war against the Green Dragon!"

At that news, disinterested eyes around the grand chamber all locked onto the red-bearded priest of Reorx. Since the death of Beryl's assassin, the dwarves had lived under the knowledge that an attack must come soon. Even as the Council met, teams of engineers labored in great bays cut out of the stone near the top of Cloudseeker Peak. It was hoped that the huge bombards they toiled to build would prove the solution. The dwarves had taken this gnomish device and improved its reliability, replacing the primitive iron projectiles with deadlier lead ones. However, no one actually believed the bombards would repel a dragon attack.

"While laboring to expand the warrens," Severus said in a measured tone, "a team of miners came upon an artifact of tremendous power. With this Gift of Fire, we can turn away the armies of the Qualinesti and their dragon allies."

At the mention of the Gift of Fire, any trace of dismissal vanished from the Great Hall. There was not a thane there who had not heard this prophecy. For the first time, Glade Hornfel spoke. "What is the nature of this gift?"

"Near the upper reaches of Daebardin, we have come upon..." Severus paused for emphasis, a gleam in his eye, "...the egg of a fire dragon."

Every Council member gasped. Severus smiled to himself. This was exactly the reaction he had hoped for. During the Chaos War, the dwarves had fought desperately to save their underground kingdom from these creatures of Chaos and their foul riders, the daemon warriors. They knew the awesome power of the Rift-spawned fire dragons — more dangerous than any wyrm of flesh and blood — and they all too well recalled the destruction the beasts had wrought. Such an ally would make Thorbardin unconquerable, Severus reasoned.

When the High Thane spoke, however, it was not with the praise the prophet had predicted.

"Are you insane?" came the astonished voice of Glade Hornfel from his throne. The same question clearly was on the lips of everyone in the room.

Severus's eyes widened. How could anyone doubt him? He had foreseen the coming of this weapon. Did not its arrival prove he was the true Prophet of Reorx? Couldn't they see that the god himself wished them to use this weapon against their enemies? Yet it was obvious that the entire Council was against him.

For the first time in his life, Severus was speechless. He could make no answer to the High Thane. But Hornfel did not wait for one before launching another inquiry.

"Even if what you say is true," conceded Hornfel, "what makes you believe the young dragon within this egg can defend us? Will it not be swept aside as a goblin before the Hammer of Kharas?"

Severus recovered his thoughts. He had been ready for this question, at least. "The dragons of Beryl's realm are伟大和可怕，准确。仍然，他们是我们的盟友。"他现在向整个会场喊道。「Reorx已经将这份礼物给我们。他就是那个证明了你之前的预言。」

"Near the upper reaches of Daebardin, we have come upon..." Severus paused for emphasis, a gleam in his eye, "...the egg of a fire dragon."

"Stonehand really is insane."

"But Reorx has left us!"

"Visions counted for nothing, Severus realized with a heavy heart. He looked from one thane to another, hoping to find one that had not judged him mad. But not one of his peers seemed willing to side with him. At last, his eyes met those of the High Thane, and he knew his fate."

"You will go from this hall, Severus," Hornfel ordered, "and see to it that this egg is destroyed. As you should well remember, so terrible a creature of Chaos obeys no master. None of us can predict or control its entropic powers. If we do not destroy it, it shall surely destroy us."

By this point, Severus had regained his composure. "Would you cast aside our salvation and lead us into slavery as did the fool Gilthas? If we incube the dragon's egg, we make this amazing creature our ally." He now shouted to the entire assembly. "It is as almighty Reorx told me in a vision! How can you doubt something so obviously brought before your eyes by his divine hand?"

Fueled by the fire of his own belief, he turned on Hornfel once more. "Perhaps it is your own sanity you should question, my Thane, not mine."

With that, Severus turned to leave the Great Hall,
spitting upon the floor before allowing the massive doors to slam shut behind him.

Glade Hornfel strode across his throne room in the city of Hybardin and into his private chambers. The Ten matched his every step until he vanished behind the stone door, where they stood ready to defend their master’s privacy.

Beyond that great door, a grim Hornfel slid the bolt into place. Three long steps carried him across the thick carpet, and he fell into a plush chair.

“Things appear dark, my Thane,” said the slowly advancing Feldspar. “You know Severus will never relinquish the egg.”

“You should not be here,” grumbled Hornfel. “Anyone found in these quarters without my permission is subject to death. Even you.”

“I suppose I must rely on your mercy, my Thane,” Feldspar stated, straight-faced.

“You do that with great regularity,” chuckled the distraught ruler, “but there are more important matters to consider. What have you learned?”

“We have confirmed the story of the Daewar courier,” reported the seneschal. Hornfel nodded. An unarmed messenger had arrived from Daebardin to report that a refugee family had spotted a wing of green dragons moving toward Thorbardin. The High Thane had been impressed that Severus would put aside their differences to share this information.

“The dragons approach from the west, destroying everything dwarven they come upon,” Feldspar continued. “Work on the bombards proceeds. Six are completed. The rest will be in firing condition within the next day.”

“You have great faith in the bombards, Feldspar.”

“And you do not, my lord?” asked the elderly seneschal as he reached for a mushroom from the bowl on the table beside his friend.

“Against ground troops, the bombards would be devastating. No army of elves or men could threaten Thorbardin while they stand ready to fire. Against dragons, I do not know. The War Chieftain says the guns may serve only to enrage the beasts, if we can hit them at all.”

“That may be the case,” acknowledged the seneschal, “though I prefer to believe otherwise.”

“In any event,” muttered Hornfel, “we have no choice but to trust in these defenses.”

Feldspar stood silent, not sure how to react. Despair hung heavily upon his king. “Tell me, my Thane,” he said quietly. “How may I free you of this burden? This threat from Beryl, combined with the strife in Daebardin, has taxed you as nothing has since the days of the Chaos War.”

The silence of the room felt crushing. As he waited for Hornfel to speak, Feldspar started to take a bite of the mushroom in his hand, only to discover it held no more appeal for him. With an inaudible sigh, he tossed it into the glowing hearth and watched it shrivel in the flames, looking not unlike Cloudseeker Peak. Deciding this was just an old man’s imagination, he turned his attention back to the High Thane.

“Go to the bombards,” said the dwarf king at last. “Tell them to double their pace, but say nothing of what we have heard from the west. They will learn of it soon enough.”

“Very good, my Thane,” nodded Feldspar. He turned to go, then paused and faced Hornfel again.

“May I inquire as to your own intentions?”

“I shall march to the gates of Daebardin.” The Hylar brought his hands to his forehead and rubbed his temples. “Reorx help me if I cannot talk some sense into that so-called ‘Prophet.’ I only hope that history will not record the name of Glade Hornfel as the ‘Last Thane of Thorbardin.’”

“It must not,” offered the older dwarf, “for if it does, my name shall be forgotten altogether.”

Hornfel looked up and smiled. “Now that, my friend, would be a tragedy.”

A scattered line of quickly constructed barricades, three hundred hastily assembled and crudely armed militia, a slight thinker gnome, and a dwarven priest with the fire of a departed god in his eyes stood between the city of Daebardin and an army. At the head of those grim-faced soldiers stood the proud figure of Glade Hornfel.

They had faced each other across a barren atrium for half an hour before Hornfel decided the time had come for action. Handing his great mace to the first of the Ten, he strode calmly forward.

At the High Thane’s overture, Severus placed his hand on Arameekos’s shoulder. “I will lead the militia — into battle, if I must,” he said. “Meanwhile, continue incubating the egg. Our time grows short.”

“As you wish, Prophet,” nodded the gnome. He eyed the army warily, then turned and vanished down a side tunnel.

The priest of Reorx, unarmed, met his king in the center of the atrium.

“Severus Stonehand,” pronounced Hornfel in a commanding tone, “I call upon you to allow the Ten to take possession of the fire dragon’s egg.”

The Daewar did not hesitate. “I cannot.”
Hornfel nodded, then lowered his voice so only he and the Daewar could hear it. "Do not do this, Severus. You gave me information about the advancing dragons. We can work together. This is no time for dwarf to war upon dwarf!"

"I have heard the words of Reorx, my Thane," Severus said quietly. "He has sent me a weapon to use against our enemies, both new and old. To refuse it would mean turning our backs on our god, a greater blasphemy than I can comprehend."

"Think of your followers!" hissed Hornfel between clenched teeth. "They cannot stand against an army! You lead them to their deaths!" His cheeks were flushed and his brows knitted with fury.

"I lead them only where the hand of Reorx leads me," replied the prophet. He slowly began walking back to the ranks of his militia, then turned and called to the ruler of Thorbardin. "I know well my peril, High Thane." The red-bearded dwarf's eyes blazed wildly beneath his bone helm. "Order your troops to attack."

Glade Hornfel stood silently at the center of the atrium. His lips drawn together in a tight line, he began to pace off the steps back to where the Ten waited with the army. As he did so, he cursed the stubbornness of the Daewar and called to the ranks to ready their weapons. They instantly obeyed. Behind him, he heard the scrapings of similar weapons being readied by Severus's militia.

High in a bombard bay, Feldspar raised his eyes to the sky, sheltering them with a wrinkled hand. The beauty of the Kharolis Mountains always threatened to take his breath away. Behind him, the sound of hammers and picks reminded him that work continued on the ring of bombards that would defend Thorbardin.

It seemed impossible that any force could threaten this stronghold, the seneschal thought. Still, could a fortress built to stand against man stand against dragon?

Suddenly, a flash of movement near the horizon caught his attention. He knew, even before the lookout beside him raised the alarm, that these were the green dragons. He saw a dozen wyrms, like emerald hawks diving toward their prey.

Dragons could lay waste to an army, Feldspar knew. Between the choking miasma of their caustic breath and the impenetrable scales that covered their bodies, a flight of these beasts normally would spell the doom of Thorbardin. But today, the dwarves had readied their massive bombards. No path would take the dragons to the top of Cloudseeker Peak without bringing them under the gaze of these dwarven cannons.

Feldspar bowed his head. As in the dark days of the Chaos War, Thorbardin was under attack.

Just beneath Cloudseeker Peak, Arameekos heard the warning drums of Thorbardin. Although the rolling beat made him look up from his work, he did not bother trying to decipher the exact message. He understood the gist of it. Quickly, he checked the chamber beneath him one last time.

At its center, bracketed in a metal framework, rested the great egg. Enormous pipes ran to it from a series of forges. The incredible heat from these furnaces caused the mottled surface of the egg to ripple red and orange. To the untrained eye, the fire dragon egg might appear an elongated sphere of purest magma from the heart of Krynn.

"How much longer?" demanded Arameekos of the dwarf overseeing the forges heating the relic of the Chaos War. The roar of the bellows and clang of metal forced the gnome to shout his question to draw the foreman's attention.

"We can begin any time!" called the stout dwarf. "Excellent!" Arameekos smiled. His heart beat faster as he took in the intricacies of the device.

"We now await only the word from the Prophet." With that, the thinker gnome twisted his spindly body around and quickly strode from the room.

The High Thane was almost thankful to hear the alarms. To be sure, he knew they signaled the dragon attack, but at least he was spared the task of signaling the charge on Severus's militia.

As he ordered the Ten to abandon their positions and head for the bombard bays, his eyes met those of the prophet. The latter bore no visage of triumph; he only cursed and whipped about to issue new orders to his men.

The High Thane turned and charged after the Ten.

A great cheer erupted from the gunners following the deafening report of the bombard’s discharge. Although most of the deadly missiles had swept past their targets, one of the blazing leaden spheres penetrated the gleaming emerald scales of the lead dragon. The wyrm’s tremendous roar of pain drew the attention of the other dragons. Then, as quickly as it began, the howl was choked off.
The dragon, slain, fell to the jagged slopes of Thorbadin with a crash.

Even as Feldspar’s bombard crew hurried to reload their weapon, the other guns barked the defiance of the dwarves. Smoldering spheres of red-hot metal leapt out at the wyrms, amid great plumes of smoke and fire.

The dragons, however, were not to be so easily defeated. Having seen the terrible effect of the dwarven guns, they banked steeply to avoid them. For all their efforts, two more beasts were hit. One of them, the bones of its left wing shattered, whirled in a tight spiral that ended as it impaled itself on an outcropping of rock. The other wheeled about and winged its way westward.

The nine remaining dragons, each fully one-hundred feet long, opened their jaws and released great clouds of green smoke toward the gun bays. The deadly vapors poured around the bombards, hammering the crews with a gale of toxic chlorine. Cries of pain became choking coughs as the dwarves drew lungfuls of the deadly fumes.

It was into this chaos that Glade Hornfel and the Ten charged. At once, the High Thane ordered his men into action. As the brisk mountaintop winds swept away the deadly cloud, the Ten directed fresh troops to replace the fallen crew of the bombard. In just over a minute, as the attacking dragons had whirled about to make another suffocating pass, the guns stood ready to fire once more.

Hornfel moved to the firing officer’s station only to discover a slain warrior crumpled there. As he pushed the body aside, his eyes fell upon the still face of his faithful Feldspar. He froze. The elder dwarf’s flesh was blistered and cracked, his features rigid with pain. As the dragons dove toward the mountaintop, the Hylar thane howled with rage. Tears pooled in Hornfel’s eyes. Suddenly, the world seemed cold and empty. Never before had he considered the possibility that the unassuming Feldspar would be taken from him.

A fury greater than any he had ever felt filled Glade Hornfel. As the largest of the dragons plunged toward the mountaintop, the dwarven king boomed, “FIRE!”

The only sound that answered his order was the howl of an angry dragon drawing in its breath to release another gale of death.

Whirling about, Hornfel saw his gun officer standing frozen with dragonfear. His eyes, wide and unblinking, stared directly into those of the looming wyrm. Hornfel shouted his order again, but again there was no response. Even the Ten, those veteran warriors, were paralyzed by the dragons’ assault.

Cursing loudly, Hornfel sprang forward. He crashed through a pair of warriors toward the stricken gunner. Behind him, he could hear the rushing body of the dragon sweeping through the air. He knew he had only seconds before the beast would destroy him as it had its beloved Feldspar.

“Fire, damn you!” howled Hornfel as he snatched the smoldering blackpowder match from the quivering hand that held it. Pivoting cleanly to face the dragon, Hornfel was shocked to see the beast practically on top of him. As he moved to fire the bombard, the dragon exhaled. A plume of green death blossomed toward him.

Then, much to the surprise of the dragon, the great bombard spoke. A half dozen searing lead spheres tore into its flesh, crushing bones and leaving it no more than a hurtling corpse. Despite his exhilaration, Glade Hornfel realized that his was the only gun that had fired a second salvo.

Then the toxic cloud of blistering chlorine blew into the bombard bay. Hornfel gagged and threw his hands up to protect his eyes. An instant later, before the agonizing gas could take its full effect, the great body of the dead dragon plunged into the bay.

The screams of warriors mingled with the shattering of stone. The impact of the giant wyrm tore the bombard from its carriage and collapsed the entire bay. Tons of rock rained down upon dwarf and dragon alike. Hornfel felt intense pain as his ribs bent and snapped, but then he was released from his agony by a peaceful blackness.

Severus burst into the incubation room as the first salvo of bombard fire shook the bedrock around him. As the blistering heat of that chamber splashed across his body, sweat ran down his face. Arameekos, as always, materialized at his side.

“Is everything ready?” demanded Stonehand over the noise of the forges.

“It is, Prophet,” shouted the gnome. His left arm made a sweeping gesture, directing the dwarf’s gaze over the intricate apparatus that encompassed the fire dragon egg. “My device will hatch the egg, freeing the fire dragon to ravage the wyrms!” A seething red glow washed across the entire chamber, creating a disorienting effect that caused Severus to steady himself against the wall. The seemingly endless shaft stretching upward right into the pinnacle of the mountain made him feel as if he were looking up from an endless pit.

“Let us raise our voices in thanks as we prepare to destroy the enemies of the dwarven nations!” called out the prophet. As chanted prayers filled the
air, drowning out even the roaring of the bellows, Arameekos sprang to the side of the fire dragon egg. He released several catches and called out an almost unheard command.

In response, a pair of muscular dwarves drew on great chains. Slowly at first, but with increasing speed, the darkly scintillating egg rose up the dark shaft. High overhead, a stone panel slid back to expose the crystal blue sky above Cloudseeker Peak.

Arameekos, standing beside the pulsating egg, looked down upon the receding shape of Severus. He had no thought for the danger above him, only the anticipation of his device’s ultimate test. Few gnomes had been privileged to construct so important a mechanism. When he activated it and the egg hatched, his name would be known across Krynn.

As the wondrous device rose out of sight, Severus offered a final prayer of thanks to Reorx for the dragon’s egg. Then he turned briskly and hurried into the tunnels. Surely the warriors manning the bombards above would need his mystical healing powers. Some would be wounded, some dead, and all could use words of comfort. The Gift of Fire was in the hands of Arameekos now. There was nothing more for him to do here.

As the prophet ascended the last of the tunnels that spiraled toward the bombard bays, a clap of artificial thunder reverberated through the stone around him. Something was amiss: Severus heard the report of only a single weapon in this second round. Clearly, disaster had already struck.

Even as that thought entered his mind, a tremendous concussion hurled the dwarf backward. The tunnel cracked and splintered as his whirling body fetched up against a stout wooden brace. Chlorine gas filled the air, causing his eyes to water. Blood welled up beneath his tunic, and Severus realized the impact with the brace had shattered the bone of his left arm. Closing his eyes, the dwarf priest focused his inner strength on the tortured limb. Gradually, the pain faded and the bleeding stopped. He could have done more, but he knew he would find others with far greater injuries than his.

Struggling to his feet, he charged forward. The tunnel, once as true and straight as dwarven engineering could make it, was now convoluted and almost impassable. Still, he pressed on. He called out, hoping to find survivors in the bombard bays. Working with only one arm retarded his progress, but his determination made up for the handicap.

Several times the prophet rushed to the aid of a fallen dwarf, only to discover that he was too late to do more than offer a final prayer. An arm protruding from beneath one pile of debris bore a gauntlet of the elite Ten. With a gasp, Severus realized that the High Thane himself must be nearby.

With renewed fervor, he began to dig through the rubble within the bay. With every passing minute, however, he became more disheartened. It was impossible that the High Thane could have survived such a collapse.

Or was it?

Hearing a faint groan from the debris ahead of him, Severus tore into the shattered rock. He even brought his almost useless left arm into play as he drew stone after stone away from the pile and came upon the neck ridges of a green dragon corpse. The dusty air combined with acrid wisps of chlorine to make it almost impossible to breathe, but the prophet would not give up.

At last, he uncovered the still-breathing Glade Hornfel from beneath the very body of the dragon. However, his triumph promised to be short-lived. Hornfel’s breath came in shallow gasps, accompanied by a gurgling that spoke of severe internal injuries.

“By Reorx,” vowed the prophet, “I have not found the High Thane alive only to watch him die!”

Again, the mystic reached for the strength deep within his heart, finding the healing power and directing it outward. Carefully, he focused his essence on the fading life within Hornfel. Just as the fire within the Hylar’s breast threatened to falter, Severus fanned it back into life.

Minutes later, the prophet collapsed beside the body of the High Thane. He used so much of his own energy to revive Hornfel that he had brought himself to the very threshold of death. Still, the risk had paid off. Hornfel breathed more steadily, much of the damage to his shattered body reversed. He would be long in recovering from these injuries, but he would live.

Severus gasped a few bitter lungfuls of the tainted air in the half-collapsed tunnel, then forced himself back to his feet. With as much strength as he could muster, he lifted the body of the High Thane onto his shoulder and staggered down the tunnel.

“You do not die this day, my Thane,” he whispered, “although you may wish you had.”

The trembling within the mountain was so great that Arameekos began to despair of reaching the peak. Only when the fire dragon egg and its harness were locked into place at the top of the seemingly endless shaft could he call his journey done.
Finally concluding that long ascent, the gnome took in the sight from Thorbardin’s highest point and gasped in horror.

Eight massive dragons had landed on the slopes of Cloudseeker Peak. Some tore at the stone where the dwarves had cut their bombard bays, others hammered at the mountain with massive tails to collapse tunnels within, and the rest sprayed streams of deadly chlorine into air vents that opened into the warrens of Thorbardin far below. Although he knew it was impossible, Arameekos thought he could hear the screams of dwarf women and children from the depths of the mountain.

At that moment, one of the dragons swept its massive head up and looked toward the peak, directly at Arameekos and his device. With a cry, the beast leapt into the air and flew toward him.

The gnome reached for the great lever that would send a final surge of warmth into the egg to crack its magma shell. Spurred on by that cascade, the chaos dragon within should awaken and rise to defend Thorbardin with all its otherworldly power.

As his fingers tightened around the lever, a strange sensation passed through his body. The dragon seemed so impossibly large, Arameekos could think of nothing else. The withering gaze of its yellow eyes threatened to stop his heart and crush the breath from his lungs. Some portion of his mind remained clear enough to tell his arm to draw down the lever and release the fire dragon egg, but his limb refused to obey.

Only as the massive talons swept toward him did the gnome find the power for one final act: High atop the summit of Cloudseeker Peak, as Thorbardin cried out in agony beneath him, Arameekos screamed in terror. As his body was torn apart by the scimitar-claws of a green dragon, the lever that would test his ultimate mechanism remained unthrown.

The green dragon perched atop Cloudseeker Peak and let out a howl of triumph. The incredible sound echoed from mountainside to mountainside like a great bell heralding the doom of a nation.

Then, it swept its snakelike tail down and crushed the frail device that clearly had been designed to destroy it.

A creature of Chaos was freed.

Miles away, a wounded green dragon atop a snow-capped mountain watched the eastern sky.
The injury from the damnable dwarven bombard pained him terribly, and he cursed his bad luck. He had so hungered for the flesh of dwarves!

A tiny spark, like the twinkling of a distant star, caught his attention. Something was amiss atop Cloudseeker Peak — but what? The beast leaned forward curiously, straining his reptilian eyes to see.

As the amazed dragon watched, a great sphere of white flame blossomed from the top of the mountain. The roiling, expanding globe swallowed the tips of the intervening peaks, and the scurf-pine littering the upper slopes burst into flame at its touch. Snow caps and mountain streams boiled away into clouds of steam.

As the dragon cocked his head to one side, he realized what was about to happen.

In the last seconds before the wall of heat struck him, the dragon managed to speak a spell of protection. Even with this barrier of sorcery, the green felt nearly broiled alive by the heat that licked at him from all sides. The roar of agony that leapt from his throat echoed for miles.

Close on the heels of the blistering sphere, a tremendous shockwave hammered the dragon. Under the wrath of this magical assault, the mountain beneath him trembled, and it was all the wyrm could do to dig his claws into the rock. Beneath the tree line, vast stretches of forest burst into flames.

The ground beneath the dragon tore itself apart, pitching the beast into the air. A rain of stones expelled by the blast hammered through his sorcerous wards to batter his scales. The green's cry of pain was drowned out by the roar of destruction around him.

Then, as quickly as it had hit him, the shockwave passed.

Struggling to right himself, the dragon understood that the dwarves had employed a powerful spell to defend their mountain home. Such incredible power was beyond his imagination — he couldn't begin to guess at what magic might have created it or how the dwarves might have harnessed it.

His Great Green master, Beryllinthranox, must be told. With awkward and painful motions, the twice-wounded wyrm made his way home.

The great doors of the High Thane's personal chambers in Hybardin slammed shut. Despite their thickness, Hornfel could hear the sounds of stone masons working just outside. No section of Thorbardin was untouched by the dragon attack or the destruction caused by the explosion of the egg. Thousands had died in the conflagration.

“You sent for me, my Thane,” announced Severus as he stepped away from the doors. His face was smudged with dirt, proof that even the splint on his left arm had not kept him from aiding in the repairs to the city.

“I have not yet thanked you for saving my life,” said Glade Hornfel. “I do so now.”

“I could not have done otherwise, my Thane,” replied the prophet.

The master of Thorbardin nodded. “Nonetheless, I am grateful.”

The prophet looked obviously uncomfortable. “If that is all,” he said, “there is much work to be done. Even the absence of one arm is felt.”

Hornfel fell silent for a moment, searching for the proper words. “The High Council has met on the subject of your actions, Severus. Are you aware of its decision?”

The prophet tensed. He knew there was no chance for leniency on his part. The other thanes hated him and were probably glad to hand down their decision. “I assume I am to be executed for my role in the devastation to the kingdom,” he said in a calm, measured voice.

“That was the decision of the Council,” said the High Thane. “It was unanimous, save for one vote.”

Severus was startled at that. “Might I know the name of my lone ally?” he queried. But even as he posed the question, he realized the answer.

“I did not vote for execution,” said the High Thane, “although I daresay it has cost me much support from some of your more determined enemies.”

Severus chuckled, a sound that the High Thane was not sure he had ever heard before. “I was not aware that anyone on the Council was less determined to see me removed than his peers.” Then, without allowing the moment of levity to linger, he asked, “When is the sentence to be carried out?”

“It is not,” said Hornfel. “I have absolved you of your guilt.”

At the Daewar’s skeptical expression, the High Thane stepped nearer and looked him squarely in the eye. “Do not fear, Prophet. I did not make my decision in gratitude for my life. If I were to allow the other thanes to carry out their rash decree, the repercussions would be far greater than they realize. Without you to guide them, the refugees would fall into despair. They would hold you up as a martyr, Neidar and Daewar rallying around your banner and, in time, plunging all of Thorbardin into a civil war. So, Severus, I am afraid that you must live.”

The prophet, having prepared himself for his death sentence, was at a loss. He could only nod silently.
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“That is not the end of the matter, however,” Hornfel continued. “Your continued presence in Thorbardin could lead to problems nearly as severe as those that would follow your execution.”

The High Thane stood as tall as possible, a feat that caused him considerable pain, and cleared his throat. In his most commanding voice, he pronounced the Daewar’s fate.

“Severus Stonehand, you defied my orders and heedlessly released the powers of Chaos. Such an act must not go unpunished. From this day forth, you and those who choose to follow you are cast out of Thorbardin. Do not return here, for you will find the Great Doors closed against you. I shall make food and water available to you, what little we can spare, and a score of ponies to lessen your burdens. But within one hundred hours, you must depart the realm.”

It had taken far less time than Severus had imagined to prepare his traveling pack. So many things he had surrounded himself with had little or no meaning in the wake of the High Thane’s decision. Indeed, he could hardly believe that much of what he had acquired had ever appealed to him. In the end, all that he cared about fit into a single sack.

To be sure, he was abandoning enough wealth to make any three dwarves content for the rest of their long lives. But these were the things of his old life. Now he looked ahead to a new life, in the east.

Five long steps carried him to the door of his chambers. He place his hand on the latch but paused a moment and glanced at the room. Was there anything else that mattered here?

He sighed and opened the door, stepping through into the press of his followers. At the sight of their leader, a cheer of support rose from their worn and tired ranks. Severus smiled and acknowledged them with a wave of his good arm.

Yes, there was something else that mattered.

Glade Hornfel looked out a broad window on the road leading away from Southgate and Thorbardin. Here, in a private room guarded by the newly selected Ten, he tried to decide whether history would record him as a villain, a hero, or a fool.

Far below, he saw the followers of Severus moving away from Thorbardin. To them, he knew, he was a villain. They would curse his name with every step of the journey before them. He hadn’t forced them to join their leader in exile — these hundreds of Daewar and Neidar had chosen banishment of their own accord.

To the people on the other side of that gate, those who would remain in Thorbardin, he supposed he was a hero. Most of them believed that he had managed to incinerate the dragons. It did not seem wise for Hornfel to dwell too long or too publicly on this matter. The beasts had been turned aside and were unlikely to menace Thorbardin in the immediate future. In the interim, the dwarves would rebuild their shattered warrens and cities, and mourn their dead.

Below, the stream of refugees had ended as the last of their carts was drawn out of Southgate. After a few seconds, the final exiles were followed by Severus himself. Where he would lead them, Glade Hornfel did not know. As the prophet looked up, his gaze finding the eyes of the High Thane, no trace of emotion showed on his face. To that determined and grim soul, Hornfel knew, he would always be thought a bit of a fool. Perhaps he was right.

Then Severus turned away from Thorbardin, and Southgate slammed behind him with a boom that reminded Hornfel of the report of the bombards. He knew that, at the same moment, Northgate was closing as well, and his men were going to work sealing the gates of Thorbardin off from the surface world. The last sealing of these gates almost four hundred years ago had led to a brutal war, Hornfel knew. Yet he had no choice — he could not place his weakened realm at risk again. As he watched Severus stride away, he heard the prophet break into a powerful, mournful song that beseeched the gods to watch over their pilgrims on a holy quest.

Hornfel turned away, tears in his eyes. His gaze fell upon a bolted oak door. Behind it, he knew, lay three more fire dragon eggs, recovered during the excavation of the bombard bays. None of the other thanes, especially not the exiled Severus, knew about them. And if Glade Hornfel had his way, that was how it would remain.

“Perhaps,” he said to himself, “I am a fool who has not yet known the depths of his folly.”
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The Magestorm Expansion Set introduces entirely new elements to the conflict of elves, dwarves, goblins, firewalkers, undead, and feral. With both divine magic and foul sorceries, the enchanters of Esfah have fashioned magical items and artifacts to focus the powers in the coming struggles. Meanwhile, the dragons took a hand in matters, seeking to draw the war to quick resolution; from their own spirits they have created Dragonkin. Finally, as the generals of the conflict grow more clever, their spies discover advantage in the use of minor terrains: bridges, villages, knolls, and woods.

Tools of destruction

With the invention of magical items, the wizards of Esfah have devised a way to harness the power of the land into startling new shapes. Items to match every element (fire, water, earth, air, and death) have evolved. One of the few weaknesses of magical items is that their strong tie to the land remains: magical items do not function when taken away from terrains into reserves.

Magical items bring a new focus to the battle. Like normal units, each item appears in common, uncommon, and rare varieties. Unlike normal units, magical item dice have four sides instead of six. Every one is devoted to a single purpose: maneuvers, saves, magic, missiles, or melee. Speed slippers, winged sandals, and seven-league boots enhance an army’s battlefield movements.

Flicker foils, dawn blades, and vorpal swords promise havoc in melee, as the trueflyer, eyebiter, and the heartseeker do for missile fire. A sight stone, a ring of stars, or a magi’s crown bolster magical strength. The effects of a bronze targe, a silver buckler, or a gilt shield provide protection for an army against all manner of attacks.

Magical items can’t be killed, but their price is high. Like a normal unit, each magical item has a cost—the more powerful the item, the greater the cost. Also, magical items must be wielded by a unit. For each magical item in an army, at least one unit must be there to carry it. To carry a magical item, a unit must match the element (color) of the item. For example, a dwarf unit can wield gold or red magical items. Without someone to wield them, magical items are absorbed back into the land, never to return.

Feats of destiny

Like the strongest soldiers, magical items bear new and terrible special action icons.

Attune: Found only on the magi’s crown, during a magic action, the attune icon can be used to generate one point of any color of spells, regardless of the magical item’s actual color. In addition, the player may convert the magical results of one unit in the same army to that same color.

Bash: When an army is foolish enough to engage in a trial of arms with a army equipped with a gilt shield, it is
the attacker who is wounded. When saves are rolled, the icon reflects the melee results of any opposing unit back onto the attacking unit.

Decapitate: One might expect a vorpal sword to present such a menacing prospect as the ability to remove heads. If used during a skirmish, this icon indicates that, after the defending army has rolled for saves, the wielder of the vorpal sword can select one unit of any size with an ID result—a face—to be killed.

Impale: Found only on the heartseeker, the impale icon does in missiles what the decapitate icon does in melee. One defending unit that rolls an ID icon is sent to the graveyard.

Wayfare: The seven-league boots were originally developed by the dwarves using their hidden magics of Pathing. When this icon is rolled during a maneuver, it may immediately transport itself and one unit in the army to any other terrain or to the reserves.

Today’s artifacts

Just as the magicians of Esfah have outdone themselves, their mightiest archmages have devised even greater sources of power called artifacts. In their creation, mages have produced objects that combine the strength and unpredictability of a monster unit with the extraordinary characteristics of magical items. These 10-sided dice work in many ways just as the smaller magical items: they consist of one element (color), they cannot be killed or discarded to account for damage to an army, they must be wielded by a unit, and they do not function in reserves. Because of the energy involved, artifacts have grown into unpredictable engines of war.

The first blade golem combined the talents of dwarven engineers with those of magicians. Since then, the appearance of these war machines in armies dedicated to melee combat has become common. In addition to its chance of producing melee hits, saves, or maneuvers, the blade golem may enter a flurry, attacking a single army again and again.

The dragon staff was forged by Morehl seeking a greater mastery of dragonkind. The intensely powerful magical focus has the ability to summon dragons, and when it is used, they are likely to come.

The flying carpet is the ultimate creation in improving an army’s talents for maneuvering. In addition, it has the power to elevate, allowing missile fire to be used in melee combat.

The mantlet is a war engine proving its use in battle every day. An enormous shield with wheels, its likelihood to produce a saves is extremely high. Moreover, it may generate a sortie special action icon, which can count as saves, hits, or both.

The largest of the new war engines is the trebuchet. This enormous throwing machine can cast boulders and missiles that may crush its foes into the earth, not only killing but also burying them for all time.

Weapon specialization

Magical items and artifacts display the same wide range of abilities (melee, missile, etc.) that normal units do, and finding good uses for their talents is easy.

Specialize or generalize? Since the advent of the Dragon Dice game, the argument over whether to specialize or generalize has raged. Many claim that without a focus on one or two types of troops, an army cannot generate enough results to succeed. Players have witnessed the magic/cavalry combination, the light infantry/missile mix, and even heavy infantry and magicians paired together. Meanwhile, other players maintain that, on the unpredictable battlefield, every army must be able to do a little bit of everything. Here is a look at the two opposing strategies.

Concentrate your strength. Magical items are by nature a focused energy, and even artifacts demonstrate a focus, though it is not as absolute. If you’re playing a melee army, the addition of a few dawn blades or a vorpal sword can do more than just another unit. A magician army without a dragon staff is wasting its potential. In addition, the special action icons on rare magic items appear almost twice as often as they do on a normal unit, and all of them work to augment one type of action. For example, an attune result almost guarantees that you’ll be able to cast just the right spell.

Power in diversity. Magical items do guarantee at least one result of what you’re looking for. Tired of your opponent rolling no maneuvers and still being able to adjust the terrain die because of your bad luck? Including a pair of speed slippers in each of your armies guarantees it will never happen
Children of the beast

When the dragons conjured dragonkin from their own life energies, they hoped to bring the war to a quicker end, and perhaps to end the many summons that brought them to decimated lands of conflict. Unfortunately for the children of the wyrs and drakes, the magicians of Esfah quickly discovered the weaknesses of these dragonkin. Like dragons, they can be summoned to battle, but unlike those primal beasts, the dragonkin can be controlled.

Dragonkin bear many of the same properties of their parents. They consist of a single element: fire, water, earth, air, or death. When not in use, dragonkin are set aside near the dead unit area. Should they be killed in battle, they return to their own area. Dragonkin are creatures of the land, and they cannot be buried through black magic or any other means. Furthermore, they refuse to battle dragons of their own color. Best of all, from the standpoint of the DRAGON DICE game commander, their tough skins provide an army with automatic saves. These saves they provide to themselves and their army are nullified only when the dragonkin unit rolls its belly icon.

Today, every magician knows the spell to summon dragonkin into the fray:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Spell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Summon dragonkin: Add one health worth of your dragonkin to the casting army. The color of magic determines the color of dragonkin summoned.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In play, each player may bring a health value of dragonkin equal to one-third of the total army size. In the standard tournament game (24 health), eight health worth of dragonkin can be brought to the table by each player. The kin, however, do not actually count against the army construction of the player. Unlike dragons, however, each player can summon only his own dragonkin.

On the battlefield, dragonkin behave much as normal six-sided units, but they do not serve willingly. They will not leave the terrain to which they are summoned, and if a group of dragonkin is ever left alone, they quit the fray (return them to their owner until he summons them again). Moreover, they will not enter into a combat with a dragon which matches their color. In the event that an army containing dragonkin is assaulted by a dragon, any dragonkin which match the dragonkin’s color will merely watch as their comrades are assaulted. Limited in their scope, the fierce dragonkin do not practice the arts of archery or magic, choosing instead to charge their foes and rend them limb from limb.

Deadly breath

All of the most powerful (3-health) dragonkin possess the ability to breathe clouds of gas when they attack their foes. These breath attacks bear much in common to the great wyrsms that spawned them. These breath weapons only take effect when the dragonkin are used in melee combat, close to their foes. The breath of the gold dragonkin turns to stone one unit of the enemy army; the target must save or die. The paralyzing breath of the blue dragonkin immobilizes one enemy unit, and the frost breath of the green kindred halves the rolls of a single unit. The fiery flame breath of the red and the disease effect of the black dragon kin are brutal and direct: a single unit is killed and buried. Just like normal special action icons, the breath of the dragonkin takes effect before normal action icons.

Commanding the Dragonkin

An army playing without dragonkin to back them up will be at a significant disadvantage against one with these allies. An opponent must move fast before all those additional forces show up on the scene. Unlike magical items, dragonkin do not count against your starting allowance of units, and no other player can muster your dragonkin, so there’s no reason not to bring them along the next time you go into battle. And remember, dragonkin don’t do you any good sitting out of play. Cast some quick magic as soon as you can and summon them in. After that, do a quick switch to group some melee units in with the dragonkin, and move the mages out the way so you can get into the battle’s glory.

Charge: Your dragonkin are useless in a trial of missiles or magic. Don’t waste any time. Get them into melee range as fast as you can, and charge. Besides their breath attacks, dragonkin have nothing but maneuver and melee icons, so it’s difficult for them to perform badly in an all-out attack. Plus, even though your army won’t get to roll for saves in the charge, you’ll still get the benefits of the dragonkin’s automatic saves to protect you (unless you were unlucky and rolled their belly icon during the charge roll). Combine the dragonkin with a good army of cavalry, and Esfah trembles beneath you.

Fight my magicians: Often in war, magicians have been caught without support and have died quickly. Few magicians have the ability to maneuver or to save their skins when attacked. Now mages can call upon the dragonkin when confronted with the prospect of melee. The dragonkin fortify the mages’ weaknesses, providing a good number of maneuvers on their faces, and their save results are the best that the world has seen.

Drake and dragonkin: One nasty tactic you can experiment with is to summon a dragon that matches the color of the enemy’s dragonkin. His dragonkin won’t help him at all during its attacks, and the protection he may have been
counting on will be gone. Meanwhile your dragonkin (of a different color) will still give you automatic saves and good attacks.

Facing the dragonkin: The dragonkin are useless in missiles and magic. If you’re confronting a group of them, don’t give up all hope and flee. Instead, get some of your best maneuvering troops and keep the die away from melee as long as possible. Use a Wind Walk or Transmute Rock to Mud spell to help. Meanwhile, take advantage of any opportunities to kill the non-dragonkin units in the enemy army. If all the normal units die, the dragonkin must leave. It’s no easy task, but it can be done!

A piece of the action
The last new jewel of strategy that Magestorm presents are minor terrains. (The larger terrain dice that came in the original game are now called “major terrains” and they haven’t changed.) For years now, the war has raged over cities, towers, standing stones, and temples while ignoring some other points of terrain that can aid in the struggle. You can include the knoll, which assists in missile combat. An army lurking in woods has a good chance not to be hit by enemy attacks. Construction of a village aids in melee. Finally, the bridge allows an army unrestricted movements.

You may bring up to four minor terrains to the game. Instead of adjusting the die after a successful maneuver, you may instead choose to place a minor terrain in the army. The minor terrain is immediately rolled, and your army may gain one of a list of advantages. The advantage remains in effect for your army until you take another march with that army. Then the minor terrain is rolled again, and your army is likely to receive a different benefit.

Depending on the individual die, they may provide double moves, double saves, allow the army to take an action (missile, magic, or melee) other than the one shown on the major terrain die, or some combination of these advantages. Each of the minor terrain dice has a focus toward giving one kind of benefit. Unfortunately, each minor terrain also has some small chance of being destroyed through the whims of nature. Bridges can be flooded, villages experience revolts, knolls suffer landslides, and whole armies can become lost in the woods.

Seizing the advantage
Minor terrains warrant a good deal of care and consideration before you put them into use. Remember that despite the advantages they provide, it costs you a successful maneuver to put the minor terrain in play. You could be using that same maneuver to turn the major terrain closer to the eighth face, which is the ultimate goal.

That said, minor terrains may be a greater friend to you than even the dragonkin. Often you may have found your heavy infantry troops stuck far away from the enemy army, and thus made useless. Now you can prepare for this eventuality by bringing a village minor terrain with you. Your chance to use your melee troops is suddenly doubled — and even if the minor terrain doesn’t provide that opportunity, you may be doubling your saves or maneuvers instead. Similarly, your missile army can be standing by with a knoll to shoot from. And, as terrible as the catastrophes of a flood or revolt may be, the odds of such an event are only 1-in-8.

The question remains not whether to use these terrain, but when. Generally, you shouldn’t use a minor terrain when you’re close to achieving the eighth face. Never put a minor terrain in play when the terrain die is at seven, and you probably won’t want to do it at six. The minor terrain’s advantages disappear when the eighth face is captured. The best time to use a minor terrain is when one of your armies is confronted with a formidable enemy at the same terrain, and you know you’re going to be in a long and bloody fight. The minor terrain can give your army just the edge you’ll need to fight the long journey to victory.
The survey of dragon rulers of the North conducted by the notorious Volo (and corrected by Elminster) continues with one of the most famous dragons in all Faerun: Balagos, the Flying Flame. This great red wyrm is legendary for his gigantic size and temper, and for the spells he hurls so often and recklessly in his boisterous, brawling rise to supremacy (he intends) over all Faerunian dragonkind. Balagos acts like a much younger dragon, betraying no weakness nor loss of fire and showing wisdom only in his avoidance of well-prepared mages who come looking for him. He strikes hard and unexpectedly, and he has slain so many other dragons that the elves dubbed him "Dragonbane."

Balagos is Ulla Bahor in the tongue of the flind. Shortened to Bahor, this name has passed into wider use among the humans. Whatever he is called, this giant dragon is a fearsome foe who delights in slaughtering adventurers, wizards, and dragons alike. He has been the death of the Company of the Firestar (based in Esmeltaran), the Company of the Coin (out of Amnwater), the Laughing Lynx Long-haul Caravan Company of Riatavin, the wizards of the Tower of Tyruld east of Keshla, and the entire seven-ship Silver Swords Boarding Company pirate fleet!

In addition, Balagos is thought to have destroyed Tastrar Nagthalass and at least four other Red Wizards, as well as three or more Zhentim magelings sent separately on a mission to steal magic from the Flying Flame's hoard. This fool's errand was ordered by Lord Manshoon not to win powerful magic but in hopes that Balagos would be goaded into pursuing the magelings to recover the lost treasure — only to be lured into a trap. Certain of the elder orb beholder who support (some would say manipulate) Manshoon have developed a spell they believe will (if they surrounded the great wyrm and cast it together) put Balagos in mind-thrall to them, helpless to escape the endless watchful weight of a dozen old and mighty beholder minds. Presumably this trap still awaits Balagos, who avoided it by slaughtering all the Zhentarim who dared approach his lair.

Balagos is a megalomaniac who truly believes he has the wits and might to rule all Faerunian dragons — and lead them in a war of extermination against humans and elves, leaving other beings as fodder to be devoured at will by the victorious wyrmkin. His mighty ego and raging temper doesn't render him stupid, however. Where many a red dragon charges into waiting death, Balagos coolly slips away and plots revenge by striking foes at their weakest point. (He typically flies away to strike at the homes and mates of those who come seeking to slay him, if he can learn who and where such targets are). The great red wyrm is more intelligent than most red dragons and has three outstanding talents: he never forgets the face, name, or attitude of any being he meets (dragon, human, or other); he is a shrewd judge of character (of many races, not just dragons); and he always looks ahead for consequences and likely outcomes. These faculties allow him to act in just the right way to defeat foes or further his aims as effectively as possible.

If cornered or pressed into a fight, Balagos is merciless and fearless, taking hurt if need be to disable a foe when he faces many opponents, and moving to force enemies to hamper or harm each other with spells and wielded weapons intended for him. He's called "the Flying Flame" for the effective aim of his fire-breathing dive, but he prefers to snatch up rocks, wagons, or horses and drop them on foes from aloft before spending his fire-breath or moving close enough to face the blades of his foes directly.

Balagos seems to need less sleep than most red dragons and spends the additional wakeful time he gains in wary observation of the land around. He can often be seen perched motionless atop a
mountain peak in his domain, looking out over the landscape for hours. As the sage Thoravus of Athkatla commented in a public speech (given on Mirtul 26, 1354 DR), “The mind of Balagos is never still. He is always thinking — thinking on how best to rise to rule all Faerun. Most red dragons think they are fit to rule the world, if only the rest of us would acknowledge them. Balagos knows he is, and he just might, for once among all the arrogant, lazy failures that make up the dragonkind of today, be right. He bears watching. He will always bear watching.”

Three days after that speech, Balagos swooped down from a clear sky and devoured Thoravus, smashing apart the sage’s home in central Athkatla to do so. Most who witnessed the attack say the dragon intended to be seen, taking a deliberately leisurely approach beforehand, and a majestic pose atop the ruins afterward, to ensure that as many humans as possible saw him and were impressed. The bowmen of a mercenary caravan escort company hustled out into the street to fire at him, and he ignored their arrows as he leapt into the sky, circled slowly, and then flew away — but the next day, when that company left the city guarding a mixed-wares caravan bound for Iriaebor, Balagos dove down out of the clouds and blasted or devoured every horse and man of the escort company — leaving the caravan itself untouched. It’s no wonder that in Amn and the surrounding lands, Balagos is deeply feared. His confidence and might make him seem truly a “Dragon King.”

The Flying Flame’s Lair

Balagos lairs in the Smokespire, the most westerly peak of that arm of the Troll Mountains that shelters the upland forests of Amn north of Eshpurta, and points toward The Ridge.

The Smokespire is a long-extinct volcano, with a central cone or shaft whose walls are covered with caves and pits. Most of these Balagos has turned into traps, filling the pits with the jagged, cracked bones of creatures he has devoured, then covering them with the scales of fallen draconic foes and dirt. The central pit is adorned with a mound of blackened stone coffers and melted coins, upon which is coiled the bones of a burned dragon, the remains of Hulrundrar, the old red dragon Balagos slew to take this lair as his own. With the aid of a few fire spells to provide a burnt smell and some drifting smoke, they fool some adventurers into thinking Balagos has slain but that their foe is usually watching them from aloft, or lurking in a side-shaft that opens into the bottom of the central shaft, allowing the Flying Flame to send his breath out across the scorched pit in a deadly sheet of flame.

He rarely has to. Counting on his own immunity to fire, the great red wyrm often shows himself to foes. As they are concentrating on him, he activates the deadliest trap in his lair: the firestaff of Aunagar the Black (a long-dead mage of Tashluta). This weapon is buried among the scorched coffers so that its tip is exposed, and Balagos can activate only one of its powers from a distance — the one that unleashes a meteor swarm silently up and in any one direction desired, thrice a day. The Flying Flame triggers this behind a band of adventurers who face him and often melts or at least fries them all before a single spell is hurled or a sword is raised in earnest.

Those who free themselves from this trap discover that the Smokespire is rid-dled with large, smooth-walled tunnels and that Balagos delights in dodging in and out among them, wearying intruders until they stop for a rest — and become easy prey for spells or fire-breath sent out by Balagos, to serve as a second lair of sorts for those who try to enter or leave the cavern unaccompanied by Balagos.

This lair leads to a steeply-descending tunnel whose floor is a slick chute of melted and fused glass (prepared by Balagos, with his flame breath) and whose ceiling is graven with regular notches to aid a dragon’s claws. (Balagos slides down into the lair to enter, and — on his back, with wings folded to fit into the tunnel — climbs up out of it, to exit.) At the bottom of the tunnel is a large, irregular natural cavern whose once-molten walls resemble iron-red flows of ice (everything is smooth and sweeping, because the rock flowed like water before hardening), once a gas cavity at the heart of the volcano. In the sulfurous gloom here slithers a young black dragon, Auroxas, wingless (thanks to the Flying Flame’s jaws) and tethered here with an energy drain chain by Balagos, to serve as a second lair guardian. This chain is too short to allow him to reach the bottom of the tunnel, and when Balagos enters this lower cavern, he can avoid contact with any acid Auroxas might dare to spit by turning sharply to the left, down a way along the edge of the cavern that keeps many pillars of rock between the two dragons.

This route leads to a spot where the cavern narrows, noxious volcanic vapors waft up into it — and a channel of chokingly-hot lava crosses the open space. Only a red dragon or other creature immune to fire and heat effects can leap, stretch, or climb across the channel without harm. Beyond the channel, the way widens again in two smaller cham-
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bers, where Balagos keeps his main metals (coins, trade-bars, and items such as coffers, candlesticks, and platters, that are fashioned of precious metal) hoard. No one knows exactly how much wealth has been amassed here, but the guardian dragon Auroxas believes both caverns are heaped almost full, because increasing amounts of coinage are spilling down the passage to where they can reflect the dull, angry red glow of the lava.

Balagos keeps his two servitor dragon guards hungry and hating each other (by annually offering freedom to whichever one kills the other, and then towing Auroxas up into the Well to do battle with Altagos, only to declare neither worthy of freedom when the evenly-matched dragons collapse from their wounds), but both would cooperate in an instant if they truly believed that they could win their freedom by doing so. The problem is that they don't believe there's a creature in Faerun — demigods and all — who can defeat Balagos, so they dare not help any intruder against the Flying Flame, for fear of suffering the fate he often promises them: to cook small portions of their anatomy with his flame and then dine, leaving them alive as he nibbles away, taking meal after meal.

The Domain of Balagos

Balagos holds sway over a domain that stretches from the southern edge of the Wood of Sharp Teeth to the Giants Run Mountains, and from the southern banks of the upper River Chionthar (hard by the walls of Iriaebor) to the River Ith.

Many stretches of land around the edges of this area — and the entire Forest of Tethir, within it — are claimed by other dragons, but the Flying Flame has a rather casual attitude toward draconic dominion that other dragons have learned to accept. Most dragons hide when they see him on the wing or keep to their lairs and ignore his passage. Balagos considers all of Faerun to be his, and lesser dragons (that is, all other wyrmwings) to be merely custodians of this or that part of it, who hold their offices and lives at his pleasure. Every so often, he makes an example of a random dragon to keep the others in fear of him; his common practice at such times is to slay the other dragon and then fly in a slow, triumphal flight around half the continent, with the corpse of his vanquished foe dangling from his jaws, for dragons and “cattle” (humans, demi-humans, and humanoid) alike to gawk at.

Balagos won his large personal holding by slaying the old red dragon Hulrundnar (in 1258 DR) and the venerable silver dragon Eacoathildarandus (in 1216 DR), whose lair was atop Scarsiir’s Crag on the northern side of the Cloud Peaks, overlooking The Neck. The abandoned lair is now a monster-haunted place, with wyverns and peryton battling for use of the high ledges, and giant slugs and far worse things roaming the depths.

The deeds of Balagos

Balagos is most fond of human flesh, particularly that of youngish females, though few communities think he can be appeased by offering him live maidens as sacrifices (as was once done in the villages of eastern Amn, in less civilized times). He relishes a good fight almost as much as a good meal, and he plays with prey that scrambles to escape or tries to fight back, while ignoring terrified cows that cower in fields in plain view.

The Flying Flame likes to bathe (unusual in a red dragon), and prefers to do so in the Chionthar (from which he has risen, dripping, at dusk, to terrify many a bargeman). He usually takes water at Lake Esmel or the Gaping Face Cascade (where Gaping Stream, the westernmost of the two tributaries of the upper Esmel River that join each other in the Troll Mountains and then flow south to join the Esmel at Trollford, is born). Balagos hunts anywhere he pleases, always over land and usually taking creatures on the move and not actually in mountains (the great wyrm is too cunning to trust confined spaces and the cover that caverns and rock pinnacles afford enemies).

To Balagos, there is no such thing as a ‘typical day.’ He’s always varying what he does, so no foe can catch him in a routine and no creature living in his domain can come to feel safe and complacent. He’s as likely to alight on the roof of a coster hall in Athkatla as to sun himself on high ledges in the Troll Mountains, and every so often he flies hard and fast along the Trade Way, 40’ or so off the ground, terrifying horses and humans alike, and sending goods and wagons tumbling in the wind of his passing. If a farmer in Amn checks over his shoulder to look at the roof of his barn when coming in from the fields at dusk, grunting that “the King of All Dragons could be a-sittin’ up there — or
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that’s exactly how he wants all of the creatures he rules over to feel. Such behavior has won him no shortage of foes, and many a wizard has sought to win fame as “the destroyer of the dread Balagos” — but such titles must be earned, and though a lone red dragon shouldn’t be able to prevail against the right combination of spells and items, somehow Balagos always seems to survive, and the list of wizards who ended up as smoldering bones spit into bone pit by the Flying Flame grows ever longer.

Balagos takes no mates, though it’s said he once consorted with Uluuthavarra, a venerable red dragon who laired somewhere near the Lake of Steam. In the end he had to slaughter all of his offspring, after they slew and ate their mother and came looking for him. Several wizards (including Elminster) share the belief that Balagos is covertly trying to research clone magics or a new kind of lichdom that will allow him to retain more of his powers than the Cult-assisted undead dragons that he contemptuously calls “bone dragons.”

Balagos holds no special affinities or hatreds for anyone; all beings are his rightful subjects, and all who defy him must be destroyed. To many observers, he seems one of the few mad tyrants in the Realms who just might have a chance to carry out such a policy and survive, as he already has done, for more than a thousand years.

Currently, Balagos is thought to be assembling a small band of loyal human agents whose tasks will be to strike at any human organization or dragon cabal that plots to work together against Balagos. The first few of these agents have already slain a Red Wizard who tried to poison the Gaping Face Cascade, so as to render Balagos blind and paralyzed. (The wizard had the concentration of liquids wrong and succeeded only in causing the great wyrm several days of discomfort).

The magic of Balagos

Little accurate information is known of the magics of Balagos, but it is certain that he uses some powerful items crafted by others. One such is the energy drain chain, believed to have been crafted in long-ago Netheril, where they were used to capture, subdue, and control (as steeds, digging forces, or beasts of burden) large monsters such as dragons.

Energy Drain Chain

This ancient, rarely-seen item consists of two mithril manacles that expand or shrink magically (from about 3” in interior radius to about 20”) to pass around a living body or stone spar that they’re touched to as a command word is whispered (they do not change size if touched to wood or metal). A second command word causes the manacles to shrink again until they touch something solid — allowing them, for instance, to be put over a man’s head and then shrunk to clasp his neck snugly.

To open a manacle or change its size, the correct command words must be uttered by a creature who is directly touching the manacle to be affected, and at the same time also carries (in direct flesh contact) a specific trigger substance (usually a disk of a particular type of metal, although anything made of the trigger substance will do). This substance is kept secret (usually hidden under clothing) to prevent others who overhear the command words from opening the manacles.

The manacles of an energy drain chain are linked by an arc of energy that appears as a flickering blue-white helix of small, darting lightnings. To change the length of this “chain,” a wielder must possess a second trigger substance (always different than that for the manacles), touch the arc of energy, and then utter a command word and pull directly on one of the manacles to shorten or lengthen the arc. (The change ceases when the being lets go of the manacle.)

A creature that strikes manacles or chain directly or with any sort of weapon (regardless of its conductivity) suffers 2d6 hp electrical damage per blow, and such attacks cause no damage to the item (beings imprisoned in the manacles at the time don’t suffer this damage). Missile attacks don’t harm the launcher, but they also leave the chain unaffected.

If a being imprisoned by an energy drain chain tries to cut it, otherwise attacks it, or tries to stretch it to reach something beyond the length set by its wielder, it drains 1d4 hp life energy (energy that can be regained only magically, not through rest and recuperation).

For every 10 hp lost this way, the prisoner loses a Hit Die or experience level. (Wizards and priests forget memorized spells, all victims lose a level of class abilities and combat ability, etc.), to a minimum of 6 hp and 1st level (beyond which the chain does not drain, but instead confers 1d4 rounds of paralysis per attempt to stretch or harm it). Note that the chain stretches 5’ per round; a determined prisoner who pulls continuously suffers one “drain” from the chain per round but may succeed in making the chain longer (until the aforementioned paralysis occurs, temporarily ending stretching attempts). A prisoner can’t strangle, climb, or descend by means of the chain — it floats in a straight line between its anchor and its prisoner, levitating a prisoner who steps out into a chasm, for example, gently in its clasp.

The only known ways of severing an energy drain chain, or forcing open a manacle, are the application of dispel magic spells from a dozen different casters within a 2-turn period, the application of a properly-worded wish or limited wish spell, or the casting of a disintegrate spell so as to touch some part of the chain and simultaneously to destroy something made from, or partially made from, either of the trigger substances used to control the chain. A legend lore or similar spell always fails when used to learn the trigger substances of these chains. Note that other harmful effects used on an energy drain chain are transmitted with full effect to any prisoners of the chain.

Typically an energy drain chain is used to tether a powerful being to a stone spar — or two beings to each other, usually with the chain between them wrapped around a stone pillar or other anchor. (Note that in such a case the

FORGOTTEN REALMS® Setting Brain Buster

A party of brave adventurers is hired by some farmers to drive off savage flying creatures that attack at night. By the moon’s light, a great battle ensues. The next morning, the party is seized for malicious property damage by the farmers who hired them. Assuming our heroes are guilty, how did it happen?
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horizontal level of such a chain can be altered if both prisoners work together to shift the arc up or down the pillar — which is why this sort of tether often involves passage of the chain through a hole or slot too narrow for the prisoners to pass through between the anchor and either prisoner.)

XP Value: 4,000
GP Value: 15,000

One spell employed by Balagos is known to Elminster:

Choking Claw
(Evocation)
Level: 5
Range: 10 yds./level (120 yds. for Balagos)
Components: V
Duration: 5 rounds
Casting Time: 5 (1 for Balagos)
Area of Effect: Special
Saving Throw: Special

This spell creates a black, taloned claw of translucent, shimmering magical force that appears in midair near a chosen target and slashes at that being. A choking claw can’t strangle, grapple, or stab, only rake, and it makes one attack per round. Its caster can choose to change targets, causing the claw to wink out of visibility for one round and then reappear adjacent to the new target on the next round. A choking claw disappears permanently if the caster underakes the casting of any other spell, but otherwise it attacks by itself, moving and striking without the caster’s attention, for round after round.

On each round in which the claw attacks, the target rolls 1d6 and the claw rolls 1d8. If the scores are equal or the target rolls higher, the claw misses; otherwise, it deals 2d6 hp damage and disrupts any target spellcasting during that round. In addition, struck targets who are climbing or attempting other delicate or dangerous tasks may have to make a successful ability check to avoid a fall or other mishap, as the DM decrees.

The fate of Balagos

It’s conceivable that The Simbul, any two of the other Seven Sisters, or a cabal of wizards led by Khebel, Elminster, or perhaps Halaster of Undermountain could defeat Balagos in face-to-face battle — and that a score or more of beings resident along the Sword Coast, such as the ultra-lich Larloch, could destroy the Flying Flame if he attacked them on their home ground, where they could call on servitor creatures, magic items, and traps. Yet none of these mighty ones ever seems to manage to corner Balagos — and so his arrogant rule continues from decade to decade, century to century, and age to age. Misadventure or a lucky attack could weaken the wyrm and leave him vulnerable to the attacks of his many enemies, but at the moment such a fate seems unlikely. His recent efforts to achieve immortality, or at least a second chance, suggest that Balagos is at last feeling the hand of time. . . but they also mean that his first death may not be his last. Only his unpredictability keeps his tyranny from becoming intolerable — and so long as his brilliance never strays into foolishness, the Realms may live in fear of the Flying Flame for centuries to come.

Ed Greenwood, like his alter ego Elminster, is tall, bearded, untidy, prankish, and generally annoying — but he freely admits it all.
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Wide selection of boards, pieces & sets for CHESS, GO, SHOGI, MAH JONG, BACKGAMMON, Fantasy and Science Fiction miniatures by CITADEL, GRENADIER, HEARTBREAKER, ALTERNATIVE ARMIES, RAFM

from R Talismans...€10.99
Eurexsourcebook il €10.99
Blackhand’s Weapons €8.99
Edgenunner’s €11.99
Neotribes €5.99
Sons of Fortune II €19.99
Cyberpunk Data Screen €5.99
CyberSheets €3.99
When Gravity Falls Sourcebook €5.99
Tales from the Fortunetower Hope €5.99
Chromebomb €5.99
Home of the Brave €5.99
Land of the Free €10.99
Night City Sourcebook €10.99
Listen Up, You Primitive Screwheads! (Ref’s Guide) €5.95
Rough Guide to the UK €5.99
Pac-Rim Sourcebook €5.99
Chromebomb III €7.99
Cybergeneration Runbook 2nd Edition €12.99
Bastille Day €3.99
Echofront €5.99
Mediafront €5.95
Virtual Front €5.99
Cyberpunk from Atlas Games: All Fall Down €4.99
Arakka Brainworm €4.99
Greenhorn €7.99
Night City Stories €9.95
Northwest Passage €8.95
Streetfighting €6.95
The Bonin Horse €4.99
The Chrome Berets €7.95
Thicker Than Blood €5.95

Special Offer
New Arrival
Coming Soon
Role Playing Rules
Plays Solo
Boardgame
Miniature Rules

from FASA...
Shadowrun RPG 2nd Edn £14.99
Awakening: New Magic in 2057 £8.99
Artisan £15.99
Bug City Sourcebook £10.99
California Free State £10.99
Celtic Double Cross £4.99
Corporate Security Handbook £10.99
Cybertechnology £8.99
Divided Assets £3.99
Double Exposure £5.95
Eyeswitness £5.99
Fields of Fire Sourcebook £8.99
Harlequin’s Back (Adventures) £9.99
Prime Runners £16.99
Shadowseat £8.99
Shadowtech £6.99
Spiral Maps £9.99
Super Tuesday £8.99
The Germany Sourcebook £10.99
The Grimoire (2nd Edn) £8.99
Treats £10.99
Tir na nóg (Ireland Sourcebook) £16.99
Virtual Reality II £19.99
Novels: Burning Bright £2.99
Black Madonna £3.99
Fade to Black £2.99
House of the Sun £2.99
Just Compensation £2.99
Lone Wolf £2.99
Norderat £2.99
Who Hunts the Hunter? £2.99
from Phage Publishing...
Amber RPG £14.95
Shadowknight £16.95

These are just some of our games. Our catalogue gives details of many more. Sand Trap in Arizona 120p. 12p a s.s. (overseas 41p s.s.) for a copy (FREE with orders over £3.00). We stock or can supply (probably) any others still available. Ask us!

Payment in sterling please.
Overseas payment by Bank Draft in Bank of China/International Giro/Amex/VISA/Mastercard UK postage and packing — add 10% min £1, max £8; Europe add 30%; elsewhere 40%
You may phone orders and pay by ACCESS/VISA/AMEX/SWITCH
Trade enquires welcome.
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from Atlas...
Panzerarmy RPG — Adventures in a Tabloid World £8.95
Stranger Than Truth £8.95
Once Upon a Time (2nd Edn) £12.95
Over the Edge RPG £14.95
Ali Waves £5.99
Edgework issues 1, 2 (magazine) £5.99 ea.
New Faces £3.90
Player’s Survival Guide £5.95
The Myth of Self £7.95
Welcome to Sylvan Pines £4.95
Wildest Dreams £7.95
With a Long Spoon £8.99
On the Edge, The Over the Edge ’s Based Collector Card Game for any number of players:
Starter Deck £5 cards £3.99
Boosters 6 (common), 3 (uncommon), 1 rare £1.50
Cut-Ups Boosters £1.50
Shadows Boosters £1.50
Surviving On the Edge £8.95
from White Wolf...
Wraith: The Oblivion RPG £14.99
Sea of Shadows (Storyteller’s Guide) £8.99
Wraith: Storyteller’s Screen £5.99
Wraith: Character Kit £4.99
Artifacts £8.99
Dark Reflections: Spectres (Black Dog) £8.99
Neopolis: Atlanta £8.99
Midnight Express (Adventures) £5.99
Hunts £3.99
Hierarch £6.99
Dark Kingdom of Jade (Adventures) £8.99
The Risen £6.99
Love Beyond Death £5.99
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or (evenings) 01252 722269
They were our gateways to the stars, our doorways to infinite possibility.
The jumpgates were the promise of our race.

A promise our ancestors squandered.
Convention Calendar Policies

This column is a service to our readers worldwide. Anyone may place a free listing for a game convention here, but the following guidelines must be observed.

In order to ensure that all convention listings contain accurate and timely information, all material should be either typed double-spaced or printed legibly on standard manuscript paper. The contents of each listing must be short and succinct.

The information given in the listing must include the following, in this order:
1. Convention title and dates held
2. Site and location
3. Guests of honor (if applicable)
4. Special events offered
5. Registration fees or attendance requirements, and
6. Address(es) where additional information and confirmation can be obtained.

Convention flyers, newsletters, and other mass-mailed announcements will not be considered for use in this column; we prefer to see a cover letter with the announcement as well. No call-in listings are accepted. Unless stated otherwise, all dollar values given for U.S. and Canadian conventions are in U.S. currency.

WARNING: We are not responsible for incorrect information sent to us by convention staff members. Please check your convention listing carefully! Our wide circulation ensures that over a quarter of a million readers worldwide see each issue. Accurate information is your responsibility.

Copy deadlines are the first Monday of each month, four months prior to the on sale date of an issue. Thus, the copy deadline for the December issue is the first Monday of October. Announcements for North American and Pacific conventions must be mailed to: Convention Calendar, DRAGON® Magazine, 201 Sheridan Springs Rd., Lake Geneva, WI 53147, U.S.A. Announcements for Europe must be posted an additional month before the deadline: to Convention Calendar, DRAGON Magazine, TSR Limited, 120 Church End, Chering Hinton, Cambridge CB5 3LB, United Kingdom.

If a convention listing must be changed because the convention has been canceled, the dates have changed, or incorrect information has been printed, please contact us immediately. Most questions or changes should be directed to the magazine editors at TSR, Inc., (414) 248-3625 (U.S.A.). Questions or changes concerning European conventions should be directed to TSR Limited, (0223) 212517 (U.K.).

August Conventions

**Gamefest XVII**
**August 6-10** CA
Old Towne, San Diego.
Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Registration: $20 preregistered, $30 on site. Gamefest, 3954 Harney St., San Diego, CA 92110.

**Gamecon 9**
**August 18** VA
Holiday Inn, Fair Oaks Shopping Mall, Fairfax.
Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: a flea market. Registration: $3 each NOVAG members, $5 general public. NOVAG, P.O. Box 7158, Reston, VA 22091.

**Dragonflight '96**
**August 23-25** WA
Bellarmine Hall on the Seattle University Campus, Seattle.
Events: role-playing, card, board, and network computer games. Other activities: seminars, dealers, and an auction. Registration: varies. Dragonflight, P.O. Box 417, Seattle, WA 98121-0417.

**Migsccon XVII**
**August 25** CA
The Royal Connaught Howard Johnson Plaza Hotel, Hamilton, Ontario.
Events: miniature gaming, dealers, and a miniatures painting contest. Registration: varies. Migs, P.O. Box 37013, Barton Postal Outlet, Hamilton, ON L8L 8E9, Canada.

**Bubonicon 28**
**August 23-25** NM
Howard Johnson East, Albuquerque.
Guests: Dennis McKiernan, Gordan Garb, and Lisa Scott.
Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: dealers, panels, an art show, a costume contest, movies, and more. Registration: $25 on site. NMSF Conference, P.O. Box 37257, Albuquerque, NM 87178.

**Organized Kahn Fusion P.E.W.**
**August 24-25** PA
Newberry Town Fire Hall in Etters.

**LA Con III**
**August 29-Sept. 3** CA
Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim.
Guests: James White, Roger Corman, and Connie Willis.
Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games.

Important:

DRAGON® Magazine does not publish phone numbers for conventions. Be certain that any address you send us is complete and correct.

To ensure that your convention listing makes it into our files, enclose a self-addressed stamped postcard with our first convention notice; we will return the card to show that it was received. You also might send a second notice one week after mailing the first. Mail your listing as early as possible, and always keep us informed of any changes. Please do not send convention notices by fax, as this method has not proven reliable.
Mage Con South XI
August 31 - Sept. 2  IA

September Conventions
Round Table Gaming Society
September 7  SC
The University of South Carolina, Russell House. Events: Magic: the Gathering tournaments including a type one tournament offering a Black Lotus, a sealed deck tournament, and a type two beginner’s tournament. Registration: varies. Round Table Gaming Society, University of South Carolina, P.O. Box 80018, Columbia, SC 29225, or e-mail: uscrtsg@aol.com

Wincon
September 13-15  ✠

Falcon ’96
September 14  ✠
Lord Nelson Hotel, Halifax, Nova Scotia. Guests: Robert Sawyer, Peter Francis, Michael Gallant, and Luisa Nadalini. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: cabaret, a costume contest, and an art show and auction. Registration: varies. Falcon, P.O. Box 36123, Halifax, NS, B3J 359, Canada, or e-mail: gtucker@fox.nstn.ns.ca.

Fron 14
September 21-22  ✠
Buergerhaus Griesheim, Schwarzenlenweg 57, Frankfort. Guests: James Wallis and Andrew Rilstone. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: demos, tournaments, workshops, movies, and a miniatures painting contest. Roleplaying and Simulations Game Club, Martin Kliehm, In der Roemerstadt 164, 60439 Frankfurt, Germany, or e-mail: martin.kliehm@frankfurt.netsurf.de

Bogglecon 4
September 21  PA
Wind Gap Legion Hall on Broadway, Wind Gap. Events: Living City tournaments, card, board, and role-playing games, and free games demonstrations. Other activities: dealers, a games auction and raffle, and canned food drive. Registration: $3, or $5 at the door. Most game events cost $1. For more information, send SASE to M. Griffith, 118 S. Broadway, Wind Gap, PA 18091.

Civic Con
September 22  IN
Hammond Civic Center, Hammond. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: a comic show. Registration: $2. Atlantis Productions, 2654 Forest Park Dr., Dyer, IN 46311, or e-mail: atlantis@tsrcom.com.

Cog Con
September 27-29 MO
The Miner Recreation Building at the University of Missouri, Rolla. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: tournaments. Registration: $10 preregistered, $12 on site. CogCon, P.O. Box 1939, Rolla, MO 65402, or e-mail: CogConV@aol.com.

Hostile Aircraft Aces Tournament
September 27-29  NY

October Conventions
Cangames
October 4-6  ✠
Ottawa Congress Centre, Ottawa, Ontario. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: auction, seminars, dealers, and miniatures painting. Registration: varies. Cangames, 6930 Sunset Blvd., Greely, ONT, Canada K4P 1C5, or e-mail: cangames@iosphere.net.

Westward Ho 1
October 5  TX
Best Western, Midland. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: dealers and open gaming. Registration: $4 preregistered, $5 on site. Westward Ho 1, P.O. Box 9805, Midland, TX 79708.

Necronomicon ’96
October 11-13  FL
Camberly Inn, Tampa. Guests: Tim Powers, Michael Straczynski, and Brinke Stevens. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: a Ygor party, panels, an art show, dealers, and a masquerade. Registration: $18 preregistered, $25 on site. Necronomicon, P.O. Box 2076, Riverview, FL 33569 or e-mail: 74273.1607@compuserve.com.

Continued on page 97
Ral Partha begins the first releases in the new High Elven Army to lay waste to their foes!

Designed and sculpted by artist Chris Fitzpatrick: the new High Elven Army promises to be one of our most impressive releases to date! Each blister contains 6 figures (a random mix of variations of each figure in each pack). Future packs scheduled to be released in this line include:

- High Elven Regulars w/ Sword and Shield
- High Elven Regulars w/ Spear
- High Elven Regulars w/ Axe
- High Elven Regulars w/ Bow
- Female High Elven Regulars w/ Bow
- High Elven Irregular Sergeants
- High Elven Regular Sergeants
- High Elven Mounted Archers
- High Elven Lancers
- High Elven Command

Elves Rule... Orcs Drool!

To order our photo catalog:
Call toll free in the USA or Canada, Monday through Friday, 8:30 to 5:00 EST, (800) 543-0773 or send $4.00 to:

Ral Partha Enterprises, Inc.
5938 Carthage Court
Cincinnati, OH 45212-1197

Phone: (513) 631-7335  Fax: (513) 631-0028
Email: rpartha19@mail.eos.net  Website: http://www.ralpartha.com

Ral Partha Miniatures are also available from these licensed manufacturers:
United Kingdom: Minihgs - 1/5 Graham Road, Southampton, England, SO14 0AX
France: Jeux Descartes - 1, Rue du Colonel Pierre Avia, Paris Cedex 15, 75503 France

Fitz struggles to meet sculpting deadlines!
If you have any questions on the games produced by TSR, Inc., “Sage Advice” will answer them. In the United States and Canada, write to: Sage Advice, DRAGON® Magazine, 201 Sheridan Springs Road, Lake Geneva, WI 53147, U.S.A. In Europe, write to: Sage Advice, Dragon Magazine, TSR Ltd., 120 Church End, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge, CB1 3LB, U.K. You can also e-mail questions to tssage@aol.com.

This month, the Sage lays down the law about personal replies, considers the finer points of backstabbing, and looks at a few optional rules and spell effects for the AD&D® game.

In January of this year, I sent you a question about the ghul lord kit from The Complete Sha’ir’s Handbook (specifically about the process of leeching). I enclosed an international postal reply coupon that cost me $5.16 Canadian. For five bucks, I think I’m entitled to an answer.

I pointed out two things back in issue #228 that bear on your case. Alas, #228 was the April issue, too late to save you from the horrible fate of being $5.16 (Canadian) poorer: First, “Sage Advice” does not send personal replies, even if you include return postage and a properly addressed envelope. Of course, the good folks at DRAGON® Magazine require you to enclose a coveted SASE (Self Addressed, Stamped Envelope) with any article submission or other piece of correspondence that requires a reply from them, such as a request for submission guidelines. But “Sage Advice” sends no replies and you’re wasting your money if you send a SASE to the Sage. In the world of gaming this is what we would call an exception to the general rule. In a rulebook, it might read something like this: The “Sage Advice” column does not send personal replies. Readers should not send SASEs with questions for the Sage.

Now, there are a few little details that our theoretical rulebook writer above left out. (Rulebook writers are always doing this; that’s why the Sage has a job.) So here they are: When writing to the DRAGON Magazine staff, you have to send a SASE that is big enough and has enough postage to do the job. You can’t send in a 30-page manuscript along with a dinky little envelope and 32¢ (US) postage and expect to get your manuscript mailed back to you when the staff finishes with it. Also, the Sage is not a member of the DRAGON Magazine staff, which is one reason why he doesn’t send personal replies. It doesn’t make a difference how much return postage you send or how hard you have to strive to drop your question into a mailbox. I’d love to maintain personal correspondence with all my readers, but I’m just one guy with only 10 fingers, and it’s just not possible for me to answer everybody’s questions individually.

This whole exception-to-the-rule business confuses people, and each month I get a couple of SASEs. I turn those over to the DRAGON Magazine staff, who stuff the envelopes with writer’s guidelines and mail them back. I’ll take your word for it that your January letter had a postal reply coupon in it, and I’ll pass your current letter on to the DRAGON Magazine folks so that you can get your writer’s guidelines, too. I should point out that writing the Sage is a bad way to get writer’s guidelines, as your reply will be delayed at least a month, maybe more.

On to the second useful (but belated) thing from issue #228: Check your backissues for the answer to your question before sending it in. As it happens, I answered your question about ghul lords back in issue #218. See if any of your gaming pals has the issue (in my experience, every group has at least one pack rat who saves copies of anything gaming related). Failing that, check out your local library or game store. If you’ve got a computer and a modem, you can get the text from issue #218 (and lots of other back issues) from the TSR, Inc. area on America Online (keyword TSR).

If a thief sneaks up on a sleeping character and attacks him, does he get extra damage from a backstab? Attack- ing a sleeping opponent has the same attack modifiers as a backstab according to the new rules in the PLAYER’S OPTION™: Combat & Tactics and Skills & Powers books.

A backstab requires that the thief be behind his target and that the target be unaware of the thief or unaware of the thief’s intention to attack. Sleeping characters generally aren’t very aware. Many creatures can’t be backstabbed at all; however, see the next question.

My DM insists that thieves gain extra damage from backstabbing only because they know how to strike at a creature’s vital organs. He allows characters to get damage bonuses from backstabbing only if the target creature actually has a spine. He says backstabbing doesn’t work against undead at all. Is this right? It seems to me that the damage bonuses ought to apply to anything that has an actual front and back.

Overall, your DM is being more generous than he has to be. If you read the description of the backstab ability in Chapter 3 of the Player’s Handbook, you’ll learn that part of the skill involves knowing where to strike. The PHB goes on to say that a backstab target must be a humanoid with a definable back and that the backstabbing thief must be able to reach a significant target area. So, your DM has expanded the list of possible backstab targets by opening it up to anything with a spine. In either case, your thief character couldn’t backstab a roper or beholder.

Incorporeal undead should remain immune to backstabs, judging from the text in the PHB (no significant target areas). One could make a similar argument for other undead as well: zombies just don’t care if somebody sticks a knife into their kidneys. On the other hand, most undead are humanoid, which is the basic requirement for backstabbing. A skeleton or a ghoul probably is going to find a severed spine inconvenient. In campaigns where the DM strictly limits backstabbing to humanoids, corporeal undead should be susceptible (if they’re humanoid). If the DM has loosened up the general restriction (as yours has), there’s justification for limiting backstabbing in other ways (as your DM also has).
When a flying creature makes a “swoop attack” against a fighter who is using the guard option from the Combat & Tactics book, and the swooping creature moves away at full speed, how many attacks does the fighter have? If the fighter is normally entitled to multiple attacks (due to level or specialization or both), does he gain any extra attacks?

It all depends on the exact sequence of events and how the fighter is facing relative to the swoop attack. If the swooping creature makes a flank or rear attack, the fighter has no attack at all, because he doesn’t threaten the swooping creature.

If the swooping creature makes a frontal attack, the fighter has his first attack phase as soon as the creature comes within reach (this is not an attack of opportunity). If the swooping creature makes its attack, then flies away in the same round, the warrior gains an attack of opportunity when it leaves. Remember that an attack of opportunity allows one phase’s worth of attacks. If the fighter has one weapon, he has one attack. If the fighter has a weapon in each hand, he has two attacks. Each separate attack, however, counts against the maximum number of attacks of opportunity the fighter can make in a single round.

If the swooping creature attacks the warrior and ends its movement, then uses the withdraw option on the next round, the fighter might not get any more attacks against it, because withdrawing from a threatened area doesn’t provoke an attack of opportunity.

Does a character’s movement rate have any effect on his base initiative phase in the optional combat system from the Combat & Tactics book? For example, a mountain dwarf is size M, giving him a base phase of fast. Does the dwarf slow down to average because his Movement Rate is only 6?

A character’s base movement rate (see Combat & Tactics, page 13) does affect his base initiative phase, as explained on page 18. Note that base movement can be improved by high ability scores (see pages 14 and 15), which can allow, dwarves, gnomes, and halflings to avoid the penalty to base initiative because of a movement rate of 6. Note also that you calculate the base initiative adjustment for movement rate before calculating a character’s final movement score, which includes encumbrance. Otherwise, you could penalize an encumbered character’s base initiative twice, once for his reduced movement rate and once for his encumbrance category.

Note that the rules on page 18 are intended primarily for monsters, not player characters. Most PCs are supposed to have base initiative phases of fast. You should treat all dwarves as man-sized creatures with base initiative phases of fast despite their actual heights and their racial movement rates of 6.

That is, do not treat some dwarves as small creatures (with the attendant limitations on weapon use) just because they happen to be under 4’ tall, and don’t sock any dwarf with a base initiative of average just because his legs are short.

When casting cause light wounds, or similar touch-delivered spells, does the target get the full benefit of armor, or does it not apply? The logic behind it not applying would be that the touch does not have to contact flesh, that it can simply touch the armor and be effective. I have ruled that the armor does apply, except in the case of shocking grasp, which can be transmitted through a conductive object such as metal armor.

Any touch-delivered spell requires a successful attack roll against the target’s normal armor class, including adjustments for armor worn. There’s no law of physics that applies here, just the way touch-delivered spells work. Allowing shocking grasp to ignore metallic armorsounds fine to me, any adjustments for the target’s shield, Dexterity, and defensive magic (including metal armor’s enchantment) should still apply.

When you dual class as a character, do you pick new weapon proficiencies and nonweapon proficiencies as you would when starting a new character? Bonus proficiencies from a high Intelligence score would not apply, right? Can the character immediately use the non-weapon proficiencies from the general grouping learned under his previous class? Or does he have to wait until he achieves his new class’s level? What about weapon or nonweapon proficiencies that belong to a grouping allowed to the new character class? If the character learns the same nonweapon proficiency twice, once for the old class and once for the new, what happens when the new class level exceeds the old? Does the character have the old proficiency score plus a bonus for learning it again?

I’m inclined to favor the simplest possible answer to your questions. A dual-classed character gains no new weapon or nonweapon proficiencies upon choosing a new class. This differs slightly from an answer I gave to a similar question a few years ago, but your question has caused me to reconsider.

Nonweapon proficiencies really aren’t a function of a character’s class. The character has full access to all the nonweapon proficiencies he knows (no matter what groups they’re from) but doesn’t receive any new nonweapon proficiencies until after his level in his new class exceeds his level in the old class. I’m assuming nonweapon proficiencies are something like hit points; the character acquires them by virtue of his class and level, but they aren’t really class abilities. Instead, they become part of the character, and the character takes them right along when assuming a new class.

Weapon proficiencies, on the other hand, are a class function. The character cannot use weapons not normally allowed to his class without forfeiting all experience he would otherwise gain on an adventure. If the character is proficient in a weapon allowed to the new class, he can use it without penalty. If the character is not proficient in any weapons allowed to his new class, he has to struggle along as best he can until his new level exceeds his old one and he can learn to use another weapon. Characters who do a little advance planning will be much better off than characters who leap unprepared into a new profession.

This answer does not quite conform to the letter of the dual-class rules in Chapter 3 of the PHB, but it sticks to the spirit pretty well and saves both players and DMs a lot of headaches.

Under the description of the 2nd-level priest spell nap, from the Tome of Magic, it states that wizards can memorize a new set of spells after benefiting from the nap. But what about priests? Even though it is a priest spell, they are not specifically mentioned as being able to memorize new spells after benefiting from the nap. My current ruling has been that priests receive spells from their deities only once per day (provided they get enough rest before memorizing them), much like many of the other granted spell-like powers. It is not just a question of rest and memorization it is a question of how often the power will grant the request for spells.
If it is allowed for priests, then we will likely find a lot of annoyed deities who are getting called upon three or more times a day to grant each one of their priests spells all over again. One of the criteria for priests is Wisdom; this includes enough common sense on how best to use their spells, and not to waste them. Therefore I believe that other than the rest and healing effects of the spell, nap, it has no other effect on priests and their memorization of spells. Is this correct?

You’ve offered a darn good logical argument for not allowing priests to learn fresh spells as a result of a nap spell. On the other hand, nobody is going to use this spell three or more times a day, because characters can nap only once every 18 hours (see spell description). I’m inclined to follow your logic this far: wizards and bards (who cast wizard spells) can memorize spells immediately after a nap. Rangers, paladins, and priests (including clerics and druids) cannot unless the DM decides the deity who grants the spells has some compelling reason to bestow spells on the characters in question at the time in question. No deity is going to withhold spells from a character who is ready to receive them if the character has been faithful to his alignment and to his deity and who faces a situation in which outcome could affect the deity’s interests. Of course, the DM is under no obligation to tell the players whether more spells will be granted when the characters awaken from their naps; the players will have to weigh the risks carefully. In any case, granting extra priest spells after a nap should be fairly rare; as you point out, no deity looks favorably on a character who’s constantly requesting spells just to waste them or use them for self glorification.

As you point out, this whole discussion begs another question: Just how often can a priest or any other spell caster memorize new spells. The answer is literally as often as the DM is prepared to let them. As long as the character gets a good night’s sleep (about eight hours), he can expect to start memorizing new spells whenever he wakes up. It’s pretty difficult for anyone to sleep for a full eight hours unless he’s been awake and active for the preceding 10 to 14 hours, but exceptions do occur. Priests, as you point out, can be an exception. If the priest has done something to offend his deity, no spells are forthcoming no matter how well rested the priest is.

If a character is a dual- or multi-classed wizard/priest, can he use a contingency spell to activate a priest spell? What about a psionic power or any special ability?

There’s nothing in the spell description that says the contingency caster has to use a wizard spell, but the effect to be triggered via the contingency must be a spell. Effects from magical items, psionic abilities, priest granted abilities, or innate powers cannot be included in a contingency. Note that all the normal limitations still apply to priest spells; that is, the spell must be cast in conjunction with the contingency spell (as part of the contingency’s one-turn casting time), it must affect only the contingency caster’s person, and it must fall within the level limit (half the caster’s level, rounded down and no higher than 6th level in any case).

Is there an initial saving throw against charm-type spells? Or is the target automatically charmed? One player “threw a cow” when I told him that the charm spell his character had cast didn’t work.

Check the spell’s description. I expect you’ll find that any charm-type spell has a saving throw of “neg,” which means that the recipient is entitled to a saving throw when the spell is cast, and the spell has no effect at all if the saving throw succeeds.

In any case, there are two things you don’t have to do when adjudicating charm spells. First, you don’t have to say whether the spell worked; you can let the player figure that out on his own. If the target is familiar with spell casters, it might surmise that it has been subjected to a charm spell attempt and only pretend to be charmed. Second, you don’t have to put up with bovine ballistics. Players who can’t handle the occasional failure shouldn’t be playing the game.

What would happen to the cloud generated by the 2nd-level wizard spell stinking cloud if a 3rd-level fireball spell were cast in the same area? Would the fiery blast bum up the cloud? Would the area be choked with smoke from the fireball and noxious gases from the stinking cloud?

The gas from a stinking cloud spell is not flammable, and it takes a pretty stiff breeze to blow it away. A fireball doesn’t generate nearly enough pressure to disperse a stinking cloud. A fireball doesn’t generate any smoke by itself, but flammable materials might smoke quite a bit if a fireball sets them alight. Usually, however, the leftover smoke from a fireball wouldn’t be noticeable within a stinking cloud.

Skip reports that he encountered a large, smoky cloud personally as he fired up an outdoor grill right after finishing the first draft of this month’s column.
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The reason I mentioned my objections with the PLAYER'S OPTION™ rules is simple: the Forum was introduced in issue #81 as “a place where we can print your opinions and observations.” Get it? (Obviously not.)

Lighten up, people. Most (or all) of us know the rules are completely optional, but we can all benefit by being fuzzy about what TSR makes “official” and by engaging in some thought-provoking exchanges! Any DM worth his dice knows enough to change offensive rules. I was simply curious if anyone shared my opinion, and I wanted to start a little debate. If stating my opinion strongly makes me an illithid, so be it. (MInd players do have a “genius” intelligence, you know.)

The Forum is an opinion column about the AD&D game; therefore, letters debating rules imbroglios are certain to appear, just as the “Mom thinks gaming is evil” and “no more fantasy women in bikinis” issues will reappear every so often. I’m truly sorry if Tim Nutting or others find the semi-constant rules arguments and game balance observations tedious; I find them educational, thought-provoking, and occasionally amusing, but never boring. If a person cannot read Forum without condemning others as whiners, inexperienced, or whatever, perhaps that person should simply skip the column. Long-time readers (including me) must remember that what is an “old” Forum argument to you may be entirely new and have great merit to others.

In my campaigns, the Muscle problem isn’t a factor, because I ignore the rules as they are written and substitute the remedy I mentioned in my first letter. By the way, Tim mentions the same solution I mentioned in issue #228. To quote my letter: “I recommend treating the Muscle and Stamina percentile divisions as whole numbers; thus, a character with 17 Strength can adjust to gain a maximum 15 Stamina and maximum 18 (01) Muscle.” Tim’s interpretation of the strength spell is somewhat incorrect (the spell actually lets an 18-Strength fighter increase by 10% increments per point, not chart brackets per point), but his basic implications are sound.

Despite Tim’s comments, the PLAYER’S OPTION: Skills & Powers book states on page 12: “no subability score can be lower than 3, and — with the exception of Strength — no subability score can be higher than 18.” There is also a clear reference on page 19 under the Strength heading: “Or, the fighter might have a 20 Stamina or Muscle....” I’m typically not a “rules quoter,” but I wanted to illustrate the parts of the book that may be causing problems. I am well aware of racial maximums, but there is no rule stating that a racial Strength maximum of 18 also limits subabilities (Muscle or Stamina) to 18. Most convention groups I have encountered interpret the rules in a manner that allows fighters to possess Muscle scores of 20; hence, my original letter.

Discarding rules is great when you are the DM, but what about the player who enters a convention event where PLAYER’S OPTION rules are used? What about the player who joins a group in which the DM follows all of the PLAYER’S OPTION rulebooks to the letter? This latter example actually happened to me recently, yet the DM is both knowledgeable and competent. My first Forum letter was actually the result of a post-game debate I had with two long-time players and the aforementioned DM, all of whom insisted that fighters should have Muscle scores of 20.

On a side note, I agree wholeheartedly with the comments made by Larry Framness and Tres DeLoach in DRAGON Magazine issue #227. Gentlemen, I salute you. What made the “oldie” modules such as the “S” and “G/D” series great was atmosphere, coupled with detailed lairs and monster tactics. I have never seen a better series of giant lairs than the G1-3 series nor a creepier tomb than the Tomb of Horrors; perhaps mind-numbingly long plots and pages of trite NPC descriptions are not necessary if a module is written creatively. I’d also like to thank Tim Gray for his letter (issue #228); it was both funny and dead on target in its player descriptions.

Rick Maffei
Ridgewood, NJ
I am writing in response to Adam Cole’s letter from issue #228. Mr. Cole (like so many others) is admonishing players who like fantasy role-playing, as opposed to historic role-playing. I am not certain which “fantasy literature and games” he is referring to, but I hardly consider the nobles from, say, the RAVENLOFT® or the FORGOTTEN REALMS® setting as “corporate officers.”

Mr. Cole needs to realize that this is fantasy, not Europe of 1513. Even in medieval Europe the “divine right” of kings was not always heeded. The peasants’ revolt of 1381 proved this.

Fantasy games like the AD&D game offer us much in the way of diversity. There is room for all aspects, historical setting as “corporate officers.” Without magic, we would have to consider the nobles from, say, the tournaments. Registration: $15 preregistered. Knight Games, P.O. Box 3041, Brooklyn, NY 11201 or e-mail: DSamuels@aol.com.

Novacon ’96 October 11-13 TX

The Memorial Student Center of Texas A&M University, College Station. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: tournaments, anime, open gaming, and a art show. Registration: $12. Alison Tashima, Director of Public Relations Memorial Student Center, Texas A&M, Box J-1, College Station, TX 77844-5117, or e-mail: mscnova@tamu.edu.
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Knight Games ’96 October 11-13 NY

Berkeley Carroll School, Brooklyn. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: tournaments. Registration: $15 preregistered. Knight Games, P.O. Box 3041, Brooklyn, NY 11201 or e-mail: DSamuels@aol.com.

Novacon ’96 October 11-13 TX

The Memorial Student Center of Texas A&M University, College Station. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: tournaments, anime, open gaming, and a art show. Registration: $12. Alison Tashima, Director of Public Relations Memorial Student Center, Texas A&M, Box J-1, College Station, TX 77844-5117, or e-mail: mscnova@tamu.edu.

Pensacon October 11-13 FL

Pensacola Grand Hotel, Pensacola. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: tournaments and an auction. Registration: $30. Pensacon, P.O. Box 9350, Pensacola, FL 32513.

TolCon XIV October 12-13 OH

Scott Park Campus of the University of Toledo. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: dealers, an auction, and a miniatures painting contest. Registration: $8/weekend, $5/day. TolCon XIV, c/o Mind Games, 2115 N. Reynolds, Toledo, OH 43615.

Totally Tubular Con IV October 18-20 CA

Days Inn, Fullerton. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: a LIVING CITY tournament. Registration: $25 preregistered, $30 on site. Totally Tubular Con, P.O. Box 18791, Anaheim Hills, CA 92871-8791, or send e-mail to: partdragon@aol.com.

Fantacon October 26 IN

Porter County fairgrounds, Valparaiso. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: a card and comic show, tournaments. Registration: $2. Atlantis Productions, 2654 Forest Park Dr., Dyer, IN 46311, or e-mail: atlantis@tsrcom.com.

Frontier Wars 11 October 26-27 IL


Gamma Con October 26-27 TX


Sibcon ’96 October 26 PA

Days Inn Conference Center, Butler. Events: role-playing, card, board, and miniatures games. Other activities: dealers, demos, and tournaments. Registration: $5 preregistered, $7 on site. Circle of Swords, P.O. Box 2126, Butler, PA 16003.

* indicates a product produced by a company other than TSR, Inc.
by Nicky Rea

“Hear ye, hear ye! Milords and miladies, heroes, champions and gentlefolk, all...” So begins the call to adventure for the GEN CON® Game Fair’s third annual LIVING CITY™ interactive event. Set in the member-created city of Ravens Bluff, the Interactive has become a popular attraction at the Game Fair, DragonCon, and other conventions throughout the United States and the world. But what exactly is an interactive? And how does it differ from tabletop gaming and live-action role-playing?

Role-playing is like extemporaneous theater. The player characters respond with ad lib dialogue and describe their actions in response to a set plot line. Players and game master usually remain seated at a table and roll dice, draw cards, or use other methods of determining whether their actions succeed or fail. Games such as Amber Diceless Role Playing* are said to be interactive because they compare relative skills rather than utilizing random factors such as dice. Such systems require more description from both game master and players to determine the outcome of character actions.

SCA (Society for Creative Anachronism) events, White Wolf’s Mind’s Eye Theatre*, the LIVING CITY Interactive, Dark Confrontations*, and the Shattered Isles* (a new medieval fantasy live-action) are all interactive. They take role-playing a step further, adding physical movement to the mix. Even among these, however, there are differences. The SCA is not so much about role-playing as recreating a medieval society in which mock battles are fought and kingships claimed. Mind’s Eye Theatre, Dark Confrontations, and other live-action events encourage doing rather than describing, and provide room for characters to interact with one another and solve problems presented by the plot. They do not allow physical contact, instead resolving actions through playing rock-paper-scissors or tossing coins. Groups who play at home often have ongoing story lines and characters who grow and improve with experience. Dark Confrontations has ongoing characters as well, but these are not always played by the same person.

LIVING CITY Interactives are much like live action role-playing, but all the PCs are created by those who play them, and each has a background in the city of Ravens Bluff, established through play during other LIVING CITY events. The world background itself is consistent; the Interactives take place against the backdrop of ongoing events that affect the city and those who adventure there. Finally, rather than having storytellers who move about resolving conflicts, and who may take NPC roles during play, most of the NPCs to be met in LIVING CITY Interactives are there to run booths, spread rumors, and entice characters into skill contests and adventures. And that may be the main difference: booths, shops, recognizable continuing characters and a variety of activities for character participation. While there may be a plot, not every character has to assume a role in it. You are free to roam, interact with others, play poker at Thud’s House of Cards, or trade magical items. The Interactive is what you make of it.

This year at DragonCon, the interactive, named “A Night in the Old Harbor,” featured the launching of the city’s first warship since the war began. Sites to visit included the Temple of Tempus; the fortune-telling booth of Reina, the Gypsy Princess; Thud’s House of Cards; Sharkey’s Bar (familiar to many from the recent Weekend in Ravens Bluff convention); and Potions, Lotions and Notions.

At the GEN CON Game Fair, characters will enter “A City Under Siege.” Ravens Bluff has, of late, been besieged by well organized and powerful enemies. Now the city celebrates its first victory of the war. Knights on leave from the front may participate in contests utilizing practice weapons. (The real ones are needed at the front.) The Ministry of Art and the Wizards’ Guild combine forces to present the Dartboard of Transmutation from the “Mansion of the Mad Wizard Ren,” and enthusiastic “recruiters” for the war effort will be out in the street. Elminster, the sage of Shadowdale, has consented to a brief appearance, heartening all good and true citizens during their darkest hour. Both of these interactive scenarios were written by prolific RPGA Network member Dan Donnelly. You’re all invited, so come to Ravens Bluff and enjoy!

Nicky Rea is a freelance game designer and member of the RPGA Network. She lives in the mountains of western North Carolina, where she is owned by five cats and a personal computer.
The Galaxy is a tough place...

and it's about to get tougher.

Kevin Long's
VILLAINS & FOES
a sourcebook for
Cosmic Enforcers

The newest supplement for Cosmic Enforcers focuses
on the criminals and miscreants of the Galaxy — from sinister
villains to misguided heroes, from super-powered eco-terrorists
to the mysterious Spirit Lords.

Villains and Foes also marks the return of Kevin Long to the
RPG world. Long, the pre-eminent artist of the Robotech®
RPG, now takes on the Cosmic Enforcers universe and makes
it his own! Over fifty villains and organizations are depicted, as
well as new archetypes, cybernetics, weapons and world informa-
tion.

Written and Illustrated by Kevin Long
Cover by Brom

2.95 + 3.00 S & H
ISBN 0-9639550-2-0

Witchcraft
The Age of Innocence is over.

Witchcraft, a name conjured in a dark age,
laden with fear and hatred.
The Craft of the Wise, persecuted for centuries.
The time for hiding is over.

As Humankind grows, those who would prey on it
multiply. The monsters of legend stalk the night and
slay with impunity, protected by the blindness
of the Mundane.

As Humankind grows, it threatens itself and all other
living things. Greed and arrogance, backed by wealth
and force, are the new enemy.

Written by C.J. Carella Illustrated by R.K. Post
Witchcraft
A game of contemporary fantasy and horror.
22.95 + 3.00 S & H
ISBN 09639550-3-9

Meet Kevin Long and C.J. Carella at GEN CON® Game Fair '98!
Booth # 419-420

Robotech® is a registered trademark of
Harmony Gold USA, Inc.
STAND BACK!
I'M OFF TO
COMBAT EVIL!!

I GO FORTH TO
SINGLE-HANDEDLY
FACE THE OVER-
WHELMING FORCES
OF NASINESS
AND THAT CAN
ONLY MEAN
ONE
THING!!

OUR INSURANCE
IS GOING
UP AGAIN.

LIZARD KILLING! THAT'S NOT A JOB.
IRON WORKING! BLACKSMITHING!
THOSE ARE JOBS! WHY I EVER LET MY DAUGHTER MARRY YOU I WILL
NEVER KNOW! YOU ARE ONE BIG DISAPPOINTMENT... GO KILL YOUR
LIZARDS... SEE WHAT GOOD IT WILL BRING YOU...

WHY DRAGONSLAYERS DO WHAT THEY DO...
"What do you mean, 'I'll be right back...'

"What do you mean, are they half priced?"

"Oh guard, you dropped your key-ring, sir..."

"In school I was voted least likely to get a head."
Pats Airbrush

I Paint almost anything on almost anything. Shirts, Sweats, Jackets, Leather, Canvas, etc.
"See you at Dragon Con"
$1 for brochure or call 1-800-664-1679
PO Box 424 Nottingham, NH 03290
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Museum Replicas Catalog
Authentic Edged Weapons, Battle Gear & Period Clothing.


Send $1 for a year's subscription to our catalog. REFUNDABLE on your first order.

Museum Replicas Limited
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4-6-8 DICE SALE
19-10-20

BONUS FREE dice with each inked set
All sets contain six different dice (4-6-8-10-12-20)

Bag of 100 assorted wild dice $12.00
Bag of 100 assorted transparent dice $23.00

Suite of six dice are $3.00

Set of six dice – Red, Dark Red, Green, Blue, Dark Blue or Violet

Set of inked dice – Red, Green, Blue or Black

Set of dice – Silver – Black, Dark Blue, Dark Red or Brown

Set of dice – Black, Dark Red, Dark Blue or Black

Set of dice – Purple, Green, Blue, Topaz, Violet or Flame

Set of six colored transparent dice – Red, Green, Blue or Black

Set of ten inked transparent dice – Red, Green, Blue or Black

Dixie set of colored dice – Red, Blue, Grey, Black, Brown, or Burgundy

Encore set of colored Dixie dice – $4.00 Set of six different colors

NEW - Set of Silver or Gold inked dice

Send for a FREE catalog by mail!
Nightbane™ RPG

Nightbane™ are part human and part supernatural predator. It is the supernatural part that calls to them the loudest and beckons with promises of power.

The Nightbane are believed to be the progeny of supernatural horrors from a place known as the Nightlands™.

Each possesses a comparatively frail, human "facade" and a supernatural, superhuman "morphus." The morphus is said to reflect the character's personality or subconscious fears, desires and self-image. Thus, some are exotic and handsome, while others (most) are misshapen monsters. No two appear exactly alike and even the most hideous can have the spirit of a saint, while the most handsome and beautiful may be evil incarnate.

The Nightbane™ possess incredible magic and supernatural powers but must transform into monsters to use them. This supernatural aspect makes them much more aware of the world around them and the inhuman creatures of the night who share it.

The Nightbane are pulled in all directions by passion, hatred, loneliness and fear. Some are corrupted and turn from the light into the beckoning darkness. Those who cannot be turned (and there are many) light to protect the innocent and are hunted and destroyed by the Nightlords™ and their minions. Others are slaughtered by fearful humans, vampires and dark forces.

- A complete role-playing game! Compatible with Rifts®, Palladium Fantasy RPG & the entire Palladium Megaverse®.
- The Nightlands™ R.C.C. enables gamers to play supernatural shape-shifters. Beings who can appear completely human, but are really supernatural creatures from the twilight dimension known as Nightlands™.
- Nightbane™ "talents" are supernatural and magic abilities of incredible power and range. The only catch, they must shed their human disguise and become a monster to use them.
- Over a dozen other O.C.C.s and R.C.C.s, including the Sorcerer, Mystic, Vampire, Doppleganger and others.
- New magic, psionic abilities and supernatural powers.
- Nightlords™ and their minions, like the Hunters and Hounds.
- Written by C.J. Carella. Cover by Brom.
- 240 pages; $20.95 plus $2.00 for postage and handling.
- A game of contemporary fantasy and horror. Over 5000 copies sold! Discover the secrets of power and duality.

Palladium Books® 12455 Universal Drive
Dept. D Taylor, MI. 48180

Copyright 1988 Palladium Books Inc. All rights reserved worldwide. Palladium Books®, Megaverse®, and Rifts® are all registered trademarks owned & licensed by Kevin Siembieda and Palladium Books Inc. Nightbane™, Nightlands™, Nightlords™, Dreamstream™, Between the Shadows™, and other titles and names are trademarks owned by Kevin Siembieda and Palladium Books Inc.

Between the Shadows™

Nightbane™ World Book One

The Astral Plane and World of Dreams (the Dreamstream™) like you have never seen them before! Dynamic page after page of unique concepts, bizarre powers, diabolical villains, monsters, and excitement! More on the Nightlords and world history.

Players who would rather play humans can create members of the ultra-secret organization known as the Spook Squad, ex-CIA, FBI, DEA, and other operatives locked in a covert war against the supernatural. This supplement really brings Nightbane™ to life.

Highlights Include:
- The Astral Plane as you've never imagined it!
- The frightening reality and plunderers of the Dreamstream™.
- Astral and Dream Magic, including the ability to mold entire kingdoms out of thin air ... or ... octoplasm.
- Over 20 new character classes, including the Astral Mage, Dream Dancer, Mind Master, and Arcane Detective.
- The New Nightbane™ Talents, Morphus shapes and data.
- The Spook Squad! An underground organization dedicated to fighting the Nightlords™ and the destruction of all nonhumans.
- New psionic abilities, equipment and campaign ideas.
- Written by C.J. Carella, with art by Post, Martin & Breaux.
- $16.95 plus $1.50 for postage and handling. Available now!

Nightbane™

Nightbane™ World Book Two

Nightlands™ takes the players into the strange and wondrous Nightlands dimension, a twisted mirror image of our reality and home of the Nightlords! Discover the true power behind the Ba'al and their plans for Earth and the Nightbane.

Highlights Include:
- The world and people of the Nightlands™ revealed!
- The true power behind the Ba'al and their dark secrets.
- New character classes, demonic minions, & strange powers.
- New Nightbane™ Talents, Morphus shapes and data.
- Campaign and adventure ideas.
- Cover by John Tozziuk
- Interior art by Martin, Post, Petersen, and Carson.
- Written by C.J. Carella
- 160 pages — $16.95 plus $1.50 for postage and handling. Available in stores everywhere late August.

Available at stores everywhere!
Knights of the Dinner Table™

By Jolly R. Blackburn

Story by Schey Morton

OKAY GUYS, TONIGHT'S ADVENTURE WILL CONCLUDE THE LAST SIX MONTHS OF GAMING! MANY OF YOU MAY NOT SURVIVE THE TERRORS THAT AWAINT YOU.

TERRORS?: YEAH RIGHT, B.A. I'M SCARED (SINCE) I LOAD MY CROSSBOW WITH THE ARROW OF SLAYING LIKE THE ONE I USED TO KILL ZEUS!

YEAH, AND I GET OUT MY SWORD OF INFINITE SHARNESS I WANT TO SEE WHO WINS LIKE I HONK HACK HACK WITH THIS!

NOW GUYS, WE SHOULDN'T UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER OF OUR FOR. B.A. WOULDN'T HAVE GIVEN US SUCH POWERFUL EQUIPMENT IF IT HADN'T BEEN NECESSARY TO BE CAREFUL.

CAREFUL, WE'VE NEVER HAD THIS MUCH FIREPOWER EVER! OUR COMBINED DAMAGE DELIVERANCE AVERAGE PER TURN IS HIGHER THAN THE REQUIREMENTS OF AN ENTIRE CARDER TASK FORCE!

HOURS PASS...

AS YOU MOVE DOWN THE STIFFLY SNOWY HILLSIDE, THE ENTIRE VILLAGE STANDS IN THE TORCHLIGHT AWAITING YOUR ARRIVAL. THEY ARE SINGING A LOW, HYPNOTIC, THEIR LEADER, FULLY ROBED AND HOODED, SLOWLY RAISES HIS HEAD TO STARE IN YOUR DIRECTION.

WOW! AN ENTIRE VILLAGE UP AT THREE A.M. WANTING TO PAY HOMAGE TO US UNDER THE LIGHT OF A FULL MOON! HOW TOUCHING!

I WAS JUST SAYING...

AS YOU APPROACH THE TOWN, THE SOUNDS OF THE GATHERED VILLAGERS GROW LOUDER AND MORE HARMONIC. A PRIMAL ASPECT OF YOUR BEING IS TOUCHED BY THE PURITY AND BEAUTY OF THEIR TIMELESS LANGUAGE, WHICH YOU CANNOT UNDERSTAND BUT WHICH MOVES YOU TO TEARS.

B.A., THIS IS BEAUTIFUL. I'VE NEVER ENJOYED THE ENDING TO A GAME THIS MUCH!

GOOD JOB B.A. WE KISSED BUTT AND DIDN'T EVEN GET A SCRATCH!

THIS WAS TOO EASY. I STILL THINK WE SHOULD ATTACK!


YOU'RE KIDDING, RIGHT B.A.? I TALK TO THE LEADER ABOUT OUR FEES. WHERE IS THAT PRETTY DAUGHTER? I TAKE MY BOWS! NOW WHERE IS THAT PRETTY DAUGHTER? WHAT?

I KNEW IT. I SEE B.A. ANY CHANCE OF ESCAPE? I HAD MY EYES COVERED. RITUAL IS OVER!

WELL, I'VE NEVER BEEN SO INSULTED! I MAKE IT A POINT TO GO EXTRA HEAVY ON THE EP AND TREASURE. DID YOU SEE FOR GROUL BUMP HIS CHARACTER SHEET AND THROW IT AT ME? AND I HAVE KICKED MY CAT ON THE WAY OUT, AND LET'S NOT EVEN TALK ABOUT SAGA'S TIRADE! I DON'T EVEN KNOW SHE KNEW SOME OF THOSE WORDS, BUT AT LEAST YOU, BRIAN, MY OLD LOYAL PAL, YOU'RE BIG ENOUGH TO TAKE YOUR LUMPS AND LEAVE IT AT THE TABLE.

HUH? OH, SORRY, DON'T CATCH MOST OF THAT. I WAS JUST TRYING TO DREAD WHICH WOULD BE MORE PAINFUL, TYING SOME ROBE'S LEGS AROUND HIS NECK OR BATTERING A HOLE IN A CONCRETE WALL WITH HIS FACE.

Knights of the Dinner Table™ © Jolly R. Blackburn, 1996 • Story suggestion? • JollyR@aol.com • KODT, 8780 19th St., #181, Alta Loma, CA 91701
The Blitz is on!

The 1996 tour has begun. Look for TSR at these conventions, and watch for updates as Dragon Blitz '96 gets underway!

Gen Con® Game Fair & Festival
Milwaukee, WI
August 8-11

Selects are subject to change. © and ™ designations appear courtesy of TSR, Inc. © & ™ WIZ, Inc. All rights reserved.
I lost my favorite socks, the yellow ones with the zebra stripes and the holes in the heels. They’re in my closet, I’m pretty sure, somewhere among the boxes of old Tarzan paperbacks, back issues of Spin magazine, and my collection of Captain Beefheart albums.

Hmm... here’s a 1988 GEN CON® Game Fair T-shirt... a ham sandwich, probably from the same year... the first three volumes of my autobiography... and — hey, here’s a whole pile of game products I intended to tell you about, but for some reason never got around to.

Forget the socks. Let’s dab a little mustard on what’s left of the ham sandwich and see what we have here...

**Conspiracy X**

224-page softcover book
New Millennium Entertainment $25

*Design:* Rick Ernst, Shirley Madewell, and Chris Palace with Mike Lewis, Jim Parks, and Willie Williams

*Editing:* M. Alexander Jurkat

Additional editing and development: Tina Beaven, Brian Herbek, and Bernard C. Trombley

Illustrations: C. Brent Ferguson, Francis Hogan, Heather McKinney, Chris Palace, Robert Taylor, and George Vasilakos

Cover: C. Brent Ferguson

Extraterrestrials have taken over the game business. How else to explain the flurry of alien-inspired RPGs in the past few years, such as the *Don’t Look Back*, *Pandemonium*, and *Nightbane* games? Either that, or game designers have been watching too many TV shows, like, oh, I don’t know, *The X-Files* maybe?

*Conspiracy X* is the latest entry in the Aliens Walk Among Us sweepstakes, and it’s also the best. *Conspiracy X* has no official link to the *The X-Files* — as far as I know, the RPG license for *The X-Files* is still up for grabs — but it wouldn’t surprise me to learn that Mulder and Scully have crossed the design team’s field of vision on more than one occasion. Here’s the premise: players assume the roles of secret operatives charged with investigating mysterious abductions, psychic experiments, and other bizarre phenomena on behalf of a government agency called Aegis. For 40 years, Aegis has been aware of an extraterrestrial presence but prefers to keep the general populace insulated from the truth because, well, you know, regular folks like you and me can’t be trusted.

*Conspiracy X* fosters a more paranoid world-view than *The X-Files*; it has almost as many secret societies crawling out of the cracks as the *Illuminati: New World Order* game. And its poltergeists and zombies might strike you as refugees from *Tales From the Crypt*. That said, *Conspiracy X* captures the paranoia and general creepiness of *The X-Files* so effectively that it’ll more than suffice until an official product finds its way to the stores.

Each player constructs his character from a pool of 100 points, buying ratings for everything from basic attributes (Agility, Reflexes, Willpower, Perception) to skills (Demolitions, Martial Arts, Photography) and resources (Media Connection, Police Contact). Depending on the number of points invested, ratings range from a low of 1 to a high of 5. You can boost your point pool by saddling your PC with disadvantages; Schizophrenia adds an extra 15 points, Wanted by the Law adds as many as 20. A PC’s skills derive not so much from his choice of career as from the organization to which he belongs (or, more accurately, the organization to which he belonged before he joined Aegis). A PC from the Center for Disease Control knows Lockpicking, Small Arms, and Stealth. A PC from the Drug Enforcement Administration agent knows Lockpicking, Small Arms, and Stealth.
AN ADD-ON FOR THE Campaign Cartographer
MAP MAKING SYSTEM FOR RPG'S

THE REVOLUTION TAKES TO THE STREETS

Whether they're urban spaces or tribal tangles, all your RPG characters need somewhere to live. So why not get down to some serious town planning with City Designer, the utterly amazing new add-on for Campaign Cartographer?

With its unique array of new features, City Designer is the ultimate tool for designing urban areas, adding over 150 symbols, including ancient, modern and futuristic building types as well as street furniture and rubble.

Anything from remote villages to sprawling cities can be created with consummate ease.

And as complete megalomaniac takes over, you can expand your architectural ambitions. Design transport networks, straight or curved, in any direction you like. Create a city overview and detailed city blocks in separate files with the automatic temple generator.

What's more, City Designer can provide answers to all those questions that tend to arise in urban adventures.

Who or What is in that building?

Simply add building symbols to the 30 pre-defined layers and City Designer's fantastic graphic ability will automatically differentiate between them using different colours and fill styles. Link text files and detailed building plans to your city designs so you know precisely where.

Where is the...?

When you add a text table to your city plan, City Designer adds it to an A to Z. Just type the name you are interested in and you automatically zoom in on that area.

What's going down?

Link easily constructed random weather tables or encounters to your cities and you'll have the answer in a single mouse click.

Can you give me some background info?

City Designer lets you create information files with built-in hypertext linking - so you can make your own "Help File" for each city.

Who lives where?

For demon demographics, use City Designer pre-defined layers and amazing graphics to indicate the wealth, cultural and other differences of the various city areas.

City Designer comes complete with in-depth manual plus amazing tutorial example maps and all its fantastic features can be used with any existing Campaign Cartographer and Dungeon Designer designs - so you can link your entire campaign together.

Be really streetwise. Make your cities slicker. Get City Designer from ProFantasy.
Yep, we've seen a lot of this before. Disadvantages have been around since the GURPS® game at least, and I think cave men came up with the idea of skill points. And yep, some of the abilities, like Animal Anomisty and Supernatural Focus, could've used more explanation. Still, the system generates winning characters; a typical PC combines the resourcefulness of James Bond with the hardiness of Arnold Schwarzenegger. And if playing a guy from the Center for Disease Control sounds like a snooze inducer, obviously you've never seen Outbreak or read The Hot Zone.

The task resolution system also mines familiar territory, using rules similar to those in Don't Look Back, the Masterbook* game, and about a zillion other RPGs. The gamemaster assigns a difficulty rating to a task, then determines the relevant skill or attribute; if a character wants to break down a door, for example, the difficulty level might be 5, with Strength the relevant attribute. The player rolls 2d6; if the roll is less than or equal to the difficulty level, the character executes the task. It works pretty well, providing the gamemaster can come up with equitable and accurate difficulty ratings. And he has to come up with them fast, unless he wants his players to fall asleep while he ponders the rating for riding a bicycle or baking a cake. Experienced gamemasters shouldn't have any trouble. But novices may find themselves struggling, as the rulebook skims on examples and advice.

Combat also incorporates difficulty levels and attribute rolls, complicated by a long list of modifiers, including those for range, armor, and called shots. Lacking the patience to decide if the light was too dim to fire my dart gun (a -2 penalty), I ignored most of the modifiers, which didn't seem to make a whole lot of difference since the system relies on educated guesses anyway. Besides, Conspiracy X discourages combat, so why fuss with all the numbers? I got a kick, so to speak, out of the martial arts rules, which mix traditional fare like jump kicks and nerve punches with wacky options like Gun Fu.

Overall, we'd be talking an acceptable system if the cards weren't exactly cheap, and as a chronic tightwad, I never would've spent the money to buy them myself. However, meeting all the criteria that elevated a product to the merely enter-

Lost Worlds* game

32-page softcover book, one character sheet, four playing cards

Chessex $6

Design: Alfred Leonardi
Character creation: Adamo Leoni
Development: Dennis Greci
Illustrations: Doug Shuler

For Christmas in 1986, my wife gave me a bundle of Lost Worlds books, at that time published by Nova Games. It turned out to be one of the best presents I ever got, for two reasons. First, more than 10 years later, I'm still playing with them, making Lost Worlds a gift with serious legs. Second, at six bucks a pop, the books weren't exactly cheap, and as a chronic tightwad, I never would've spent the money to buy them myself.

So now it's 1996, and hallelujah, a new publisher has brought Lost Worlds back from the dead. It's as terrific as ever, meeting all the criteria that elevate a product from the merely enter-
taining to the dazzlingly classic. It's easy, learnable in a couple of minutes (no kidding). It's challenging; 10 years on, and I still haven't cracked all its secrets. And as a design, well, it's nothing short of spectacular, on par with such groundbreakers as the Magic: the Gathering and Dragon Dice games.

Thankfully, Chessex didn't mess with the fundamentals. You begin by choosing a character, represented by a picture book and a character sheet. The initial assortment of characters — Chessex promises more in the near future — includes Cimeree the Elfin Maid, Othere the Djinn, Brimstone the Fire Giant, and Sir Percival, Knight of the Realm. You swap picture books with your opponent, each of you retaining your own character sheet. You turn to page 57 (yes, the books only have 32 pages, but the game uses a weird numbering system) and find yourself staring at a full-page image of your opponent, ready to attack. If, for instance, you're fighting Brimstone, you see a snarling giant gripping a battle axe, crouched and ready to spring.

When it's your turn, you select a maneuver from the list on your character sheet. Among the elfin maid's options are Charge, Jump, Throw Dagger, and Cast Magic. If you pick Charge, you call off the corresponding maneuver number; in this case, it's 50. Your opponent finds 50 on the movement matrix at the bottom of the page he's currently looking at. The matrix refers him to a new page. He turns to the indicated page and sees that — gulp — a sword-swinging elf is about to filet him. He responds with maneuver 60. You check your matrix. Yikes! The giant's heaving a lava rock!

Derived from award-winning CAD software, Campaign Cartographer includes a multitude of drawing tools and 125 symbols that enable you to produce maps of any size and complexity you like - in full colour or black and white.

No more laborious pen-drawing, no more wrestling with ancient tattered maps. You can design, re-design or update as often as you like, then just print and play.

Dynamically “drag” symbols into place, even scaling on the move. Save map sections to create larger or smaller scale maps. Create customised maps by hiding and revealing GC’s intelligent drawing levels. Print any view of any design at any scale - even floor-plans for miniatures.

Complete with amazing example maps, this software is essential equipment for serious role players.

SEE FOLLOWING PAGES...

Campaign Cartographer

THE REVOLUTION BEGAN!
Play to win!

MAGIC
The Gathering

Ritual of the Machine is just one example of
the powerful new cards in Alliances™,
the latest limited-edition expansion set for
Magic: The Gathering® and Ice Age™ trading card games.

Look for Alliances at your favorite game store today!

Over 140 new cards to add to your decks • 12-card booster packs: $2.45

Visit our website at http://www.wizards.com • Wizards of the Coast® Customer Service (206) 624-0933
unlikely event you get sick of your Lost Worlds books, you can always give 'em away at Christmas. You'll endear yourself to a loved one, probably for a long, long time.

Information: Chessex, 2990 San Pablo Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94702.

Tales of Gargenthir* game
344-page softcover book
Sanctuary Games/Mind Ventures Games $25

Design: Richard Cooper and Alastair Cowan with Robert Eccleston and Jamie Reid
Illustrations: Alastair Cowan
Cover: Richard Fox

When I say "Scotland," you might think of bagpipes, moors, and kilts. But role-playing games? I doubt it. That may change with the publication of Tales of Gargenthir, a Scottish RPG imported to the U.S. by Mind Ventures, the folks responsible for the alien-infested Don't Look Back (see DRAGON® Magazine issue #230). As thick as a phone book and oozing ideas, Gargenthir ranks among the most ambitious RPGs of the past five years. And it also ranks among the toughest. It's how I imagine the Earthdawn* game would've turned out if it'd been designed by history professors.

Gargenthir defies a simple summary, but let's give it a shot. The game takes place in a world of floating islands surrounded by a magical energy called Sa. About a hundred years ago, a band of human explorers known as the Karro settled on the continent of Agasha and proceeded to oppress the natives, the peaceful but primitive Ha'esh. Enter the player characters, members of a legendary organization called the Clondis, dedicated to preserving Ha'esh traditions and keeping the Karro at bay. Tension exists not only between the Clondis and the Karro, but also between the Church of Sanctology and the practitioners of science. The mysterious Kyromancers, who combine the power of Sa with the discipline of technology, lurk on the fringes. The book presents the world in meticulous detail, right down to the number of witch-hunters on the Sha-Bro Province Sanctology Council (two), making it one of the most lifelike settings this side of the Runequest* game's Glorantha.

Character creation isn't just a part of the game. In a sense, it is the game. You begin by choosing an archetype (Fighter, Rogue, Scholar, or Mystic) and making D20 rolls to determine 10 basic attributes (including Strength, Agility, Knowledge, and Stealth). Next, you choose a race (with Ha'esh the most likely), roll for a family background (raised in a swamp, a port, or a noble's house), jot down the skill levels associated with your background (swamp-dwellers are good at Swimming and Animal Lore), and roll for your age.

Is that all? Er, not quite. Now you're ready to embark on your Travel Path, a series of mini-encounters (a duel with a Kyromancer, a meeting in the Museum of Archaeology) in various locales (Geva, Jevin, Rol-Katel) that generate apprenticeships (Pathskiller Recruit, Siltreaver) to determine your occupation (Doctor of the Healing Arts, Armsman) and another set of skills (Herb Lore, Tracking, and about 150 others).

Is that all? Silly boy! You've still got Skill Points to spend, Wealth Points to invest, and an Energy Bar to fill out (we'll get to that in a minute). At the end of the road, you're left with a five-page character sheet speckled with enough numbers to gag an accountant. Yes, it takes forever. But, surprise, it's kind of fun to develop a PC in this much detail, shaping every element of his life from the day he leaves the womb. When all was said and done, I knew my Ha'esh Mystic better than my own wife.

Task resolution involves difficulty levels and attribute rolls, not unlike Conspiracy X. The rules are logical and well-explained, though they veer toward

Wraith: The Oblivion

Wraith: The Oblivion Second Edition is a brand new look at eternity. This hardcover tome strips the original game down to its essential elements and rebuilds it, with all-new text, art and fiction. More accessible than ever before, the new edition is designed to encourage players to act, not react. Including art by George Pratt and fiction by Rick Hautala.

Available in August.

Wraith: The Oblivion, Second Edition
It's not about death. It's about what comes after.

Wraith: The Oblivion is ™ and © of White Wolf, Inc. All Rights Reserved 1996.
the nitpicky; before you break down a door, you have to decide if its wooden, thick wooden, or reinforced and apply the appropriate modifier. The magic system, the game's best feature, involves mechanical gizmos that harness Kyromatic powers; Disrupter Plates attach to the hands and enable the caster to discharge kinetic energy, the Hassic Translator clamps over the mouth and allows him to speak any language.

I could've used a Hassic Translator myself to unravel the combat system, an obstacle course of defense rolls, success tests, and wound effects. Each player tracks damage on an Energy Bar, two rows of boxes that show the current Fatigue and Initiative levels. When a certain number of boxes have been marked off, various combat modifiers kick in. The Collapse box indicates when the PC has become exhausted. The Death box indicates when he's, uh, dead.

Though ingenious, all of this Energy Bar stuff seems unnecessary and out of place. Gargenthir isn't about combat. It's about exploration, investigation, and character growth. In a well-run campaign, the PCs will form alliances with the feline Chinte' F'har, learn to execute Icedust Rituals, and navigate swamp-lands on the back of a sleth, a docile lizard the size of a house. They'll talk history with the Geographical Society and bounty-hunt for renegade Kyromancers. And throughout, they'll strive for kai points, a measure of honor and achievement, which can be exchanged for favors and services. The introductory adventure, a page-turner titled "Enter the Clondis," gets the campaign off to a rousing start.

**Evaluation:** Comparing Gargenthir to the typical fantasy game is like comparing the Loch Ness Monster to a garter snake. I don't pretend to understand the whole thing; heck, I think I deserve a pat on the back just for reading it all. Despite the Energy Bars and Travel Paths, Gargenthir isn't a particularly innovative game — rife with fighters, rogues, and polyhedral dice, it owes a debt of gratitude to the AD&D® game — but it's a rich one. Players who put in the time, I suspect, will be rewarded accordingly. I don't plan to abandon AD&D or Earthdawn for Tales of Gargenthir. But I might if I had a bigger brain.

Information: Sanctuary Games, Whitworth Building, NEL Technology Park, East Kilbride, G75 0QU, Scotland, UK, or Mind Ventures Games, P.O. Box 1032, Starkville, MS 39759.
STAR WARS

THE HOTTEST GAME IN THE GALAXY

JUST GOT HOTTER!

The *Star Wars* Roleplaying Game, 2nd Edition, Revised and Expanded

- 288 pages, full color!
- Easier to learn and play!
- Newly reorganized and indexed!

Coming in August to a planet near you.

® TM & © 1996 Lucasfilm Ltd. (LFL). All Rights Reserved. Trademarks of LFL used by West End Games under authorization.
comprehensive statistics and ammunition rules. As for the new gun, its a double-action revolver called the 757 Cityhunter. Like I said, big deal!

**The Galactic Smorgasbord,** by the Amarillo Design Bureau. Task Force Games, $10.

A sampler for the *Star Fleet Battles* game, **Galactic Smorgasbord** contains excerpts from more than a dozen works-in-progress. Among the more promising entries: *F2: The Vudar Enclave,* featuring a race a reptilian killers, and *Star Fleet Assault,* a preview of a new ground combat system. Though sketchy in places, it’s a bargain, allowing players to get a taste of an impressive variety of supplements without having to invest a fortune.

Information: Task Force Games, P.O. Box 50145, Amarillo, TX 79159-0145.


This lavish guide to the *Middle-earth: the Wizards* card game includes turn summaries, strategy tips, solitaire variants — everything, in fact, except color illustrations of the cards themselves. The site analysis alone, however, makes it an essential purchase for those more interested in mastering the rules than drooling over artwork.

**Eagles* game,** by Tom Dalglieh. Columbia Games, $9.

If you're a collectible card fan, you've probably played a wizard, a vampire, or maybe even a dragon. So how about a 19th-Century infantryman? **Eagles,** a sequel of sorts to last year's *Dixie* game, tackles the Waterloo Campaign of 1815, with a 60-card deck representing the French, British, Dutch, and Prussian regiments. (One deck will suffice, but two makes for a better battle.) It isn't fantasy, you say, so who cares? You might be surprised to learn the tactics aren't all that different from those in *Magic: the Gathering,* the battlefield layout is reminiscent of the *Wyvern* game, and Napoleon is a dead ringer for the Lady of Pain from the *Blood Wars* game. Okay, so I made up that last one. But if you're the adventurous type, you still ought to give this a look.

Information: Columbia Games, P.O. Box 3457, Blaine, WA 98231.


Gods, anyone? This 192-page AD&D® supplement catalogs virtually every entity of the divine relevant to the FORGOTTEN REALMS® setting, detailing their powers, worshipers, and manifestations. In general, the nastiest are the most enticing. Moander, for instance, traffics in corruption and decay, and wields spells like *handfang* and *speed rot.* That’s my kind of deity.

**Honor of the Samurai* game;** by Scott Kimball with Monty Stambler. Gamewright, $23.

Lets face it — not all card players have the patience for *Magic: the Gathering,* *Blood Wars,* or any other game that takes more than 10 minutes to learn. For them, I recommend **Honor of the Samurai,** a game of dueling warlords that goes down as easy as a cup of hot chocolate. Opponents draw daimyo and samurai cards, lay them out in horizontal lines (called houses), then fortify them with castles and armies. Battles are resolved by rolling a set of colorful customized dice, included with the cards. If you arrange a favorable marriage or acquire a coveted possession, you collect honor chips (also included). But if you discharge gunpowder, hire ninja, or engage in similarly dishonorable activities, your chip stack shrinks. Collect 400 chips, you win. The rules are a little stiff, the cards a little bland, and I don’t foresee national *Samurai* tournaments any time soon. That said, **Honor of the Samurai** remains a pleasant diversion and a great way to spend an afternoon on the patio with Dad.

Information: Gamewright, P.O. Box 120, Boston, MA 02258.

Rick Swan has designed and edited nearly 50 role-playing products. Write him at 2620 30th Street, Des Moines, IA 50310. Enclose a self-addressed envelope if you'd like a reply.

* indicates a product produced by a company other than TSR, Inc. Most product names are trademarks owned by the companies publishing those products. The use of the name of any product without mention of its trademark status should not be construed as a challenge to such status.
NEW FOR AUGUST

**The Feral**
**DRAGON DICE™ Kicker Pack #4**
by Bill Slavicsek
The Feral combine the mental faculties of mankind with the bestial nature of the fiercest animals of Esfah.
$6.95 U.S./$10.95 CAN./£4.99 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 1504
ISBN: 0-7869-04674

**Naval Battle System**
**A BIRTHRIGHT® rules supplement**
by Rich Baker
This supplement features the Naval Battle System from the Cities of the Sun campaign expansion. Included are war cards of Cerilian ships, a battle mat, and counters to resolve naval battles.
$10.95 U.S./$15.95 CAN./£7.50 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 3134
ISBN: 0-7869-06286

**Sages and Specialists**
An AD&D® accessory
by Matt Forbeck
This tome details crucial NPCs and presents new rules to use in any campaign world. These sages and specialists are unique in that they can grow and develop with the player characters.
$20.00 U.S./$26.00 CAN./£11.99 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 2164
ISBN: 0-7869-04100

**The New Adventures of FAFHRD™ and the GRAY MOUSER™**
**A LANKHMAR™ campaign setting**
by Shane Hensley
Discover fast-action, intrigue-filled adventures Fritz Leiber style! This campaign setting is a new approach to one of the world’s best-loved fantasy settings and includes a quick synopsis of the AD&D core rules. The boxed set includes a rulebook, DM’s guide, poster map, and short adventures.
$25.00 U.S./$32.00 CAN./£15.99 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 1144
ISBN: 0-7869-04178

**A Hero’s Tale**
An AD&D adventure
by Monte Cook
The short adventures contained in this volume are longer than encounters but brief enough to be played in a single evening with little preparation.
$12.95 U.S./$16.95 CAN./£7.99 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 9534
ISBN: 0-7869-04402

**Heroes’ Lorebook**
**A FORGOTTEN REALMS® accessory**
by Dale Donovan & Paul Culotta
This is the definitive book of game statistics for every hero featured in the Realms — including Elminster, Drizzt, and King Azoun — and provides everything DMs need to introduce these characters into new or existing campaigns.
$20.00 U.S./$26.00 CAN./£11.99 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 9526
ISBN: 0-7869-04127

**Death Ascendant**
**Grim Harvest Series #2**
by Lisa Smedman
The Ebon Fold’s web of intrigue spreads as the master reaps the artifacts of Darkness and prepares to proclaim himself emperor of Terrors. For character levels 6-9.
$12.95 U.S./$16.95 CAN./£7.99 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 9525
ISBN: 0-7869-04143

**Cast of Fate**
**DRAGON DICE Book #1**
by Allen Varney
Adventure along with a young lava elf raised by coral elves as he resolves the conflicts of his heritage in land forever at war.
TSR Product No.: 1508
ISBN: 0-7869-05107

**The Black Vessel**
**A SAVAGE COAST™ novel**
by Morris Simon
A powerful wizard and his warrior allies race against time and treachery to unlock the secrets of an ancient statue. What deadly key to the forgotten past and the mysterious Red Curse does it hold?
TSR Product No.: 2519
ISBN: 0-7869-05077
NEW FOR SEPTEMBER

Magestorm
by Lester Smith
This deluxe expansion set introduces magical items and artifacts to the DRAGON DICE game.
$12.95 U.S./$18.95 CAN./£9.99 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 1505
ISBN: 0-7869-04682

The Rod of Seven Parts
An AD&D T OMESTM adventure
by Skip Williams
The heroes face the incredible challenge of finding and piecing together the Rod of Seven Parts, then harnessing its power to defeat the Queen of Chaos and Miska the Wolf-Spider. This boxed set includes adventure hooks, reference cards, a book of monsters, and poster maps. For levels 10-12.
$30.00 U.S./$39.50 CAN./£18.50 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 1145
ISBN: 0-7869-04186

AD&D CD-ROM Core Rules
by Anne Brown
The third Khinasi domain players can rule is a coastal land controlled by wizards. This player's secrets pack includes detailed information on the mariners of Khourane, their culture, the geography and history of the land, and adventure hooks.
$7.95 U.S./$10.00 CAN./£4.99 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 3123

Dungeon® Adventures #61
Cover and all adventure illustrations by Tony DiTerlizzi
❖ Jigsaw (RAVENLOFT® Adventure) by Dan DeFazio & Christina A. Stiles
❖ To Save a Forest (AD&D® Adventure) by Dovjosef Anderson
❖ Storm Season (FORGOTTEN REALMS® Adventure) by Paul F. Culotta
❖ And more!
$4.95 U.S./$5.95 CAN./£1.95 U.K.
TSR Product No. 8200-09
A Guide to Transylvania

A Ravenloft® accessory
by Nicky Rea

This is the only traveler’s guide to Transylvania — the heart of darkness in Gothic Earth! Here in horrifying detail is the setting for infinite adventures in the hunting ground of vampires and werewolves, and the scene of the most gruesome crimes of the 19th century.
$12.95 U.S./
$16.95 CAN./£7.99 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 9529
ISBN: 0-7869-04240

To Sleep with Evil

Ravenloft book #14
by Andria Cardarelle

The mystical Vistani fortune-tellers are the focus of the story of a young bride who becomes involved in a deadly plot of vengeance when a gypsy’s curse reaches out from beyond the grave.
$5.99 U.S./
$6.99 CAN./£4.99 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 8072
ISBN: 0-7869-05158

Trail of Darkness

A TSR novel
by Darlene D. Bolesny

An elf-like humanoid named Morticai seeks to upset the plans of evil Dark Fiends in order to drive a wedge between his people and the humans, who are already divided under a merciless inquisition.
TSR Product No.: 8257
ISBN: 0-7869-05174

Planewalker’s Handbook

A Planescape™ accessory
by Monte Cook

This definitive guide for Planescape players covers vital information about the planes and introduces new character roles and races. It also defines the new character kit of Planewalker for every class, offers advice for successful character creation, and features new proficiencies, spells, and planar equipment.
$20.00 U.S./$26.00 CAN./£11.99 U.K.
TSR Product No.: 2620
ISBN: 0-7869-04607

A Guide to Transylvania

A Planescape™ accessory
by Nicky Rea

This is the only traveler’s guide to Transylvania — the heart of darkness in Gothic Earth! Here in horrifying detail is the setting for infinite adventures in the
Celebrating Ten Years of the Best AD&D® Adventures!

Shards of the Day
by Randy Maxwell
You must brave a not-quite-deserted dwarven city in the Underdark to reclaim the parts of a powerful artifact.

Nemesis
by Chris Perkins
A Planescape® adventure. Would you travel to the Abyss to retrieve stolen magical weapons?

And more...

Fill out the subscription card in this issue and save 24% or more!
Everway* game to Rubicon
The announcement of Pagan Publishing’s acquisition of the Everway* game from Wizards of the Coast (see DRAGON® Magazine issue #231) was premature. In late May Pagan (Seattle) decided not to take the game after all. “It’s a terrific game,” said John Tynes, president of Pagan Publishing, “but the more we looked at the acquisition, the more it became clear that this wasn’t as good a match as we initially thought. There were a lot of risks in taking on Everway, both tangible and intangible, that we hadn’t seen initially. Pagan can only do its first RPG once; we thought we’d prefer to do something else instead.” For Pagan’s debut release Tynes is, currently considering several possible games, which would be designed in-house.

The Everway game will instead go to a Seattle-based startup company, Rubicon Games. The changeover was amicable; Tynes said, “We wish [Rubicon] the best of luck, and look forward to seeing new Everway products from them in the future.”

Everway game designer Jonathan Tweet, who remains at Wizards of the Coast, will help guide his game’s development at Rubicon. “Let me make it clear that I am 100% behind Rubicon’s purchase of Everway,” said Tweet in a press release. “I am of course disappointed that I won’t be working on Everway with my good friend John Tynes. On the other hand, I’m really looking forward to working with [company president] Jesse McGatha and the other Rubicon people.”

In other Pagan news, the company’s superb Call of Cthulhu* game magazine, The Unspeakable Oath, is going to a twice-yearly format of double-sized issues. Popular artist Blair Reynolds, whose brilliant and disturbing work graced many issues of the Oath, has returned after an extended absence. (Of Reynolds’ latest artwork Tynes commented, “My eyeballs bled.”) Tynes continues as Oath editor and as editor of the Feng Shui* game line at Daedalus Entertainment. The Feng Shui game debuted in late May with strong success.

Contact: paganpub@aol.com; custserv@rubicongames.com; Web: www.halcyon.com/rev/pagan.html.

Atlas Pandemonium* game giveaway
Atlas Games (Roseville, MN) distributed MIB Productions’ Pandemonium* RPG in 1993, but the game “has unfortunately not found a solid market niche,” says Atlas president John Nephew deliberately. Now Atlas needs warehouse space but doesn’t want to junk the Pandemonium game — so, through August 1, Atlas is giving it away.

Designed by Stephan Michael Sechi (the Talislan* RPG) and co-written by Robin D. Laws (the Shadowfist* and Feng Shui games) and Joel M. Kaye, the Pandemonium game casts players as intrepid tabloid reporters, tracking Elvis, Bigfoot, and UFOs all over the world, with the assistance of their own skills and those of their past lives. (In 1994 TSR published a similar game, the TABLOID™ game, using the AMAZING ENGINE® game system.)

To get the game, originally sold at $20, send a check or money order for $3 per copy (shipping and handling) to Atlas Games, P.O. Box 131233, Roseville, MN 55113. No credit cards. Overseas orders $6 surface, $10 air. The sole Pandemonium supplement, Stranger Than Truth!, costs $5 when ordered with the game, $8 alone. Offer expires August 1.

Contact: atlasgames@aol.com.

Current Clack’s recommendation: This game is a scream! Snap it up!

News about gates
Black Dragon Press (Logan, UT) has been sold to Gatekeeper Publishing, along with the Tempest of The Gods* trading card game and the Darkurthe Legends* RPG. Gatekeeper plans to support both games and is also releasing a hybrid role-playing/card game planned by Black Dragon, the Dragon Storm* game. Black Dragon announced its trading card game in 1994, but only made it to market in late 1995, after the field’s initial fervor had subsided.

Contact: bdpress1@aol.com.

Grey Ghost Press (Randolph, MA) has republished the Gatecrasher* game, a lighthearted high-tech high-fantasy RPG originally published by Hot Tub Dragon. “Armored knights board space shuttles to pursue their chosen dragons across the solar system. Angels uphold the ideals of truth and justice; demons conspire to make a quick buck. Lycanthropes on Saturn’s moons howl at the full planet overhead while cybernetic orcs inspect their power armor in preparation for storming a wizard’s enclave.” The second edition, by Michael Lucas, uses Grey Ghost’s FUDGE® universal game system.

Contact: ghostgames@aol.com.

Gateway Games, a new and rather spread-out company with staffers in Virginia, California, and Utah, is launching Portals, a semi-annual tabloid magazine dedicated to the Rolemaster* game, other Iron Crown Enterprises products, and “the broader art of role/playing.” The first issue is planned for this year’s GEN Con® Game Fair in August. Gateway’s staff includes Todd McGovern (designer of the Arcane Companion supplement); David Mullin (Channeling Companion in progress), and John Schmidt (Creatures & Treasures Ill). Contact: mcg339@aol.com.

The personal fortune of Microsoft president Bill Gates was recently estimated at $15 billion, sufficient to buy the entire adventure gaming industry 30 or 40 times over.

Notes from the field
Dragonlance® novelist Margaret Weis, partner in Mag Force 7 (Lake Geneva, WI) with Don Perrin, took the partner-
The FORGOTTEN REALMS Campaign: Adventure Awaits!

Deep dungeons beg exploration.
Vicious dragons dare adventurers to enter their lairs.
Lost treasures wait to be claimed.
And everywhere the forces of chaos and evil are spreading their influence.

This is the FORGOTTEN REALMS Campaign World:
A place of classic medieval adventure and legendary mystery
and TSR's most popular world for the ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® Game.
Here a hero can wander for years and still not see everything.
It all starts with these products!

Look for TSR games and books at your favorite store, or to find the dealer nearest you call toll-free 1-800-854-1979.
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It took a
dragon
to cram
all this on
one CD-ROM

The Advanced Dungeons &
Dragons® CD-ROM
Core Rules includes:

- 3D map maker—an exclusive
  way to create maps with all the
  AD&D® conventions, and
  then render them
  into 3D!

- Character
  generator—
a complete
  generation
  system based on the Player’s
  Handbook rules.

- Encounter generator—
  random monsters, and you can
  put them on your own maps!

- Treasure generator—any
type, any size treasure can be
  created in a few mouse clicks.

- Monstrous
  Manual database—
  and it’s
  customizable, too!

- Player’s
  Handbook

- Dungeon Master
  Guide

- Tome of Magic

- Arms and
  Equipment Guide

- And more!

Jump on the AD&D
CD-ROM Core Rules.
On sale in September.

Available at Waldenbooks, Hastings, Media Play, On Cue, Books-A-Million, Crown,
Electronics Boutique, Software Etc., Babbage's, game, hobby, and books stores everywhere.
Get the demo on the internet at ftp.mpgn.com/Gaming/ADND/CD-ROM-demo